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Take Your Prescription To—
THE CORNER DRUG STORE

THREE TIMES A WEEK________
BY ThF ROCKLAND PUBLISHING CO.

ALL THE HOME NEW8
Subscription $3.00 per year payable In ad
vance : single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
1
Communications upon topics of general Inter
est are solicited.
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday morning, from 409 Main Street, Rock
land, Maine.
Entered at the postofflee in Rockland for cir
culation at second-lass postal rates.

Where it will be prepared with particular exactness frcm
the very best of ingredients and at a reasonable price.
You can depend on your prescription cr family receipt being
put up exactly as your physician orders it by a Registered
Druggist of long and first-class experience. MR. BARBOUR
and MR. TREGGETT have both had over 30 years at the
best Prescription work.

422 MAIN STREET, CORNER LIMEROCK
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Character Is best where no hands —
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WANTED

BOOKKEEPER—Man capable of taking full
charge of accounts of a corporation, preferably one
familiar with Voucher System. Apply to—
MR. STEVENS, DEEP SEA FISHERIES
3-6

HOPE FAMILY HOMELESS

Charles Huntley who lives at the
Head of the Lake In Hope, built a Are
In the kitchen stove early yesterday
morning and then went to the barn to
do the chores. When he returned his
attention was attracted by an unusual

sound upstairs and opening the door
he found the whole attic ablaze. The
(Ire had evidently caught around th*
chimney, and it spread so rapidly that
very little of the furniture in the house
or L could be saved. The cattle were
gotten out of the barn before that
structure was destroyed.
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PORTLAND’S CITY MARSHAL

Elmer H. Waterhouse, Former Warden
Of State Prison, Appointed To That
Position.
lEltr.er H. Waterhouse, first chief of
police of Portland, was re-appointed to
that cfll?e by City Manager Harry A.
Brinkerhoff, under the new city char
ter. Chief Whterhouse succeeds Irvir.g
S. Watts, who has served five year?.
Un addition to service as city mar
shal and chief of Portland police. Chief
Waterhouse was warden of the State
Prison at Thomaston under Gov. Cur
tis and served as special agent in the
bureau of investigation of the depart
ment of justice in the World war. For
the past three years hr has been chief
special agent of the Grand Trunk Rail
way.
He is a past exalted ruler
and former district deputy of the Elks.
It is expected he will assume his new
duties at once. His salary was fixed at
$2,700.

Standard Makes

RADIO

lvers & Pond
Merrill
Francis Bacon
McPhail
$4. to $ 100.
Accordions,
$7. to $12.
Auto Harps,
$3. to $7.
Brief Cases,
$35. to $85.
Clarinets,
$4.50
Chinese Gongs,
Cornets,
$15. to $100.
Drum Traps, $30. to $100.
Harmonicas. $15c to $2.00
Harmonica Holders,
50c

House-Sherman, Inc.
Next to Ford Agency
TEL. 650-W.

Mandolins,
$4. to $25.
Metronomes, $4.50 to $7.
Music Cases, $1.50 to $20.
Music Stands, $1. to $2.75
Music Rolls,
$1. to $3.75
Saxophones, $85. to $200.
Strings for all Instruments
Violins,
Violin Bows
Violin Supplies

POPULAR SHEET MUSIC 20 CENTS

V. F. STUDLEY
Telephone 71 3.

ROCKLAND. ME.

283 Main St.

ROCKLAND

OPEN EVENINGS
Th 1-tf

RADIO
ARE YOU GETTING THE BEST
RESULTS FROM YOUR SET?
IF NOT, DROP ME A LINE RE
GARDING. YOUR DIFFICULTIES
PHONE 647-6
ASSEMBLING AND REPAIR
WORK

Over the Express Office

R. W. TYLER
ROCKLAND, - • MAINE
(Radio Editor of Thia Paper)
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A Week’s Vacation to Every

Woman

Who Owns an “EASY” Electric Washer

Heater

Handsome dosigns at
$8.98

.

TUESDAY,

THURSDAY AND SATURDAY.

A

ODD FELLOWS’ NIGHT

Every housewife who has an EASY Electric Washer
will have an extra week’s vacation this year.

Instead of spending two hours each week over the
wash board she will let the EASY do her washing elec
trically .and save 1% hours each week—78 hours a year.

78 hours is equal to over 7 ten-hour days—a week’s
vacation.

Besides, the EASY saves your strength and washes
for 4c a week.

________

Why don’t you learn more about the “Easy.”

Central Maine Power Company
At Any of Our 32 Stores

Volume 79. ... . .. .Number 5.
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CASE

HE’S FOR THE BRIDGE

Such Is the Inference, At
Double Installation of Knox
An Illustration of Work Carried On In Our Midst By This
Least, From Senator Brew
Lodge and Miriam Rebekah
Great
Humanitarian
Organization.
ster’s Letter.
Lodge.
The officers of

kJox

Lodge, I. O. O.

(When Senator Ralph O. Brewster of
In July, 1918, Radeliff received his dis Portland announced his candidacy for
charge and on the 20th of that month,
he called at the office of Dr. Armstrong, the Republican gubernatorial nomina
Rockland. He was very lame at the tion it elicited a favorable response
time and was also treated for extreme from his friends in this city.
nervousness. In August, 1918, he wa«
But one of them wrote in a semiexamined by Dr. John Green. Rumford, humorous, semi-serious vein; "It’s no
Maine. This doctor said that he had use to try to cut any ice down here
contracted a spinal lesion, due to a unless you are in favor of the Kenne
fall of some sort. An affidavit cover bec Bridge."
ing this should be on file with the Vet
He received from Mr. Brewster the
eran’s Bureau or Canadian Govern following reply:
ment, sent from the Veteran's Bureau
"I have your letter of Jan. 2, and I
office in Portland. Maine. From that am very glad to write you regarding
time on it has been a succession cf the Kennebec Bridge matter. Senti
doctors, both government men and ment here In Portland Is strongly In
those employed personally by Rad favor of this bridge. The matter was
cliff. Nerve specialists, neurologists brought before our Chamber of Com
and patfiologtsts have been am. ng mune, which has over a thousand
those making a diagnosis of this case. members, comprising the leading bu«!A complete claim for compensation ness men in this section, and the board
was filed with the War Risk Bureau ot managers, of which I was at the
and later additional affidavit? have time a member, voted to endorse this
been sent through the office of the project and I believe appropriated $100
Portland Branch of the United Slates
assist in financing the investigation
Veterans Bureau. These affidavits are which was made.
Hom men knowing Radcliff both before
“The matter did not come to a record
and after his period of service, em ote in the last Senate as the consti
ployers, physicians and friends who tutional amendment proposed by Senhave been closely in touch with him tor Carleton was passed unanimously,
since he left the service. As he has ut I expected to vote in favor of tho
The Case of Charles B. Radcliff
been practically helpless for more than measure If a record vote had been
Chahles B. Radcliff was born at three years, and almost all of this asked for. 1 trust this will make you
Rockland, Maine, and lived there until time under the care of physicians, all clear regarding my position in this
about 13 years of age, when he wss the money he had been able to save matter.”
obliged to earn his living. He went has been used, and at present he is
away and educated himself. He took utterly dependent upon the Red Cross. IN PRISON, AND YE VISITED ME
When first visited by the Roeklar.J
night courses at the University of
Pennsylvania, graduating as a civil Red Cross worker. Radcliff was nearly How the Appeal For Paint* and
engineer. He was later married to a blind, helpless and living at the home
Brushes Met a Generous Response.
a relative, who apparently was n.;t
Thomaston girl and they went west ’o
live. He commanded a good salary too pleased to have him. The family
Some time previous to Christmas
and was never lacking for work. His was large and there was little money, there was printed a communication to
making
conditions
for
the
invalid
very
previous medical history is clear. He
The Courier-Gazette setting forth the
unpleasant. With nothing to do during story of a life prisoner in the State
was always a strong, husky boy.
In February, 1918, he enlisted In the his waking hours hut gaze at four gray Prison, who had developed by way of
Canadian forces and was put in the walls of his room, his life seemed to relaxation in his spare moments a fa
officers’ training corps. When the order hold little of joy or pleasure. His de cility in painting. Little by little he
came to place Quebec City under mar voted wife could not leave him and go had accumulated a stock of pain’s
to work, for he needed constant care and brushes with wheih he produced
The installation was followed by this tial law. his company was sent to re
move the ammunition from the stores. and she was the only one to give it. many pictures.
But the Are of last
program:
Luring this proceeding, and the riots After the Red Cross worker's first vfs’t, fall that destroyed so large a part of
Selection, Lodge Orchestra.
the District Manager of the United the prison, wiped out of existence not
that
followed,
he
received
what
un

Reading, Charles A. Sylvester.
Presentation of P‘st Noble Grand’s doubtedly proved to be a fatal injury. States Veteran’s Bureau became In only the prisoner’s pictures which he
terested and made a personal visit (o had produced with much patient toil,
collar to Mrs. Rita Patterson Coburn, While on guard duty in front of one
retiring Noble Grand, by Mrs. Nettle of the public buildings in Quebec City, this home, and upon his return to Port but also all his working stock, leaving
he was knocked from high stone steps. land he sent an urgent message to Dr. him helpless to paint more. It was
Stewart.
Capelle, District Liason Officer, U. S. these facts that the communication
Presentation of sliver cream ladle to While this fall did not put him out of
Mrs. Josie Conary of Tenant’s Harbor, commission at once, he did feel a cer V. B„ at 600 Washington street, Eos detailed, expressing n hope that some
District Deputy President, by Mrs. tain amount of lameness and stiffness, ton, asking that he use all his influ. reader of It might have in hand
but he was able to continue his work. ence with the Canadian Government blushes and paints to donate to the
Orissa W. Horton,
Presentation of bottle pf perfume to About one week later, while on parade, to have this case reopened and given prisoner.
The response was immediate and
Mrs. Inez Crosby of Gamuen, past Re lie was taken with a severe headache consideration. This was April 5, 192?.
In May, 1923, while awaiting decis generous. From hnif a score of ar
bekah President of the Assembly of weakness and dizziness. He was car
ried to the Barracks Hispital (while ion on the appeal. Radcliff was forced tists came articles to supply the need.
Maine by Mrs. Horton.
Presentation of Odd Fellows' Veter in Quebec City the ouflt was stationed to make a change in his living. The Besides Roekland painters, there came
lelative was moving away.
Onec contributions from Camden and Rock
an Jewel to Past Grand Marshal Oliver at the Immigration Station).
He remained in the hospital for some more the Red Cross worker came to port, from Clark Island, Friendship,
B. Lovejcy, commemorative of 35 years
time and upon his discharge Ills right the rescue and arrangements were a Union shut-in, from Passiac, N. J„
membership, by George E. Horton.
leg showed a weakness and bothered trade through the United Statees Vet and other remote points, while from
Reading, Mrs. Nettie Stewart.
him to quite an extent. When march eran’s Bureau. Mr. Stoddard, acting, distant California Mrs. Maude Hovey
Violin solo, Miss Adelaide Cross.
Remarks by Mrs. Josie Conary, Mrs ing he was hardly able to drag this foot to send Radcliff to Silsby Hospltil, as Lampman sent a check. Several of
Inez Crosby, George E. Horton and along. On account of this trouble he an emergency ease for three months the contributions were in cash, a total
was henceforth excused from intensive pending a decision by Ottawa. He was of $16 being received front 18 givers.
Luke S. Davis.
training. The trouble grew constantly made very comfortable there and re
All these were sent to the prison
Selection by Orchestra.
v.orse and he made repeated attempt? reived every attention that aould be
Refreshments and dance followed to get medical aid for the same, apply bestow’ed upon him. This was author chaplain, who saw to it that through
them not only were the needs of the
the installing ceremonies and program.
ing again and again with same result. ized by Dr. Capelie of the Boston office.
lisoner amply supplied, but so gen
Members of Knox Lodge who died The doctor on duty told him it was no
Under date of October 22, 1923, Mal- erous had the donation been that
during the year were Fullerton K.
doubt a congested nerve and woul.I cclm L. Stoddard is in receipt of a let other prisoners with artistic tastes
Wilson, Victor V. Thompson, Wood clear up later.
ter from Ottawa, stating in part:
were also supplied.
bury M. Purington, John H. Leo, Wil
"You are advised that this man
The leg grew constantly worse and
It is desired that persons who so
liam II. F. Mason. Ephraim Perry,
he made various attempts to get dis ease has been brought to the atten kindly responded to the appeal be as
Walter S. Morton, William E. Jackson,
charged on this account. Finding that tion of the Assistant Deputy Minister sured that their gifts reached their
Israel S. Porter, Frederick J. Dow and
this was useless, he finally asked for Department Soldiers Civil Re-estab destination and were received with a
George Jones,
his discharge, on the ground of his lishment,'Ottawa, Canada, and that a gratitude the recipient* And It difficult
The annual receipts of the lodge
American citizenship, and this was leply has been received from him to express in words.
amount to $'’.493. There hps been paid
under date June 27, 1923; This com
for relief $2,465, and for lodge ex granted. He was however given no
medical survey at the time, and as lie munication reads in part: I do not
"A MAIN STREET DEAL”
penses, $5,847. The total net assets
know of any way in which financial as
of the lodge on Dee. 31 amounted to was so anxious to get out and consult
a physician himself, he did not ins’st sistance can be rendered unless the lo Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
$21,485. During the year 57 members
cal Chapter of Red Cross is prepared
It was with regret that I read In
of the lodge have been paid sick bene- upon the examination that should have
rightfully been made at that time to extend this assistance. The only your Saturday isaue that another onefits covering
aggregate of
suggestion
that
I
can
make
is
to
advise
Regimental
Sergeant
Major
Estes,
as

story building was going up immedi
weeks.
sisting Captain Knight, commanding, this man to discuss his case with the ately on our Main street. On the cor
_____
was the man with whom Radcliff had local Red Cross Chapter.”
ner, too, which is such an Ideal place
ITS BEST YEAR
Mr. Stoddard feels that the Veteran'? for a handsome block of three or four
much of his conversation regarding
the matter of discharge. He was ex Bureau has done all it can do, but Is stories. It would seetn to me that we
Edward
Bryant
Company cused from all road marching by order ready to help put through another ap have about enough one-story buildings
of this Capt. Knight, while in Quebec peal although considering the same on Main street now. If we are to
Prospered Greatly
Last City.
useless under the circumstances.
have new buildings, It does seem that
we might have something that looks
Year and Is Optimistic.
as well as those that are being re
placed. I am certain that a greater
To “our good friends who have made
part of the citizens feel Just as I do
1923 the best year in our business ca
about it.
reer,” the Edward Bryant CompanjOne Who Likes to See the
sends the following circular letter;
Home Town Improved.
The following “Summary of Conclu

F. and Miriam Rebekah Lodge were in
stalled Tuesday night in the presence
of a large and interested company of
brothers and sisters. The two lodges
are among the largest in the State, and
the fraternal spirit runs very high.
The installing ’officers of two
branches Were:
Knox Lodge—District Deputy O. M.,
Luke S. Davis; Grand Warden, Oliver
B, Lovejoy; Grand Secretary, John A.
Karl; Grand Treasurer, George E.
Horton; Grand Marshal, Abram W.
Nye; Grand Guardian, Albert Cable?.
Rebekah Iztdge—District Deputy G.
M., Josie Conary; Grand Warden, Ma
bel Harding; Grand Secretary, Orirsa
W. Horton; Grand Treasurer, Helen
M. Clark; Grand Marshal, Inez Crosby.
And these were the officers Installed:
Knox Lodge—Noble Grand. Jesse
Tolman Carroll; Vipe Grand, Charles
S. Maxey; Recording Secretary. Frank
I!. Miller; Financial, Secretary, George
A. Tarr;
Treasurer,
Harry
W.
French; Warden, Henry C.
Sim
mons; Conductor, Charles A. Syiester; R. S. N. G„ Theodore E. Perry;
L. S. N. G„ James N. East; R. S. S.,
Augustus B. Huntley; L. S. S,, L. Eu
gene Frost; Chaplain, Oliver B. LoveJoy; Outside Guardian, Edwin O. Stet
son; Inside Guardian, Wilbur W. Bis
bee; R. S. V. G„ Allen V. Sawyer; L.
S. V. G., Albert Cables.
Rebekah Lodge—Noble Grand, Dor’s
Hyler; Vice Grand, Nena Davis; Re
cording Secretary, Nettie O. Stewart;
Financial Secretary, Ella M. Aehorn;
Treasurer, Grace L. Rollins; Warden,
Mabel Brewster; Conductor,
Ellen
Buttomer: R. S. N. G„ Mabel Lewis;
I.. S. N. G., Susan P. Foss; Chaplain,
Pearl Borgerson; Outside Guardian,
Flora H. Paladino; Inside Guardian,
Minnie E. Cross; R. S. V. O„ Julia Da
vis; L. S. V. G„ Lillian Merritt.

What the Rockland Red Cross stands
ready to do for ex-service men is
illustrated by the case of Charles B
Radciif!. cf 76 Crescent street, who
for many weeks has been in Silsby
Hospital, supported by this Rockland
Branch.
Mr, Radcliff enlisted with the Cana
dian forces, was injured at Quebec
and received honorable discharge at
his request on grounds ot American
citizenship.
Prog, essive
paralysis,
atrophy of muscles and spinal lesion
followed a fall and Improper medical
attention thereafter.
The Canadian
Government has thus far refused re
sponsibility in the case, but effort to
procure assistance In that direction
has not been abandoned, both Senator
Fernald and former Senator Gardner
being enlisted in that behalf.
For the information of those two
gentlemen and any others concerned a
narrative history of Mr. Radcliff’s ease
has been prepared by Mrs. Helen
Lamb, secretary of the local Red Cross,
and is here printed for the information
of readers of The Courier-Gazette:

sions” from the Harvard Economic
Service for Dee. 15, 1923, strikes its
as being a most excellent energizer for
a New Year starter.
Please accept our sincere apprecia
tion of your patronage during the past
year together with our earnest wish
that 1924 may bring you the greatest
happiness and prosperity you have
ever known.

Keep Warm
With an Electric
If you don't wish to
keep the furnace firea
going full blast all the
time just place one of
thaaa Hedlite Heaters
in the "cosy” corner,
den or bathroom.
It
takes off the chill and
pays for itself by the
coal It saves.

.

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, January 10, 1924.

Single Copies Three Cents.
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Summary of Conclusion*
1. The evidence indicates that a
major downturn In building activity
has not occurred.
2. The present aggregate value of
building permits and contracts awarded
Indicates that winter construction will
be large; and there is every prospect
of the initiation of a large volume of
construction at the beginning of the
lullding season next spring.
3. Though some seasonal decline of
prices of building materials and of la
bor costs may occur meanwhile, a firm
ot even rising market for labor and
building materials next spring is in
prospect.
4. If a large Increase in building
costs sets in next spring, it is probable
that curtailment of new projects will
occur in the late spring or early fall.
There is still a considerable unsatis
fied demand for new construction, but
not at such costs as were coming to
prevail last March.
The Edward Bryant Company has
its office at 23 Central street, Boston,
but its quarries and kilns are in Rock
land and Rockport and it is one of th*
largest industries in Knox County,
constantly extending its activities. Guy
H. Hunt is president and treasurer,
and Benjamin C. Perry, with a long
and successful record as lime manu
facturer, is the general manager.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
THE LILY OF Y0RR0W
Deep In the heart of the forest the Illy of Yorrow is growing.
Blue is Its cup as the sky, and with mystical
odor o’erflowlng.
Faintly it falls through the Rhadowy glades
when the south wind is blowing.
Sweet are the primroses pale and the yloleta
after a shower;
Sweet are the borders of pinks and the blos
soming grapei on the bower;
Sweeter by far is the breath of that far-away
woodland flower.

Searching and strange In its sweetness, it steals
like a perfume enchanted
Under the arch of the forest, and all who per
ceive It are haunted,
Seeking and seeking forever, till sight of tha
lily Is granted.
Who can describe how It grows, with Its challco
of lazuli leaning
Over a erystallne spring, where the ferns and
the mosses arc greening?
Who can Imagine its beauty, or utter the depth
of Its meaning?
Calm of the Journeying stars, and repose of tha
mountains olden,
Joy of the swift-running rivers, and glory of
sunsets golden,
Secrets that cannot be told In the heart of the
flower are holdcn.

Surely to sec It Is peace and the crown of a
lifelong endeavor;
Surely to pluck It Is gladness—but they who
have found It can never
Tell of the gladness and peace; they are hid
front our vision forever.
’Twas but a moment ago that a comrade was
wandering near nte;
Turning aside from the pathway he murmured
a greeting to cheer me—
Then he was lost in the shade, and T called but
he did not hear me.

Why should I dream he li dead, and bewail him
with passionate sorrow?
Surely 1 know there Is gladness In finding tha
lily of Yor row ;
He has discovered it first, and perhaps I shall
find It tomorrow.

—By Henry Van Dyke,

The Courier-Gazette
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Personally appeared Frank S. Lyame. who on
•ath declares that he la pressman In the office
of the Rockland Publlahlm Co., and that of

the Issue of The Courler-liazclle of Jan. 8.
11‘24. there was printed a toial of 6.190 copies.

Baton ns,

Grand Jury Reports 17 Indictments—John Mealey Gets Five
Years At State Reformatory—Cole Coes To Prison With
out An Escort

FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

Crisp, concise, courteous are the guilty of illegal possession of intoxica
alliterative terms applied to Associate ting liquor, retracted his plea :>|jd
pleaded guilty. He was sentenced to
Justice Dunn, by an observer at the
tire Men’s Reformatory in South Wind
BIBLE THOUGHT
pening session of Knox County Su ham, until discharged in accordance
—FOR TODAY—
preme Court Tuesday.
Under his with the law, but the sentence was sus
capable guidance the term is going pended until this term with the under
! Bible Thoughts raerorfeed, win prove
priceless heritage in after years.
ong smoothly, with a manifest en standing that he place himself in a
deavor to save useless waste of time, sanitarium to cure himself of the drug
NEW
YEARS GREETING.—The nd at the same time to give a square habit. This he failed to do and in
court yesterday afternoon County At
Lord bless thee and keep thee. The deal to everybody. “The effort of the
law is not so much to secure severe torney Dwinal asked for affirmation of
■Lord make his face shine upon thee,
the sentence. Mealey’s counsel, Frank
and be gracious unto thee. The Lord punishment as it is to secure certain
punishment,” was one of his epigrams. A. Tirrell, opposed on the ground that
J.ft up his countenance upon thee, and
Rev John M. Ratcliff, pastor of the he prisoner was suffering from revol
give thee peace.—Numbers 6:24-26.
Rockland Unlversalist Church, was ver wounds and his physicians had ad
'
"
Lchaplain at the opening session and vised him to go into the hospital for an
A RED CROSS CASE
remained a highly interested observer operation, instead of going to a sani
tarium. A bed had already been engag
through the forenoon session.
Every reader of The Courier-Gazette
The traverse juries organized in this ed for him at Knox Hospital, counsel
said. The sentence was affirmed by
should study the story of a Rockland manner:
First Jury—Hiram P. Stone, fore Justice Dunn, and Mealey will be com
ex-service man, printed upon another
man, North Haven: Elmer E. Allen, St. mitted to the State School for five
page. It is a story that with variations George; John K. Barter. Isle au Haut: years.
is heard many thousands of times John D. Caven, St. George; William H.
The first civil ease to be tried had
Union;
Delmar Howard, for 'its plaintiffs Morris Knoble and
throughout the country, hut this one is Esancy,
Morris Bloom representing the New
close at home and the readier enlists Hope; George Jameson, Rockport;
Oliver B. Libby, Warren; Mathew K. York firm of Knoble & Bloom; and for
our sympathy. Because there is a Linekin. Thomaston: Parker S. Mer its defendant Harmon Davis, proprie
chapter of the Red Cross' in Rockland riam. Owl’s Head: Burleigh C. Nash. tor of the Davis Garment Shop. Rock
the case of Charles B. Radcliff is easy Rockland: Lesli? O. Young, Cushing. land. Suit had been brought against
Second Jury—Herbert Brazier, fore Mr. Davis in the sum of $300 to recover
to deal with, so far as ministering to
man, Rockport: Arthur P. Ames. Cam or. a shipment of ladies’ suits sold to
his comfort and happiness is con
den; Charles L. Blake, Rockland: him by their salesman June 14, 1921
cerned, and supplies a concrete il Frank H. Brown, Yinalhaven; Freeman The invoice contained 16 garments, part
lustration of the part Red Cross is Elwell, South Thomaston:
Charles cf which were accepted on their ar
rival. The others were returned to the
playing in this region of sad legacies Grinnell, Appleton; Clifford A. Hamililton, Rockland; Willis A. Harville, manufacturers because they were al
left in the track of the Great War.
Camden: Pierre L. Havener, Rockland: leged to be unlike the samples.
We think it probable that there may Fred J. Hull, Rockland; Edward B.
The plaintiff concern contended that
be persons to whom this story makes ♦ichardson, Rockland; Emery Turner. the suits were in all respects accord
ing to contract and that the defendant
such direct appeal as that they will Washington.
had no reason fcr rescindng the order
Supernumeraries
—
Charles
A.
Pease
like to take a definite part in it. The
The defense introduced Mr. Salz
Warren and Albion Wottcn, Friend
budget of the local Red Cross is so ship.
man. from whom the goods were
closely adjusted and the calls upon it
The following eases, additional to bought. He testified that it was the
so considerable that helping hands in those already disposed tf, were marked first order he had ever sold and that
it had been sold with the understand
a case of this character would appreci for trial:
Lilliam M. Lincoln vs. Fred T. Heal ing that if any part of the order was
ably lighten the task of the officials et al (Assumpsit on Note) Smalley; unsatisfactory it could be returned.
Mrs. Harmon Davis testified that 'he
charged with the administration of its Montgomery.
Inhabitants
of
Thomaston
vs. suits were not like the samples which
♦ finances. We can imagine a Charles
had been submitted: that they were of
B. Radcliff Fund created to which there Charles M. Stevens (Debt—Taxes) an inferior quality, and had been sem
Smalley; Miller.
should be definite contributions, by in
Sea Products Company vs. Ora Buz- back the next day. Her evidence was
dividuals and by organizations. It zell (Assumpsit on Acct.) Bird: Frank corroborated by Mr. Davis.
The plaintiff's testimony consistin'
would be a thing to stir the generous L. Ames.
Sea Products Company vs. Z. B. of depositions taken in New Y’ork. E.
heart in everybody.
Conley (Assumpsit on Aset.) Bird; W. I’ike appeared fcr the plainoiff and
Charles T. Smalley handled the de
Conley Pro Se.
The peace plan which has won the
Mrs. R. L. Bean vs. Camden Lumber fense in behalf of M. A. Johnson, who
Edward W. Bok prize is destined to & Fuel Co. and Mark W. Ingraham Tr. ir in Florida on account of ill heilth
An incident approaching the dra
meet with a hostile reception in the (Assumpsit on Note) Emery, Tirrell;
matic occurred during the judgeUnited States Senate, if some of the Montgomery.
Ralph Stahl vs. Arthur W. Mutty charge when Attorney Pike interrupted
members of that august assemblage
(Negligence) Emery; Charles J. Mc to announce that he should take ex
are being correctly quoted. The con Graw.
ceptions to some of the advice which
census of the body seems to be that
Edward Parks vs. Central Maine was being given to the jury.
"You are to be guided by the law I
the plan offers nothing which the Sen Power Co.. (Negligence) Pike; Bird.
shall give ar.d not by argument of the
Arthur
W.
Mutty
vs.
Ralph
Stahl
ate has not discarded time and again
(Negligence) Notice of trial (lied. plaintiff’s counsel,” said Justice Dunn
Henry Cabot Lodge, chairman of the Smalley, Buizell & Thornton.
atfer directing the court stenographer
Foreign Relations committee calls
Ralph G. Whitney vs. R. M. Kershaw to note the exceptions.
Jus.ice Dunn made an exhaustive
“very amateurish” and a scheme to and Sidney M. Nealy (Assumpsit on
charge on the law of sales and law
advertise old goods. “A poor sideshow Note) Notice of trial filed, Smalley.
'Eben Linscott vs. Palmer Martin and ffoverning damages in cases of this kind
and inconsequential,” is the comment the Security Trust Co. Tr. (Alienation) He said, in substance, that the meas
ure of damages. if any, would be the
made by another Senator. Washing Notice of trial filed. Smalley, Otis.
Three Knox Ceunty men were ad difference between the contract price
ton sees in it a boomerang against the
and the market pi ice at the time and
League of Nations and a World Court, mitted to citizenship at yesterday's
naturalization proceedings. The new place of breach, together with the cost
More tolerant may be the referendum
citizens are: Alfred Brown of Vinal of resale by the plaintiff, if the goods
verdict which is now being conducted haven, a native of England; George were returned. If you find for the
throughout the nation. The move Leonard of Warren, a native of Prince plaintiff, he said, you must remember
that he cannot have his cake and eat it
ment will have one valuable end at Edward Island; and George Edward
too.
Lewis
of
Rockport,
a
native
of
Eng

least, for it will create a deeper inter
A verdict for the defendant was ren
land.
est in world peace than has ever been
dered.
• • • •
manifested, and after all is said and
The grand jury completed its labors
done the majority of people in every late yesterday afternoon, and the fore
PROSPEROUS BANKS
man handed 17 tru bills to Clerk Grif
nation prefer peace and harmony
fin. Two of the indictments were not
war and destruction.
made public. The others are:
One Important Change Made
John Veceneau, reckless driving:
In Annual Meetings—Me
The county will watch with a great Mike Sutela, Roland Gilchrest. Ernest
deal of interest the progress of affairs Robishaw, Carl Cottrell. Tunna TameDougall New President o
down in Philadelphia where Brigadier line, Herman Hall, J. Frank Sullivan,
and Glenwocd L. Hopkins, each opera
Security
Trust.
Gen. Smedley D. Butler, known in the ting an automobile while under the in
United States Marine Corps as “The fluence of intoxicating liquor: Jqhn II
A prosperous year was the unani
Fighting Quaker" has promised t Breen, nuisance: Frank C. Power, nui mous report Tuesday from the thre'
“clamp the lid dowrt tight on ever sance; Raymond Holt, breaking, en Rockland banking institutions which
tering and larceny: Wilbur_B. Dins
one of the 1.300 saloons, every gamb
more, breaking, entering and larceny: held their annual meetings. The North
ling resort, every red light den and Frank Paul, indecent liberties and lasBank stands pat with the officers cho
every other crime hang-out.” If nec civrous behavior with a child under
sen a year ago, the Rocklaad Bank
(16):
Austin
Brewer,
breaking,
entering
essary he promises to call out the fire
makes one change in the board of di
■and larceny.
department, break open the doors with
• » • •
rectors, and the Security Trust Com
pick axes and wreck the bars. And if
When the criminal docket was called pany elects a new president while re
this doesn't fill the bill, Gen. Butler Tuesday forenoon Clerk Griffin came taining Maynard S. Bird as the execu
says he knows of 5000 former marines tc the case of State vs. Woodbury tivc officer of the institution, in a new
Maker. The respondent had appealed role. The results of the annual me?
who would step into their places and
from Judge Miller’s sentence in Muni ings follow:
do it for them. Gen. Butler Is either cipal Court, and in Supreme Court was
North National
talking through his, hat or is a man placed under the charge of Probation
President—Elmer S. Bird.
who possesses what the writers of to Officer Aivah B. Clark for one year.
Vice President—Arthur S. Baker.
Cashier—E. F. Berry.
day are terming, inelegantly, perhaps Tuesday, the day on which the proba
tionary period was tefhave been termi
Assistant Cashier—J. N. Southard.
as “guts." His record would seem
nated, Maker fell from grace and was
Clerk—Charles T. Smalley.
indicate the latter. We shall see what again before Judge Miller on the
Directors—E. S. Bird, George H
charge of drunkenness. He was fined Hart, C. I. Burrows. Ensign Otis. A. S
we shall see.
$10 and costs.
Baker, H. H. Stover, Charles T. Smal
Judge Miller felt impelled to say a ley, A. B. Packard, Fred S. Rhodes,
The Western and Northwestern
word in his behalf when the disposi
States recorded more failures last tion of the appealed case was being Ernest C. Davis. William S. Hopkins
year than they did in 1922, hut in spite discussed by the Court and County At
of that depression the total number in torney Dwinal.
“Your Honor,” said he, “I know
the United States was 3300 less, ac
about this case, and so far as I can
cording to that eminent authority, learn Maker has gone nearly a year
Three Shows—2:C0, 6:45, 8:30
Bradstreet's. The greatest decrease without drinking."
’ That’s ljnger than a camel goes,"
was in the South, but the New Eng
Last Time Today
land. Middle Atlantic and Central said Justice Dunn; "The case is dis
missed."
States also felt the impetus of better
• • * •
business.
J. H. Montgomery of Camden, who
—INis president of the Knox Bar, feels an
Gifford Pinehot and Hiram Johnson especial sense of satisfaction at being
have united forces in Pennsylvania* in present at each session of the January
term. This is due to the fact that he
a desperate attempt to prevent that
is observing the 50th anniversary of
State’s large delegation from casting his admission to the Bar, which he has
Comedy: "LET’S BUILD”
its vote for Coolidge in the Cleveland served for 45 years as vice president
convention. Now that the California oi president. There is no other mem
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
and Pennsylvania aspirants have made ber of the present Bar who was prac
tising in Knox County when he joined.
common cause, it will be interesting to Time has dealt gently with him, and
Friday-Saturday
know what attitude the voters will as he goes before a jury today with the
sume. Most of us think we know al same tire and vigor that characterized
his practice a quarter-century ago.
ready.
Young for his years, but a gentleman
of the old school, President Mont
What’s in a name? The newly ap
gomery of the Knox Bar enjoys the
pointed sheriff of Aroostook county is esteem and affection of every associate.
A Thrilling Tale cf Society and
• • • •
Criminal Courts
Martin Lawless. But there is every
Harry M. Cole of Camden, whose
—ALSO—
reason to believe that the future ad
motion for new trial on the charge of
ministration of the sheriff's depart
adultery, was over-ruled by I.aw Court
ment will not be quite so lawless as surrendered himself Tuesday, and- was
recent events shown the old one to committed to State Prison, whither he
and EDITH JOHNSON
had been sentenced to not less than 18
have been.
nor more than 36 months.
His re
quest that he be allowed to go to the
The Kennebec Journal of Augusta is prison unaccompanied was promptly
Chapter One
on the last lap toward the achievement granted when Warden Eaton was in
The Mightiest of All Thrillers
of its 100th milestone. It was one of formed as to his voluntary surrender.
• • • •
MONDAY-TUESDAY
the oldest papers in New England, and
At the September term John H
we can say, without suggestion of Mealey, who had appealed from Rock
“THE MYSTERY GIRL”
"taffy” that it is o
of the best.
land Municipal Court after being found

EMPIRE
NEAL HART

“SOUTH OF THE
NORTHERN LIGHTS”

VI0LADANA

ONE-THIRD OFF SALE
I Saturday, Jan. 12 Closing Saturday, Jan. 19
One-third off the price of every article in the store, with two exceptions (Holeproof
Hosiery and Carter’s Overalls). Everything else goes—Men’s and Boys’ Suits, Overcoats,
Sheeplined Coats, Furnishings, Hats, Caps.
•
•
Our usual selling price plainly marked on every article; deduct one-third from this price and that will be
your saving.
Don’t buy unless you want the goods—because there is not enough for every man—and
one more point—if ypu ARE going to buy, come early. These prices for Cash only.
Just a few sairoles

of the savings you can make during this sale.

“THE STEEL TRAIL”

Men’s $1.25 Work Shirts
84c

Men’s $1.00 Shirts cr
Drawers
' 66c

Men's $5.00 Heavy Wool
Trousers
$3.34

Men’s $2.00 Shirts or
Drawers
$1.34

Men’s $45.00 Suits and
Overcoats

Men’s $1.75 Unions
1-3 Off
$1.17

$30.00
Save $15.00

Men’3 $35.00 Suits and
Overcoats
$23.34

Men's $3.00 Unions
1-3 Off
$2.00

Cave $11.66

Men’s $27.50 Rain Coats
$18.34

Men’s $2.00 Flannel Shirts
$1.34

Save $9.66

Men’s $4.50 Heavy Wool
Shirts
v
$3.00

Men’s $15.00 Rain Coats
$10.00

Men’s $3.00 Outing Flannel
Night Robe3 or Pajamas
$2.00

Beys’ $8.50 Mackinaws
$5.67

Save $5X0

Save $2.83

Men’s $10.00 Heavy
Blanket Lined Coats
$6.67

Men’s $10.00 Sweaters
$6.67

Cave $3 33

Boys’ $1.50 Blouses
1-3 Off
$1.00

Save $3.33

*

Men’s $50.00 Suits and
Overcoats
$33.34
Save $16.66

Boys’ $5.00 Sport Sweaters
$3.34

Men’s $40.00 Suits and
Overcoats
$26.67
Cave $13.33

Men’s $16.50 Mackinaws
$11.00
Cave $5.50

Boys’ $ 18.00 Suits
$12.00

Boys’ $IJ?.OO Suits
$10.00
Boys’ $5.00 Overcoats
$3.34

Men’s $18.00 Sheep Lined Men’s $2.00 Negligee Shirts
Coats
$1.34
$12.00
Men’s $3.00 Negligee Shirts
Save $3.00
$2.00
Men’s $20.00
Men’s $5.00
Long Sheep Lined Coats
English
Broadcloth Shirts
$13.67
Save $3.33
$3.34

Mah Jong Sets, Traveling Bags, Suit Cases, Overnight Cases—all subject to One-third Off.

J. E Gregory Sons Co.
Main Street, Rockland

(of North Haven), and E. F. Morse
(of Swan’s Island).
Rocklar.d National
President—Arthur S. Littlefield.
Vice Presidents—Israel Snow ar.d
Homer E. Robinson.
(Cashier—Joseph W. Robinson.
Directors—Arthur S. Littlefield. Is
rael Snow, William W. Case. William
T. Cobb, William S. White, George L.
St. Clair, George W. Bachelder, Gilford
B. Butler, Leroy F. Chase, R. Ansoh
Crie, William D. Talbot, Fred A.
Thorndike, Edward F. Glover, Vesper
A. Leach and Homer E. Robinson.
Nathan B. Allen resigns from the di
rectorate on account of ill health, and
is succeeded by another member of the
firm of St. Clair & Allen corporation.
George L. St. Clair.
Security Tru»t Company
President—H. Nelson McDougall.
Vice President—J. C. Perry and C.
M. Kalloch.
Clerk and Secretary—J. C, Perry.
Treasurer—Elmer C. Davis.
Auditor—Earle McIntosh.
Directors—Maynard S. Bird chairmani Henry B. Bird, Albert P. Blalsdell,
Nelson B. Cobb. Arthur B. Crockett,
Cornelius Doherty, Ira Feeney, Louis
W. Fickctt, W. O. Fuller. J. W. Hup-

PARK
f
LAST TIME

per (of St., George) J. A. Jameson,
Charles M. Kalloch, G. A. Lawrence,
E. K. Leighton, H. N. McDougall, Ben
jamin C. Perry, Jarvis C. Perry M. B.
Perry, George M. Simmons, C. S. Sta
ples (of North Haven), George V’.
Walker (of Warren), George B. Wood.
Executive
Committee—Henry B.
Bird. Maynard S. Bird, Nelson B. Cobb,
Ira W. Feeney, W. O. Fuller, J. A.
Jameson, C. M. Kalloch, G. A. Law
rence, H. N. McDougall, Jarvis C.
Perry, George B. Wood.
A revision of the by-laws, made at
this annual meeting resulted in the

Tohave your films promptly
developed and printed
send or bring them to

TODAY

creation of a new office—chairman of
the board of directors—carrying With
it the full charge cf the institutior.,
Maynard S. Bird, who retires from the
presidency of the company, stepped
naturally into the new position in view
of the fa t that his larger interests
1 fc-oadoning his dr, ie of financial deal
ings, have made him an increasing'.v
valuable auxiliary to the institution.
Mr. McDougal!, who succeeds hint in
the presidency, {grew up” with the
Security Trust Company and has dis
played an ability quid enterprise which
have been valuable assets in his bank-

CARVER’S

ing career. In Mr. Bird’s absences,
which are necessarily frequent and ex
tended, President McDougall becomes
the officer in supreme charge.

Know the tremendous pull

ing power ot Courier-Gazette
<>!•

iLThe Strand
JOSEPH DONDI8, Manager.
;
x
’

JAMES J. O’HARA, Organist

TODAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

BOOK STORE

“WHY See—
WORRY?”

MATINEE, 1Cc, 17c
EVENING 10c, 17c, 22c

HAROLD LLOYD

THREE SHOWS—2:00, 6.45, 8:80

ANOTHER SMASHING PICTURE

LENORE

“TIGER

ROSE”

you will not worry, or do
anything else but laugh

“WHY
WORRY?”

till you ache.

NEWS

COMEDY

“WHY
WORRY?”

in this great picture, and

“WHY
WORRY?”

ULRIC

in David Belazco'i

“THE SOCIAL CODE”

WILLIAM DUNCAN

Remember, this discount applies to every department.

See—

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

THE MAN LIFE PASSED BY

N

Wiitlf a Notable Cact, including

HOBART BOSWORTH,
CULLEN LANDIS
EVA NAVAK and JANE NOVAK

“WHY
WORRY?”

JOHN AASON,

the Norwegian giant

“WHY
WORRY?”

The Story Portray* a Love That Passeth All Underztanding.

COMEDY

REVIEW

MON.-TUES.—“CALL OF THE CANYON,” with RICHARD DIX.
COMING SOON—“RUPERT OF HENTZAU"

Also Today

GUY BATES POST in “GOLD MADNESS’

Page Three
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
OOMina NCISHBORHOOD CVENTB

ian. 11—Hockport, Installation of officers of
Trod A. Norwood Belief Corps.
Jan. 14—Debate—"Should the Volstead Act
as it now stunds be enforced?’’ High School
building.
Jan. 14- Knox County Ministerial Associa
tion meets at Baptist Church In Thomaston.
Jan. 15—Camden—Benefit recital for Dis
trict Nursing Association in Methodist church.
Jan. 16—Installation of officers of Aurora
Lodge.
Jan. Ill—Annual Chapman Concert.
Jan. 17—Installation of officers King Solo
mon Temple Chapter.
Jan. 18 — (7.15) Methodist vestry, address for
Woman's Kducatlonal Club, lion. Harold M
Sewall, Bath, subject. "The World Court.”
Jan. 19—LlmSreck Valley Pomona meets
with Pleasant Valley Grange, Rockland.
Jan. 21—Annual meeting of Rockland Gun
Club at the Thorndike Hotel.
Jan. 23—Baptist Men's League [note change
from regular date.]
Feb. 18-23—Annual Community Fair.
•

Benner Hill school Is being taught
temporarily by Mrs. Leola Toltnan
Mann.

CHAPMAN CONCERT
BAPTIST CHURCH,

FIRST

WEDNESDAY EVENING, JANUARY 16
THREE

NEW

SUPER

The municipal officers will give a
hearing next Monday night on the
New England Telephone Co.’s petition
for relocation of poles on Orange and
Franklin streets and new locations on
Chestnut street.
The Nova Scotia schooner St. Clair
Theriault, which was towed to this
port last Sunday by the Coast Guard
Cutter Ossipee, after being ashore at
Munset, continued her journey to
Bucksport yesterday, in tow of the
Sommers N. Smith. On her return trip
the 'Smith slopped at Belfast for the
light barge 705, which was brought to
this port.

Rev, Dr. Roderick J. Mooney, pastor
of the Elm Street Unlversalist Church
in Auburn, for the past four years has
tendered his resignation to take effect
April 1. Dr. Mooney has not made
plans for the future as yet, intending
to rest for a time, before assuming any
new charge. His resignation came as
a complete surprise to the parish. The
church is on a line financial basis,
with all bills paid and a good balance
to resort to. and no difficulties of this
kind can have influenced the former
Rockland pastor in his decision to drop
the work.
A public supper will be given Satur
day, Jan. 12, at the Unlversalist ves
try from 5 to 7 o'clock. Tickets 50c.
7*8

The increasing iiopularity of the Se
curity Trust Co.'s Christmas Club is
demonstrated by the fact that the
number of [Hitrons for the new year is
the largest in the history of the club
while rainy have increased the amount
of their deposits. A few cards are
still available for those who still wish
to join the thrifty throng, and who can
still do so by making up the few weeks
in arrears.

VIOLIN
INSTRUCTION
Progressive Interesting
Method.
Correct Bowing
Boston Symphony References

JAMES CLAFFEY
Welt’s Violin Shop
ROCKLAND, ME.

145-2

YORK

San Carlo Opera Company

MR. BENNO RABINOWITCH, Marvelous Violinist
Winner of the World’s Sauer Scholarship

WILLIAM R. CHAPMAN at the Piano
TICKETS.................. $1.00

The thtrd and fourth degrees will be
eonferrred Tuesday night by Pleasant
Valley Grange. County Deputy Harold
Nash of Camden will make an official
visit. Members are asked to furnish
cake, cookies,. or fancy crackers un
less otherwise solicited.

5-7

A REGRETTABLE ERROR
•
____
(Human beings are prone to mistakes
and newspaper offices are dependent
on human endeavor. In Tuesday’s is
sue a regrettable error crept into the
advertising column which allowed ns
to say in the F. J. Simonton Co. ad
vertisement “This store closes Satur
day night, Jan. 12." The line should
have read, "This sale closes Saturday
night, Jan. 12,” referring to the Sim
onton January White Sale.

Robert M. Packard, who has been
having a leave of absence for several
months, on account of ill health, re
sumed his position with the New Eng
land Telephone Co. Monday, and was
cordially welcomed by his associates.
His condition has been materially im
proved by his long rest.
Rockland High School boys won a
hard-fought basketball battle in Searspert last night by a 23-20 score. The
game was a real mill from start to
finish with Sidney Snow and Nos
worthy as Rockland’s stars. The It. H.
S. lineup included S. Snow and Rising
forwards. Nosworthy center and Lud
wig and Green as guards.

An examination of candidates for
commission as second lieutenant of
Battery H, 240th Coast Artillery, was
conducted at Hotel Rockland Tuesday
by Lieut. Col. W. H. Butler. Captain
Ralph W. Brown and Lieut. E. R.
Veazie, Lieut. Veazie acting as re
corder. The candidates were Sergeant
Davis and Privates Chilles, Ames and
Crown. Captain L. B. Dyer of the Vi
City residents may find food for
nalhaven battery was also present.
thought in a recent occurrence in the
little hamlet of Moody Mountain, near
The Adath-Yos'iuron Parish at its Union. Leslie Wentworth caught his
anual meting held last night at the foot in a tractor clutch and injured it
Synagogue "elected these officers: Pres so badly that he wig be unable to
ident, Harry B. Bradbury; clerk. Mor walk until Ipring. Upon his return
ris Gordon; treasurer, Isaac Berliow- from Knox Hospital this week he
sky; directors, Benjamin Miller, A. found his winter’s wood supply cut.
Koritzky, Jake Smalley, T. Shapiro and fitted, hauled to his dooryard and
D. Shafter. The newly elected presi neatly stacked.
dent Mr. Bradbury, having held the of-i
fice previously for five consecutive
Dr. J. W. Laughlin of Damariscotta,
years up to the time of moving to Bos who was in this city Tuesday night
ton, again assumes the chair by accli to attend the meeting of the Knox
mation.
County Medical Society is very en
thusiastic over the movement which is
Brigadier Thomas E. Hughes divis being made in his home town to de
ional officer of the Salvation Army in velop winter sports. A skating pond is
Northern New' England, accompanieel being put in readiness and the lumber
by Major William Halpin territorial has been contributed for the ski take
Prison .Secretary, will conduct the off and toboggan slide. Now if there
Saturday evening Salvation meeting at is anything in the world the writer
Salvation Army hall. Friends who would like to see it’s Dr. Laughlin cut
have been intending to inspect the new ting a figure 8 on skates, or making a
hail and hear a real Salvation Army 50 foot jump on skis. The doctor is
service, will have a splendid opportun likewise enthusiastic over the im
ity ovir the weekend.. There will' be provements which are going on at
an unusual stirring time Sunday even the Fiske House, where dinner dances
ing when Major Halpin occupies the are among the numerous plans for next
pulpit of the First Baptist church. season.
Major Halpin is a most interesting
speaker.

President William T. Cobb of the
Bath Iron Works denies the report
that the General Electric Co., has the
purchase of the Bath Iren Works un
der consideration.
President Cobb
says: ‘‘The Bath Iron Works is at
tempting to secure work of any char- I
acter for which it has the facilities;
and in this connection has succeeded i
through its friends in interesting the j
management of the General Electric'
Company to the extent that it has ex i
pressed a willingness to send repre
sentatives to Bath to look the plant (
over, with a view to ascertaining if I
such, work could be done here to mu- I
tual advantage.”
ThekDavis Garment Shop, corner of
Main and Elm streets, is now having a
final clean-up on furs, suits, coats,
dresses and a few fur coats.—adv.
Bear in mind the Chapman Concert
at the Baptist church Jan. 16.—adv./

BASKETBALL
THREE GAMES AT 8:00 O’CLOCK

ARCADE

FRIDAY, JAN. 11
R. H. S. BOYS
vs.
R. H. S. ALUMNI
R. H. S. GIRLS
vs.
STONINGTON GIRLS
R. H. S. SOPHOMORES
vs.
Tenant’s Harbor High

COBB’S
Yes, we have Strawberries
MUSHROOMS, SPINACH, CAULIFLOWER
RIPE TOMATOES, STRING BEANS, CELERY
and all the other goodies
NEW LOT CALIFORNIA NAVEL ORANGES, 15 for 25c
FLORIDA GRAPE FRUIT, 5 for.........................................................25c
NEW PRUNES, 3 pounds, 25c
NEW LAYER FIGS, largest size, pound.......................35c
PULLED FIGS, for eating or cooking, pound................................... 23c
NODHEADS, KINGS and McINTOSH REDS, peck.......................50c

TRY OUR SALTED GREENS
with
SALT SPARERIBS, HAM BUTTS, PIG’S

KNUCKLES

LEAN PORK, ETC.—Guaranteed Clean and Wholesome
EVERYTHING IN BEEF, VEAL AND LAMB

POLLOCK, lb.

* ■ l.~

COBB’S

CLEAN

January Clearance and White Sale that started last Friday. We have had three fine days of business. To make
this a record-breaker we will continue the same low prices for the benefit of our customers who have not been
able to get into our store.
7,’e ask you to notice in last Thursday’s issue of this paper some of the prices on a few of our special bargains.
Below we quote some items that were not advertised in Thursday’s paper.

1

lot COUCH COVERS, sold for $7.50 to $12.50
1 odd lot PORTIERES, at.............. Close Out Prices
each; to close out at........................... $4-95 to $9.95 , odd jQt RAG RUGS) in seyeral sjzes Qt..............

1

lot SILKALINE, 25c value.

1

lot COLORED TABLE COVERS, sold for $5.00
each; to close out at................. ........................... $3.45

SERVICE

SANITARY

Sale price, yard 19c

............................................................... Close Out Prices

1

odd lot DRAPERY MATERIAL, at................... ..
................................................................Close Out Prices

THIS SALE CLOSES SATURDAY NIGHT, JANUARY 12

K. J. SIMONTON CO.
IN ROCKPORT Y. M. C. A.
Coach Payson’s Boys Swamp
Warren High School—The
Girls Win Two.
Rockport High School was celebrat
ing last night for two reasons. The
first was a double win over Warren
High at basketball. The second was
the fact that the games were played
on the long disused floor of the Rock
port Y. M. C. A. Several years ago
the steam heating plant at the Y be
came a total wreck after being left
unchaperone.' during a cold snap.
Spasmodic a. jmpts have been made
since to secure its use but last night
found it warm again, though stoves had
to be used. Castine Normal School
plays in Rockport Y tomorrow night
and Lincoln Academy will come there
Wednesday. Lowell I’ayson,’ who, with
Principal Burns, is handling the team,
is confident that there will be two
wins.
In last night’s 52 to 0 game the Rock
port lineup was: Farrow, rf; Tibbetts,
If; Graffam, if; Bartlett, c; Erickson,
c; Dow. rg; Auspland, lg. Farrow
made 10 baskets, Tibbetts 6, Graffam
and Erickson one each, Bartlett 5 and
Auspland 3. Warren used Hart, rf;
Moody, if; Bornemdn, c; Harriman, rg;
Overlook, rf. Rockport girls defeated
Warren girls 6 to 3. Welt and Brann
did the scoring for Rockport, and M.
Cornell for Warren. The Rockport
sextette comprised Welt If; Brann, rf;
Daucett, jc; Helstad, sc; Wall, rg;
Kaler. lg. War re j: Pease, rf; M. Cor
nell. if; Robinson, Je; R. Cornell, sc;
McElmon, rg; Keimiston, lg. Perkins,
referee. Crone, scorer.

A former Rockland man—and we are
almost minded to call him boy.in spite
of his 89 years—has hobnobbed on the
golf course with John D. Rockefeller,
Sr., the past 10 years. Attention was
again directed to the fact last Satur
day, when the two went over the
course at Ormond Beach, Fla. on the
occasion of the oil magnate’s 84th
birthday. The former Rockland man,
by the way, Is Gen. Albert Ames. Civil
War hero, who afterward had a
prominent share in public affairs.

Twenty medical men sat down to
supper at the Thorndike Hotel Tues
day night—one of the largest meetings
ever held by the Knox County Medi
cal Society. Doctors to the right of
them, doctors to the left of them; in
to the valley of victuals rode the 20
medical men. This large attendance
may have resulted from an unusual
desire to talk shop, but more likely It
was a tribute to Dr. Frans Leyonborg,
who was presiding for the first time in
his capacity as president of the So
ciety. The keynote of the two addri sses which followed the supper was
Anaesthetics”—discussed from the
standpoint of ether by Dr. H. W. Frohock, and from the standpoint of gas
and oxygen by Dr. Charles D. North
Dr. C. B. Buchanan was admitted to
membership.
Physicians who came
from beyond the county’s borders to
ittend the meeting included Dr. George
II. Coombs of the State Health De
partment, Augusta, and Dr. J. W.
Laughlin, district health officer, Dam
ariscotta.
HER HUNDRETH BIRTHDAY
Mrs. Nancy Jones Overlock cele
brated her 100th birthday Monday, re
ceiving many gifts. She was borii in
Yarmouth, was married at 16 years of
age and had five children After her
husband died she married Charles
Overlock of Union, a widower with
three small children, and reared them
as her own; she also had one child
born of this union. Mrs. Overlock is
bright and active, knits hosiery and
mittens and makes rugs, and reads the
impers.

AYERS

CANDY
SPECIALS
—FOR—

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Raisin Clusters, lb. 34c
Peanut Clusters, lb 34c
Cocoanut Gems, lb. 34c
Chocolate Marsh
mallows, lb.
49c

TO

LET

One of the best HOMES in tha
city. Seven rooms and bath—best
residential section. Every modern
improvement end all furnished. It
is the chant eof a lifetime. The
best of references will be required.
See—

EDWARD GON1A
The New Bieknell. Tel. 710-W.

BOYS’ SUITS, BOYS’ MACKINAWS, .
BOYS’ SHEEPSKINS, BOYS’ OVERCOATS

5 CENTS
Buy one and get one for 5c

MEN’S SHEEPSKIN COATS
MEN’S OVERCOATS, MEN’S HATS

THESE GOODS ARE FRESH

5 CENTS

MADE ON THE PREMISES

on the same deal

Necco Assorted

We are sold out on lots of sizes, but as long as we
have them they are yours for

Cbocoates, 35c

SCENTS

WEYMOUTH’S
402 Main St.

WILLIS AYER

Opp. Western Union

POLITICS IN WALDO

Frank L. Littlefield now serving his
second term as sheriff of Waldo coun
ty, will be a candidate at the June pri
maries for ^-election. Sheriff Little
field is a Republican and while there
has been mention of other candidates,
it is now believed that he will have
no opposition in the primaries. Waldo
county is saiel to have the name, in
high places, of being one of the dryest
in Maine and certain It is the sheriff
has left no stone unturned to earn this
enviable reputation.
• • « •
A. I. H. Pitcher of Lincolnville an
nounces that he will enter the pri
maries as a candidate for representa
tive to the legislature for the class
composed of Belmont, Liberty, Lin
colnville, Morrill, Montville, Searsmont,
Northport, Freedom, Knox, Palermo.

REMOVAL

SALE
Starts FRIDAY, JAN. 11, 1924
Entire Stock Must Be Sold Regardless of Cost

STATE CHECKER SHARPS

Which Means Savings From 50% to 75%.
The Maine State checker tourney
will be held in Auburn early next
month, according to an announcement
made by Ray Gould of Lewiston, State
hecker champion. Commencing Wed
nesday, Feb. 7, the gnm»s will con
tinue four days to Saturday evening,
Feb. 11 and will be held in the Y. M.
C. A. This is the first time in two
years the tourney has left Portland.
Auburn, with her enthusiastic county
tcurneys, has been playing a promi
nent part in Maine checkers. A large
entry list is expected. Twenty-three
played in the 1923 tourney.
Haskell * Corthell's Camden Rig
Clearance Sale opens this Thursday
morning. Don't miss it.—adv.
The Davis Garment shop, corner of
Main and Elm streets, is now having a
final clean-up on furs, suits, coats,
dresses and a few fur coats.—adv.

A stream cannot rise higher than
)its source. The children of to
day
are the source of our nation.
a
The mental and physical standards of
our country in the future will depend
upon the attention given the boy and
gill of today.
Rockland Red Cross.

1869

1W8

^Monuments
E. A. G1LDDEN & CO.

Eddie Gamage of U. S. C. G. Station
8 was at home recently on a brief fur
lough.
Postmaster Gray was a business vis
WALDOBORO, ME.
itor to Boothbay Harbor recently.
For several days the past week
new U. S. Lightship, built at the Bath
BORN
Farr—-At Knox Hospital, Rockland. Jan.
Iron Works, has been out on trial trips
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Farr, a daughter.
U. IS. S. Hibiscus was at the Cuck
Lane—Rockport, Jan. T, to Mr. and Mrs.
olds Light Station Monday.
Harry Lane, a daughter.

.. 12c

If you can’t find what you want to eat COME TO COBB’S—or
COME TO COBB’S first and save the trouble

QUALITY

With real winter just come upon us and the real cold weather just ahead these are
timely and important savings in our

NEWAGEN

(While they last)

SLACK SALTED CODFISH, lb. ... 15c.

SPECIAL NOTICE

ARTISTS

MISS DEVORA NADWORNEY, Contralto

Student tickets at a special low rate
J. F. Cooper. local agent for the New
have been Issued by the management England Mutual, made the leading
of the Chapman Concert.
card for December. Mr. Cooper wrote
insurance to the amount of 1100,000
A plump, well fed robin was spied last year, and is entithd to the con
on Lindsey street yesterday by that gratulations which he is receiving from
sharp-eyed naturalist, John H. Bru
the boys.
baker.
"Johnny Watts is going to have noth
City Marshal Gillchrest went to Do ing on me," says Elmer E. Brown of
ver yesterday, returning with Haymond the Thorndike barber shop. His re
Holt whose testimony 4s wanted in the mark was inspired by the fact that he
Shapiro rope theft ease. A hearing ha3 just had a radio set and the tele
will be held this afternoon in Munici phone installed at his home on Limepal Court.
rock street.
Washington despatches hint that
John I*. Deering of Saco, ^who was a
room-mate of President Coolidge at
Amherst, may receive the appointment
as collector of customs at the port of
Portland.

SIMONTON’S

ROCKLAND

Gearv—Vinalhaven, Jan. 1. to Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Gcarv (Miss Sada Ames), a son.
Hammond—Augusta. Jan. 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
Carleton Hammond (Miss Marie Kellar or
Thomaston), a son.____________

MARRIED

Do not fail to come and see

the Bargains we offer

OUR PRICES ARE LOWEST IN CITY

LEVY ’ S
275 Main Street—Next to Studley’s

s!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllll!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIII!IIIIIIIillIIIIIII^

FREE

PARK THEATRE
TICKETS '

FREE!

HARRY B. BRADBURY, owner of the original and
only CUT PRICE SHOE STORE in Rockland, in '
addition to saving you from 1 to 3 dollars on each
pair of Shoes purchased of him, will give you a
Free Ticket for the Park Theatre with every pair of
Shoes, Men’s or Boys’. Shoes are cheaper. Don’t

pay any more than my prices—

$3.95, $4.45, $4.95, $5.45, $5.95
Boys’ Shoes—

$1,95, $2.45, $2.95, $3.45
Every pair of standard make and guaranteed. A full

Thomas-Graaaow--Camden, Jan. 8, by Rev. H.
I. Holt, George H. Thomas and Miss Frances C
Graaaow. both of Camden.______ __

line of Women's Shoes in the spring at cut prices too.

DIED

BRADBURY’S CUT PRICE SHOE STORE

Merrill—Tlwmaaton, Jan. 8. Hanson G. Mer
rill. aged 63 yearn, 9 months, 17 days. Funeral
Friday at 2 p. m.
Cook—Gleixnere, Dec. 31, Ann D., wife of
Darius Cook.
______ —

IN MEMORIAM

In loving memory of Eva May Simmons who
passed away January 7, l’J«0. Gone ,but net
forgotten by her mother nnd daughter.
Mrs. Ida A. Clnytor, Mrs. Harold Marr
Vinalhaven.

Opposite Hotel Rockland.

Only Store of its kind in the city.

Headquarters for Arrowsmith Arch Supports
5-Th-14
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MORTALITY LESSENED

Past 18 Years.
No bettor idea of what the State
Health Department has been accom
plishing is to be formed than by com
paring the records of the present time
with conditions which existed in i960
when the Department began to fun •tion.
The mortality on typhoid fever,
reckoned on the basis of 10.000, was
2.82 in 1900, as compared with 0.66 in
1822. Similar comparisons for other
of the more formidable diseases show
these figures.
1900
1922
Diphtheria,
2.23
0.78
Scarlet Fever
0.50
0.35
Measles,
1.20
0.19
Whooping Cough,
1.42
0."2
Pneumonia,
15.25
14.00
Influenza,
3.40
4.19
Cancer,
7.57
12.37
Tuberculosis (all kinds) 17.50
8.21
Pulmonary Tuberculosis 14.79
6 88
In only two instances has the mor
tality increased.
One is under the
heading of influenza, a disease which
was comparatively unknown until five
or six years ago. The other instance
is cancer and the reason for the ap
parent increase is attributed by Dr
J. W. Laughlin, district,health officer to
more complete methods of diagnosis
which now show the victim to be a
sufferer from that form of disease
when its exact nature was not before
determined.
"Cancer we know to be due to irri
tation," said Dr. Laughlin to a Cou
rier-Gazette reporter yesterday. All
growths which become malignant are
innocent growths at the start. Of the
100,000 deaths which resulted from
cancer last year 70 percent could have
been prevented if the invalids had
consulted good surgeons on the first
appearance of the growth.
“Cancer in its early stage is not a
caficer at all. The patient has no pain,
and suffers no inconvenience. It may
take from two to ten years before the
growth will become painful and en
large rapidly. If people would only
have the growth removed the mortali
ty from that cause could be reduced
70 percent.”

WITH A PUNCH

$100,000 PEACE PLAN PRIZE AWARDED
MARY B. HATTER
OF OLD KENTUCKY Advocates Entering World Court and Cooperation With League

What State Health Depart
ment Has Accomplished In

Tells a Wonderful Little Story

Jorth Haven Philosopher Tells
Some Local News and
Draws a Few Conclusions.

Without Full Membership at Present—Suggests League Mem

Sunday was the first real winter
lay of the season. It made us think of
>ur friends in sunny Florida. Lloyd
Whitmore is back from the South nnd
hinks North Haven the best after 1’.1.
lis father, Augustus Whitmore, and
Willard Iredd have bought some land
nd are putting up a house for future
use.
George Beverage has left Florida and
s now at work for Jetson Dyer in
’lainfield, N. J., hut part of his titre
ie spends in New York.
Hiram P. Stone and Arthur Beverige are in Rockland serving on the
ury. The boat being built by D. A.
Vhitmore for Camden parties is surely
:oing to be some boat, judging from
he model. Mr. Whitmore can put up
he boat if anyone ran. Carl Beverage
ias the mumps. There are rt number
f cases in town, but Carl is the first
ase reported at "Jerico.”
The "Cushing" house on the Lewis
Srown farm is fast being completed,
irge loads of sheet rock being hauled
rom the freight shed to be used in it.
t is going to be a fine summer home
nd Mrs. Cushing and her daughter
rill greatly enjoy it.
Porker Stone has a crew of men at
vork on the Jasper Calderwood place
t Calderwoou's Neck, now owned by
ilton Roberts of Marquette, Mich. Mr.
toberts plans to make the Calderwood
dace one of the finest summer homes
n Vinalhaven. We wish some or.e
ike him would decide to locate on
ome of the beautiful farms for sale
n North Haven and there are many of
hem that would make fine summer
omes and could be bought for what a
,ood house would cost to build.
When a farm of two or three hun
dred acres with good buildings and a
hcusand or more cords of wood on it
an be bought for what a six room
ouse would cost, something is wrong.
'. S. Staples has just sold his farm in
Vinalhaven with a thousand cords of
•ulp wood cn it and did not get what
small house would cost. If you want
o sell a farm you must either give the
arm or the buildings away. A place
vith twenty acres and good buildings,
ell located, was sold a short time
go in town for 'less than $1500 ard
he same thing is being duplicated all
ver New England.
There are many explanations giv-n.
*ne writer says ‘Before the war it
>ok five bushels cf wheat to hir; •»
■rlcklayer one day—today it takes flfeen bushels to, hire the same man. A
imilar comparison could be made beween ether farm crops and otheinds of laborers. To a marked degree
he farmer has lost and the laboring
nan has gained economically during
he past decade.
The main reasons for this situat'on
re: First—the high prices paid for lror during the war period and the p“ristent demand for construction work
incc. Se-ond—the various groups cf
tborers are so organized that they can
■ntrol the market. Third—the trade
nions have created an artifiicial deaand for their services by limiting
he number of apprentices, forming
horter hours and decreasing their out>ut.”
Ex-State Master Thompson cf the
date Grange said, "Real cause for
larm exists in the rapid increase of
ov'ernment
functions,
government
gents, and taxes, national. State and
cal” and calls on public spirited ci'iens everywhere to guard against d tnerous centralization of government
nd to preserve local self government,
•o'al self government and national,
tate and local taxes, as being handled
re danger signals which must be recgnized or the rural communities are
oomed. At the rate we are now going
elf government will soon he a thing of
he past and when enough farms ar?
handoned, want, starvation and anrchy stalk abroad.
F. 1!

bership Be Opened to All Nations and Provides for

of How She Got Back to

Development of International Law.

198 Pounds.
Mary B. Hatter, Yosemite, Ken
tucky, writes the Priest Drug Co., Ban
gor, Me.
"For the past two years I have used
no other medicine for my stomach and
kidneys than Priest's Indigestion Pow
der. Before 1 began taking I had in
digestion so had that I could only take
liquid nourishment. Now 1 can eat
anything without hurting me. I can
not say too much for the benefits of
this remedy. I have recommended it
to my neighbors and passed around a
number of doses to sufferers.
"I have gained in flesh and now
weigh 19S pounds. I thank'you for
your wonderful remedy.”
If you have never used MUSTOTURP for Rheumatism, Lumbago,
Tired Aching Muscles, pains in the
chest and other parts of the body, we
will gladly give you a regular twentylive (25c) jar of Musto-Turp free of
charge at cur wholesale and retail
store at 98-100 Exchange street, or on
receipt of 10c to help pay packing and
postage we will mail to any address
This offer expires when our present
stock ot twenty thousand (20,000) jars
is exhausted.—adv.

LOVE NOT RETURNED

Former Recruiting Officer
Estey a Suicide—Sylvia
Duffy of Rockland the Girl.

The American Peace Award brought forth 22,165 plans
and many thousands of letters. Since many of the plans were
;he composite work of organizations, universities, etc., a single
plan often represented the views of hundreds or thousands ot
individuals. The content of these plans is therefore an index
of the true feeling and judgment of hundreds of thousands of
American citizens.
These plans come from every group
In American life. Some are obviously
from lifelong students of history and
internatlonal law. Some are from persons who have studied little, but who
have themselves seen and felt the
horror of war—or who are even now
living out Its tragedy.
But among them all are these domtaunt currents: that, if war is honeetly to be prevented, there must be
a face-about on the part of the nations
In their attitude toward It; that by
some progressive agreement the manufacture and purchase of the munitlocs of war must be limited or stopped: that while no political mechanIsm alone will Insure cooperation
among the nations, there must be
some machinery of cooperation If the
will to cooperate is to be made effec
tive; that mutual counsel among the
nations Is the real hope for bringing
about the disavowal of war by the
open avowal of Its real causes and
open discussion ot them; and finally
that there must be some means of
defining, recording. Interpreting and
developing the law of nations.

The only possible pathway to lnte^
national agreement with reference to
these complicated and difficult factors Is through mutual counsel and
cooperation which the plan selected
contemplates.
It Is therefore the
unanimous opinion of the Jury that
of the 22,165 plans submitted, Plan
Number 1469 Is "the best practicable
Plan by which the United States may
co-operate with other nations to
achieve and preserve the peace o
world.”
K '• Lhe unanimous hope of t e ury
that the first fruit of ths mutual coun»«' «nd cooperation among the nations
whl«h wl11 reau,t ,rom the ’^option of
the P|an aelected will be a general
prohibition of the manufacture and
of al1 materials of war,
ELIHU ROOT, Chairman
JAMES GUTHRIE HARBORD
EDWARD M. HOUSE
ELLEN FITZ TENDLETON
ROSCOE POUND
WILLIAM ALLEN WHITE
BRAND WHITLOCK

The Question to Be Voted Upon
The substantial provisions which
Statement of Jary of Award constitute the plan selected by the
The Jury of Award realizes that j
of Award,and upon which the
there Is no one approach to world
...
,
__ ■„
peace, and that it Is necessary to rec- ™te °f the American people is asked,

Ira F. Esty, 24, spurned lover of Miss
Sylvia Duffy and a deserter from the
U, S. Army, committed suicide with a
32-calibre revolver in the young wo ognize not merely political but also ar* hereby submitted by the Policy
psychological and economic factors. Committee as follows:
man's rooms in Portland Sunday.
'
—l
Esty, according to a letter to Miss
Duffy that was found in his pocket,
1. ENTER THE PERMANENT COURT
had been in love with the girl for more
That the United States adhere to the Permanent Court of Interna
than a year and is said by her to have
tional Justice tor the reasons and under the conditions stated by Secre
threatened on several occasions to end
his life because his affection was not
tary Hughes and President Harding in February, 1923.
INCOME TAX IN NUTSHELL.
returned.
But she never took his
II. COOPERATE WITH THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS, WITHOUT
threats seriously, not even his last one
WHO? Single persons who had
PULL MEMBERSHIP AT PRESENT
made just before he fired the shot that
net Income of 31.000 or more or
ended his life at her feet.
That without becoming a member of the League of Nations as at
gross income of $5,000 or more,
The story carries a local interest for
present constituted, the United States Government should extend its
and married couples who had net
the reason that Miss Duffy is a Rock
present cooperation with the League and propose participation in the
Income of $2,000 or more or gross land girl, and Esty was at one time a
work ot its Assembly and Council under the following conditions and
Income of $5,000 or more must tile
recruiting officer here.
reservations:
returns.
From a Portland newspaper's ac
Safeguarding of Monroe Doctrine
count of the tragedy the following ex
WHEN? The Ailing period is from
tracts are made:
January I to March 15, 1924.
L The United States accepts the League of Nations as an Instrument
• • • •
of mutual counsel, but it will assume no obligation to interfere
WHERE? Collector of internal
The young man who is believed to
with political questions of policy or Internal administration of any
revenue for the district in which
have come to Portland Tour or five
the person lives or has his prin
foreign state.
years ago. went to the apartment oc
cipal place of business.
In uniting Its efforts with those of other States tor the preser
cupied by Miss Sylvia Duffy and her
vation of peace and the promotion of the common welfare, the
sister, Thelma, both employed at the
HOW? Instructions
on
Form
United States Insists upon the safeguarding of the Monroe Doc
Royal Candy Ssop at 379 Congress
1040A and Form 1040; also the
trine and does not abandon its traditional attitude concerning
street, around noontime and told the
law and regulations,
young woman that if she did not re
American Independence of the Old World and does not consent to
WHAT? Four per cent normal
turn his love that he would kill him
submit its long established policy concerning questions regarded
tax on the first $4,000 of net in
self. But she did not take him seri
by it as purely American to the recommendation or decision of
come in excess of the personal
ously. Evidently realizing that his
other
Powers.
,e
exemption and credits for de
suit was hopeless, he handed her a let
pendents. Eight per cent normal
No Military or Economic Force
ter written on the stationery of a local
tax on balance of net income.
hotel, pulhd a revolver from his
2. That the only kind ot compulsion which nations call freely engage
Surtax from 1 per cent to 50 per
pocket and shot himself through the
to apply to each other In the name of Peace Is that which arises
cent on net incomes over $6,000
heart.
from conference, from moral judgment, from full publicity, and
for the year 1923.
The girl stepped over the prostrate
from the power of public opinion.
body o' the man whose repeated
The United States would assume no obligations under Article X
threats at suicide had at last been ful
In Its present form, or under Article XVI In Its preient form In the
filled and ran into the hall screaming,
TIPS FOR TAXPAYERS
Covenant, or in lte amended form as now proposed, unless in any
"He's shot himself, get my sister.”
No. 4
v
particular case Congress has authorized such action.
A search of Esty’s body brought to
In making out his income-tax return
The United States proposes that Articles X and XVI be either
for the year 1923 the business man, light another letter addressed to Miss
professional man, and farmer will be Duffy, the contents of which were con
. dropped altogether or so amended and changed as to eliminate
required to use Form 1040, regardless vincing evidence to inspector Fortune
- any suggestion of a general agreement to use coercion for obtain
of whether his net income was or was and Dr. Hamel that the young man
ing conformity to the pledges of the Covenant.
not in excess of $5,000. The smaller died by his own band.
No Obligations Under Versailles Treaty
The letter found on Esty’s body read
form, 1040A, is used for reporting net
Income of $5,000 or less derived chiefly read, in part:
3. That the United States will accept no responsibilities under the
"Sly dearest Sylvia—I am just crazy
from salary or wages,
Treaty of Versailles unless in any particular case Congress has
AU items of gross income must be over you and will never be happy any
authorized such action.
reported. In the case of a storekeeper more for it. Have loved you for over
gross income usually consists of the a year now and to think that you are
League Open to All Nations
gross profits on sales, together with in giving me the cold shoulder ! I cannot
4. The United States Government proposes that Article I of the Cove
come from other sources. The return help but end it all, for it would be im
nant be construed and applied, or, If necessary, redrafted, so that
must show the gross sales, purchases, possible for me to ever live without
admission to the League shall be assured to any self-governing
you."
and cost of goods sold.
Further along he had written
State that wishes to join and that receives the favorable vote of
The professional man, lawyer, doc
tor, dentist, must include all fees and “Keep it (the letter) because when
two-thirds ot the Assembly.
other compensation for professional am dead and laid away cold to rest
Development of International Law
services. The farmer must report as you may sometimes think of me •
gross income the proceeds of sale or but can't stand being out in the cold
5. As a condition ot its participation in the work and oounsels cf the
exchange of products raised on the cold world without you—the only girl
League, the United States asks that the Assembly and Council con
farm and the profits from the sale of I have ever loved, « « • This is last
sent—or obtain authority—to begin collaboration for the revision
products purchased by him and resold. letter I will ever write you. Will you
and development of International law, employing for this purpose
Ha must also report gross income from always keep It?”
the aid of a commission if jurists. This Commission would be
Apparently the letter was unfiinished
ail other sources.
directed to formulate anew existing rules of the law of nations, to
Taxpayers, in order to take full ad because it was unsigned.
reconcile divergent opinions, to consider points hitherto Inade
Esty enlisted in Co. M, Fifth In
vantage of the deductions to which
quately provided (or but vital to the maintenance of International
they are entitled, are advised to study fantry, Fort Williams. Oct. 5, 1922 with
justice, and in general to define the social rights and duties of
carefully the Instructions on the forms the expressed intention of serving
under the head “Income from business Hawaii. He later changed his mind
States. The recommendations of the Commission would be pre
and remained in the company until
or profession,”
sented from time to time, in proper form for consideration, to the
July 6. 1923 when he deserted from
Assembly as to a recommending if not a law-making body.
Camp Devins.

VINALHAVEN

MOODY MOUNTAIN

Robie Drinkwater while chopping in
If you have got tee Asthma, Cancer
the woods cut his ankle quite badly re
or Rheumatism, see Prof. Libby at 25
cently.
132-tf
Miss Margaret Burgess, who has Park street
been at work in Massachusetts has re
turned home.
PEOPLE OF OUR TOWN
Leslie Wentworth has returned home
from Knox Hospital. Three bones were
ft
FIR.U BELIEF,
broken in the ankle and he will do no
more walking for three or more months
SASCO OM 9EAR.S OF
as a result of his accident. He caught
peatouM. ExrsfciEuef,
his foot in the tractor fly wheel while
1UM TWO
pushing in the clutch at the Fenwick
MIO TWO
portable mill. Neighbors and friends
hie
turned out Monday and chopped and
FOUR.’
hauled a year's wood for him. Those
present were: O. A. Tibbetts, W. Cross,
E. Beverage, Aif Tibbetts. M. Blake
R. Drinkwater, G. Bryant and son Carl
avlth team. C. and F. Wentworth nnd
W. Clark, F. Wooster with teams. B. E.
Cunningham and son Frank came over
from the Fenwick mill to help. Mrs.
Wentworth served a dinner at noon
which all agreed was the best they
had eaten in years and was. duly ap
preciated.

Author's Name Not to Be Revealed
Until After Referendum
In order that the vote may be taken
solely upon the merits of the plan,
the Policy Committee, with the ac
quiescence of Mr. Bok, has decided
not to disclose the authorship of the
plan until after the referendum. The
Identity Is unknown to the members
of the Jury of Award and the Policy
Committee, except one delegated
member.
JOHN W, DAVIS
LEARNED HAND

in substance ?

CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Tk* Fimoai Sheet Mailt yoe im etveftieed II ill the leedlsf maitzlnee. Over
2200 selections—eend ter eatalogee.
MAINE MUSIC CO. Roekland, Me

Know the tremendous puk
ing power of Courier-Gazette

tfb. _ _ _ _ _ _ _

NATHAN L. MILLER
MRS. GIFFORD PINCHOT
MRS. OGDEN REID
MRS. FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT
HENRY L. STIMSON
MELVILLE E. STONE
MRS. FRANK A. VANDERLIP
CORNELIUS N. BLISS, JR.
Treasurer

*** trct»r io*)

Yes □
No □

Name .................................................................
(Fleas* print)

Address
City................................
State
Are you a voter?.....................................................................
Mall Promptly to

Haskell & Corthell's Camden Big
Clearance Sale opens this Thursday
morning. Don’t miss it.—adv.

SHEET MUSIC 15c

WILLIAM H. JOHNSTON
ESTHER EVERETT LAPE
Member In Charge

Do you approve the winning plan

w

THE AMERICAN PEACE AWARD
342 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
Note: Thou Intoreattd In expreaalng fuller opinions are cordially urged tgf
tend them on a separata sheet.

1

HS&

The Big-Feeling Giuk is laying down
the Law aguin. Every Remark is a
Statement; every Step a Strut; every
Pose a Picture.
He tnkes Himself
Seriously and pretends to be the Brain
Trust, but personally We think he’s
Full of Prunes.

Mr. MerchantMake Your Product a Standard
In This Community. We
Will Carry Your Message
Into Every Home

FOR

SALE

HOME and FARMS
KENNETH KNIGHT
ROCKPORT, Mt.

93-tf

Every-Other-ftif

I

C. S. Roberts returned from Rock
and Tuesday,
Moses Webster Lodge, F. & A. M„
onferred the Master Mason degree on
wo candidates Tuesday evening At
he close of the ceremonies a banquet
•as served.
Str. Vinalhaven failed to make the
ip from Roekland Saturday on ac
ount of the severe storm. No ma’l
rrived until Monday morning and r.o
■tail left here until Tuesday mornng.
Union Church Circle will hold its
isual supper at the vestry tonight,
Thursday, at 5.30.
The midweek prayer meeting will he
.eld at Union Church vestry at 7.30 tolight.
At 11 Norway Street, Boston, Mrs.
’. E. Libby entertained friends, Tucslay afternoon in honor of the birthlay of her mother, Mrs. Susan R. Lane.
At the service at Union Church Sunay evening Rev. E. W. Stebbins filled
he pulpit. There was special music
nd a large offering was taken.
The usual invoice of traveling men
rrived on Monday’s boat.
Sir Galahad Corps of Girl Reserves
■’ere entertained Tuesday evening by
4iss Gwendolyn Green. Refreshmen’s
vere served.
Miss Edythe Libby, who has been
he guest of her parents. Mr. and Mrs
S. Libby, returned Monday to Port
end to resume her studies at Wcstirook Seminary.
Harry Snow has returned to Bates
College, having been the guest of his
>arents, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Snow,
hrough the holiday .ecess.
Miss Marian Black loft Monday for
Ihelsea, Mass, to teach.
Miss Ethelyn Strickland, returned
Saturday to Boston. She has been the
guest of her aunt, Mrs. L. R. Smith,
he past two weeks.
Hector Carney left Saturday for
Mew York to resume his work with
he General Electric Company and to
ake the electric test in the labaraories. Mr. Carney was accompanied
is far as Rockland by his mother, Mrs.
Robert Carney.
Mrs. Tom Sarrentos is receiving
reatment at Knox Hospital,
A party was held Friday evening at
'■"innland hall by Miss Helen Orcutt’s
tunday School Class and their friends
riends.
The Installation of the officers of
)e Valois Commandery. Knights of
"emplar, was held Friday evening,
ind was proceeded by a six-o'clock
•anquet to Sir Knights and Ladles,
vith the daughters of Str Knights as
valtresses. At 8 o'clock the officers
elect marched into the asylum led

ThTt’9 a "Tdl-talf
for this

The household
check-raiser

EAVING cellar lights burning all night after the
last trip to coal the furnace boosts the figures on
the check you send the electric light company—and
there isn’t any reason for it.

L

The up-to-date full-wired house lights the cellar from
the kitchen. It also lights a tell-tale or sounds a buzzer
in the kitchen to show that the cellar lights are burning.
This is just one example of the money- and step-saving
convenience which goes with complete electric wiring
in your home.
,

Complete wiring makes your house worth more to sell,
rent or live in, and it is surprising how little it costs.
Let us tell you.

A. T. Thurston
ELECTRAGIST
444 MAIN STREET, - -

ROCKLAND

by Grand Marshal Oscar C. Lane, and . heaviest and weighed 370. The remain
were presented by him to Eminent Sir ing three of the lot were raised by
Edward K. Gould of Rockland, Grand Maurie? Gray, George C. Hardy and
Junior Warden of the Grand Com- William Coolen and weighed respec
mandery of Maine. This was followed tively 3C2, 225 and 270. The young
by prayer by Grand Chaplin Charles pigs were purchased of John Crockett
S. Libby. The officers for the coming [ of North Haven.
year are: Eminent Commander, Edgar
H. Bradstreet; Gemrallssimo, George
STONINGTON
Strachan; Senior Warden, Leigh E.
Williams; Junior Warden, Charles L.
Misses Jane and Ruth Besaey of
Roman;
Prelate,
Oscar C, Lane;
Treasurer, Walter F. Lyford; Record Deer Isle returned to U. of M. Tuesday.
Misses Helen and Edythe Gruy und
er, Freeman L. Roberts; Standard
Bearer, George A. Lawry; Sword Margaret Turner returned to Colby
Bearer, Leroy Nickerson; Warden,1 College Wednesday.
Edward A. Smalley; Sentinel, Elisha1 Malcolm IHowc of East Milton. Mass.,
S. Roberta; Guards, Gardiner A. Lib- ; has been a guest over the holidays at
by, James E. Sno.v, Irving W. Fifield; : Mr. and Mrs. George Turner’s.
Assistant Standard Bearer, Alfred J. I Lorlmer anil Elston Eaton have re
Raymond. An orchestra of eight pieces, turned to Vussalb. .'o where they are
under the direction of Mrs, Albra Vi- attending school.
Angelo Searcl has been visiting hie
nal Smith, furnished music for the
parents here.
evening.
Marshall Thurlow of Belfast is vis
Iiaskell & Corthell’s Camden Big iting his grandmother, Mrs. Winfleld
Clearance Sale opens this Thursday Thurlow.
morning. Don’t miss it.—ailv.
Mrs. Elizabeth Smith arrived from
New York Wednesday.
Tire basketball game at the Opera
GREEN'S ISLAND
House Friday night between Rockland
Mr. and Mnif'Bradford Bray were High and StonlngtoryHigh resulted in
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fled Young a score of 22-7, in favor of Rockland
it Wild Wood cottage, Young's Point. High.
The lighthouse family had their
usual Christmas tree loaded with gift’
WALDOBORO
from friends and relatives, far ar.d
near.
Mr. and Mrs. John Duffy have gone
The R ibldns family at tile lighthouse to North Jay for the winter.
are enjoying a Federal Radio from the
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph B. Welt were
Maine Music store at Rockland. They in Portland last week.
haven’t heaid any stations in England
Miss Dorothy Howe has returned to
yet, hut have heard Cuba, Montreal. Framingham, Mass.
Canada nnd more than forty others 'n
The Susannah Wesley 'Society met
the U. S. A.
with Mrs. E. J. Miller Monday night.
Fred Robbins and Winfred Lord saw Refreshments were served during the
a flock of wild geese on New Year’s evening. A large attendance and a
Day flying to the North.
fine time are reported.
Bradford Bray has taken up hi.Capt. John Bradford went to New
traps and put his motor boat the Au York Tuesday.
relia B., into Sawyer’s boat shop to
William G. Kecd is in New Y’ork this
be prepared for a new engine.
week.
A. R. Brackett and George Brackett
of Rockland and Edward Orbeton of
SUNSET
Quincy, Mass., were in town to attend
Moses Annis arrived home from ihe funeral services of the late John E.
Knox Hospital on Thursday's boat and Brackett.
King Solomon’s Lodge, F. & A. M.,
is much improved in health.
Mrs. Annie Schroeder is having an will hold their annual installation of
extension pi|t on her cottage, "The officers Friday night. Supper will be
Thistle." D. L. Seilers and son Nor served after the Installation. All
Masons pre invited to attend.
man are doing the work.
Mrs, Chester Jones has returned
Mrs. John Hosmer has closed her
from Boston.
cottage here and has gone to Cam
The remains of John E. Brackett,
den for the winter.
who died here Saturday, were con
The children of the elementary de
veyed to Rockland Tuesday for inter
partment < f the Sunday school were
ment in the Achorn cemetery. Funeral
entertained at the vestry on Friday af
services were held at the home of Mrs.
ternoon. Games were in order, after
Lillian Neuberger on Depot street
which refreshments of ice cream and
Tuesday morning. Rev. Guy C. Mccake were served.
Quaidee was the officiating clergyman.
The work on the vestry has been
Mr. Brackett is survived by two broth
completed and the results are most
ers, A. H. Brackett and George Brack
pleasing. With the partition removed ett of Roekland and one sister, Mrs.
there is now a large assembly room Maude Orbeton of Quincy, Mass. He
with lockers for Sunday school and was 45 years of age.
Aid supplies, while in the basement is
The Woman’s Club met with Mrs.
found a small kitchen and a spacious Emma T. Potter Tuesday. Mrs. Waltz
dining room.
was to read the paper for the after
The annual business meeting of the noon but was forced to be absent by
church was held ‘on Monday evening. illness. Mrs Mayo read her paper,
Edmund llaynes spent Christmas "What Are Heads For” very accept
with his brother William.
ably. The club contributed items of
The annual business meeting of the interest. The next meeting will be
Church Aid was held in the vestry on helel with Mrs. Sarah Benner and Mrs.
Wednesday evening with several mem White will furnish the paper for the
bers present. The same officers were afternoon. The members present were
re-elected for the new year. Plans were Mesdames Smith, Hovey, Mayo, Nesalso made for the coming roll-eall of hit, Benner, Ashley, Vilcs, White,
the church and for the entertainment Lovell, Kuhn, Potter and Miss Clark.
of the mnnorary memhers of the Aid.
Wiwurna Chapter, O. E. S., held its
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Snowden enter annual election of officers Tuesday
tained at their home on Saturday even evening. The list of officers follows:
ing. There were 12 present and the W. M., Ida Stahl; W. P., Willis Crow
evening passed pleasantly with games, ell; A. M., Annie Waltz; secretary,
after which refreshments were served. Mabel Mayo: treasurer, Carrie Miller;
Roy Snowden has bought a large conductress, Rena Crowell; associate
sled for use with his tractor.
conductress, Lila Lovejoy. The re
Reynold Lufkin has recently had a maining officers will be appointed by
radio set installed'
the chair. The installation will take
A nice lot of pigs wax raised here place Feb. 12.
last summer. The heaviest was raised
The following officers were elected
by Frank D. McVeigh and weighed Wednesday night for the Waldoboro
Grange; Master, Herman Burns; over
seer, Calvin Hoffses; lecturer, Edna
Turner; steward, Charles Wallace; as
sistant steward, Clarence Wallace;
lady assistant steward, Gladys Wot
ton; secretary, Ethel Winchenbach;
Ceres, Udivllla Hoffses; Pomona, Ella
DIRECT FROM THE MILI?
Wallace; Flora. Nellie Wallace; gate
AT WHOLESALE PRICES.
keeper, Irvin Wallace; chaplain, Ger
Concord all wool worsted '
trude Burns; treasurer,George Palmer.
yams are made (rom all
Whooping cough is raging in this vi
virgin wool, evenly spun
cinity, the old as well as the young are
and of good ’caring qualhaving their share of the disease.
shade. and'
. Variety o((shades
Hamblin Schofield has arrived home
heather mixture* for sweatafter passing the holiday recess with
re, scarfs and sport goods. t
his parents at Bedford Hills, N. Y.
ViSrfarfcw
Sk hr teas "ifc
St»
Mr. Overlock of Warren bought sev
eral wood lots in this section and put
in his portable milt, which is in full
operation. Many have secured em
4-8
ployment with him.

Every-Other-Day
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over her husband's store, we fail to
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD 7
TENANT S HARBOR
lliaSHBI
WATERMAN'S BEACH
notice the raging storm as we per
,
Eastern Standard Time
ceive that we have .been seized with
Trains Leave Rockland for
Port Clyde Woman Who Is the desire for making old-fashioned Mr. and Mrj. Allen Conary have 'Sunday, Jan. 6.—10 above this
Augusta. A 57.00 a. m., (7.30 a. in., f 1.10 p. m.
moved Into the Dr. Leach house for morning with a blinding snowstorm.
1 Uangoi. A§7.00a. m..17.30 a. in,, tl.lOp. m. i
quilts.
Boston, A j/.00 a. in., t" 30 a.m., |1. 10 p.m. |
An Artist In Their Manu patchwork
the
remainder
of
the
winter.
Extra
Nice
Anthracite
Coal.
Just
Union, Jan. 8.
In my previous lettfT I told you about
Brunswick,A§7.00a.m.,t7.30a. m., fl-lOp. m„
Mrs Leander Wiley has gone to
15.30 p.m.
i
facture.
New York to be a guest of her brother, the telephone poles and wire being
received.
Lewiston, A§7.00 a. m., t7.30 a. m.. 11.10 p. m.
ROCKPOR1
, New York. tl.lOp. ni.
j
coated with lee. It is still there. One
Herbert Davis.
Portland, A|7.00a. m., 17.30 a. m., 11-10 p.m.,
[By Lilian A. Cole.]
John Morris, Jr., is some busy man of the poles fell nearly flat. It listed
to.30 p. m.
i
Miss Beulah Welt who has been butchering pigs. Some fine porkers towards the west, but when the wind
Two barges of very nice Egg, Stove,
The southeast wind howling in to
Waterville, A57.00 a.m., t7.30 a. ra.,tl 10p. m.
Woolwich, A57.OO a.m., t^.30 a.m.,tl,10 p. nr,
came from the northwest it lifted that
ward Port Clyde, today, may not In spending the holidays with her par have been dressed this full.
15.30
p. m.
ents, Mr. und Mrs. Leander Welt, re
Nut
and
Pea
Coal.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Claude
Wiley
arc
stay

pole
with
16
wires
attatched
to
it
and
A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Wool
the least, disturb a .busy woman in turned Tuesday to Boston, where she
ing with his father while Mrs. Wiley, blew it over towards the cast. It is
wich.
t Daily, except Sunday.
.
that little village, for she probably is is In training at the Massachusetts Sr., is In New York.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS,* ’
easy to tell about it, but It took a
0
24-23
V.
P.
Ac
Gen
’
l
Mgr.
Gen
’
l
Passenger
AgL
making patchwork quilts. She is Mrs. Hospital.
There will he a Joint installation of mighty strong wind to do the trick.
Mrs. Emma Tolman has returned to St. George Lodge, I. O. O. F.. and Puri I rnjule the first track In the snow go
Kate Hooper, wife of Edwin Hooper.
Charles Jameson’s, Glencove, after
Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
Mrs. Hooper has a special work ta spending a week at her home on School tan Rebekah Lodge at Odd Fellows hall ing after the family milk this morning
PROMPT DELIVERY AND
Friday evening.
A lunch will he and the only man that passed the
ble and there she sits and plans for street.
BANGOR LINE
served, followed by a dance, music by house up to noon was one of the Coast
woik for customers, relatives and
The Installation of officers of the
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
SATISFACTORY SERVICE
charity benefits. She has more than Fred A. Norwood. Relief Corps will be Smalley’s orchestra. Odd Fellows may Guard men who I presume walked
Leare Rockland Mondays and Thursdays at
30 different patterns for quilts and held Friday evening at the G. A R. hall. take their wives and single members down from iRockland.
6.00 P. M. for Boston.
Since sending in my last reiport I
Return- Leave Boston Tuesdays and Fridays
some of them are original designs. The installing officer will be Mrs. may Invite one.
nt 5.00 P. M. Leave Rockland Wednesdays and
Proprietor Charles Rawley and fam have received cards from Mr. and Mrs.
She will take from her loaded shelves Genie Simmons. There will be an In
Saturdays
at 5.00 A. M.; Camden 5.45 A. M.;
a
quilt done in the tulip pat teresting program and each member ily have moved up from the hotel to Waiter Greenough Tibbetts, Alameda,
Belfast 7.15 A. M.; Bucksport 9.00 A. M.;
Calif.; Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Blacking•
due Winterport 9.30 A. M.
tern or perhaps her "Patriotic" quilt may Invite one guest. An lnvitntion is their house for the winter.
ton, Gold Hill, Ore.; Miss Alice Chase
Return—Leave Winterport Mondays
and
Schools began Monday.
or the “Hand of Friendship" and then extended to the members of Fred A.
Thursdays at 10.00 A. M. for Boston and way
A publ'c Masonic installation will be Erskine. Rockland: C. E. Harrington
some others that fairly dazzle the eye Noiwood Post, the Sons of Veterans
landings, duo the following morning about
held at Masonic hall, Jan. 17.
Each and family of Rockland; Grace Ma
7.00 A. M.
with brilliant colored pieces, carefully and the World War Veterans.
loney, postmaster at Pleasant Point;
NOTE: During the close of navigation at
member is allowed one ticket.
cut and sewed into all sorts of forms,
Mrs. Sarah Buzzell of Simonton is
I'ni gor steamer will run to and from Winterport.
Tel. 255
also from C. 1’. Morrill, St. Thomas,
to suit the pattern and fit the fancy of the guest of her sister, Mrs. Nancy J.
Fritglit from and to Bangor will be handled
Haskell * Corthell’s Camden Rig V. 1., who Is the son of the late P. P.
\ la Bucksport.
the worker.
Tribou, for a few days. ~
Morrill, of Rockport. He has been in
156-5
MT. DESERT A BLUEHILL LINES
The "Double Star" vies in colors
Miss Annie Quigley of Camden was Clearance Sale opens this Thursday the U. S. Coast Survey for a number
BAR HARBOR LINE
with the “State House Steps." and be the guest of Mrs. John H. Andrews morning. Don’t miss it.—adv.
of
years.
He
has
been
from
Eastport
Leave Rocklund Wednesdays at 5 A. M. for
fore you can grasp the significance of Monday.
iisiiHiiina
IlhUnl
to
New
York
in
a
small
motor
boat
North
Haven,
Stonington, Southwest Harbor,
all the work and arrangcmtnt of con
MARTINSVILLE
Arthur Grotton has gone to Sears
Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
and has put in a summer way up
trasting or blending colors, Mrs. port, where he has employment.
bor 11 A. M.
North. Worked a number of winters
Kituri. Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays at M OO
Hooper comes with the "Rising Sun”
Mrs. Delora Morrill has been .con
The winter term of school began
A. M. tor Roekland and way landings.
In all Its Imitation of splendor, with fined to her home by Illness for several Tuesday with Miss Alma Seavcy of tn Florida and one in file Canal Zone, j
There are hut few harbors from Ea3t- ]
BLUE HILL LINE
not even the suggestion of a cloud in days.
Port Clyde as teacher.
port to New York that he couldn’t ,
Leave Rockland Satuidays at 5 A. M. for
the east. And so on, until you may
On Jan. 5 a flock of wild geese was navigate. I am sending you the let
Dark Harbor. South Brooksville, Sargentvlile,
think you have seen all the patterns of
Haskell & Corthell's Camden P.ig seen flying over “The Ridge.”
Deer Isle. Biooklln, South ltluchiil, due Blueter that he kindly wrote me about the
hill
11.00 A. M.
quilts In the world. One quilt she can Clearance Sale opens this Thursday
Mildred Batchelder is home from the harbors and the farming land as he,
Return--Leave Bluehlll Mondays at 8.00 A.
show you bears marks of severe morning. Don’t miss It.—adv.
Knox Hospital for a week's vacation.
M. for Lockland and way landings.
sees
It.
Mrs.
Morrill
Is
one
of
our
.
scorching. It was rescued from the
Alma Seavcy of Port Clyde is board home girls, which makes Chauncey j
At Ko ton connection Is made via the Metlittle white house that was burned In
r<|'ollun Line uxnrcss freight steamers for
ing at the "Marie Celeste” during the one of our home boys.
ROCKVILLE.
New Vork and points South and West.
Martinsville, where now her bungalow
winter term of school
Monday noon—20 above this morn
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
stands.
Harold Hupper’s now lee house is ing. The roads are In good shape for
The Sunday storm was not really a
Portland-New York Freight Service
"Here," said Mrs. Hooper, “is a
near
completion.
The
lee
in
his
pond
Direct
Freight Service betw-rn Portland and
quilt made of very old prints," and she , blizzard here but it seems to have has already reached a thickness of sleighing. Billy Caven got up from
New York Is resumed from tlie New State Pier,
Clark Island on time. All the farmers
points out with appreciation the pieces'keen in Massachusetts, The men here nine Inches.
Portland, Me. SahingM Tuesdays, Thursday*
ure on the road.
ami Saturdays each way.
that were given her by some dear aged cleared the roads for travel in less
The annual meeting of the Ladies'
Through rates and direct track connection*
I had a donation of a pail of clams
lady friend of her native town, St. than one day. The sleighing is all Sewing Circie met at the home of Mrs.
with Maine Central and Grand Trunk KallGeorge. "Part with that? No, not by that could be desired. There is a great Jerome Jones Friday afternoon. The the other day—the first I have seen for
Add much to the charm of your homo.
During this month a
roada.
F 8. SHERMAN, fh.pt.. Rockland. Maine.
any means. Money would not buy that deal of teaming on the road but not following were present: Mrs. Eliza months. I still have some of that left
Cyclamen, Primrose, Bright Colored Cineraria or even a Fern or
11. S. HHKKMAN. Agent, Rockland, Maine.
quilt; it is too precious to part with." many autos. The horses now are hav Wylie, Mrs. I.lzzie Davis, Mrs. Lucy over whooping cough, so I steamed
Foliage Plant will give you much pleasure and will fill in most
some of those dams and put a little
At a recent local church fair Mrs. ing their day.
gracefully those dark days between tlie Christmas greens and the
Smith, Mrs. Myrtle Wincapaw and butler and pepper into a pint of that
Vinalhaven and Rockland
Miss Jennie Sherwood of Bangor is
Hooper had 35 of her quilts on exhi
first daffodils.
daughter Marguerite. Mrs. Etta Harris,
am
water,
and
don't
you
forget
it
teaching
our
school.
She
is
boarding
Steamboat Co.
bition.
She also crochets counter
Mrs. Thankful Harris, Mrs. Mary went right to the spot. There is noth
We have some good Cinerarias coming on and we want to got
panes and embroiders spreads. When witli Mrs. Sydney Farrington.
Wheeler.
Mrs.
Martha
Batchelder
and
ing like it to warm a fellow up when
them across to ycu before they are fully in bloom that you may
Mrs. Clara Carroll of Camden who
The direct route between
a certain pattern requires a special colMrs. Margaret Jones. A very pleas
enjoy them the longeot possibio time.
or or shade of material Mrs. Hooper J’as been in Knox Hospital for treat- ant afternoon was spent and these of he feels like hugging the stove. There
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN.
is
no
limit
to
the
amount
to
take.
bTONINGTON
AND SWAN’S ISLAND
rnent
of
a
fractured
hip,
has
returned
does not rest until she obtains the de
ficers for the ensuing year were elected:
THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
sired combination. When local stores to her home with Miss Mabel Oxton as President, Mrs. Eliza Wylie; vice pres Anywhere from a pint to a quart bowl
WlflTZR ARRANGEMENT
full.
fall to produce the goods, then a raid nurse.
(Subject to chango without notice)
"SILSBY’S”
Eggs have taken another drop and
News has been received that J. idents. Mrs. T. B. Harris and Mrs.
is made on stores outside of Maine,
Mary
Hupper;
secretary,
Mrs.
Mary
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. THURSDAY, JAN. 3,
399 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
until the blending or contrasting re Archer Millett of Brooklyn has been Wheeler; treasurer, Mrs. Margaret some of the store men claim that the
1924
market is glutted owing to so many
seriously ill. Mr. Millett spends his
sults are satisfactorily obtained.
(Next
door
to
the
Western
Union)
Leave* Swan’s I land dally except Suniays
Jones; work committee, Mrs. Lucy going Into the poultry business. I
summer
vacations
in
Rockland
as
Mrs.
at 5.30 A. M. for Stonington, North Hawn,
"I buy my pieces by the yard or
Smith. The very efficient work at the hardly think It. The trouble la that
Ytnalliavi u and Kocklund.
pound." said Mrs. Hooper; then with a Millett was a Rockland girl.
officers for the padt year Is highly the price fixed by those who control
Returning ie;. v i Roekland at 1.30 P. M. for
Charles
Tolman
’
s
old
brick
oven
smile she added, "Sometimes I beg
Vlnadiaven,
Nonh Haven. Stonington, and
commended and the members feel very
Swai/s Ls.and.
what I tan from friends and neigh caught fire recently. There was some grateful that they woulel take up the the market Is on the down-hl’.i grade
and
people
ure
waiting
till
they
get
excitement
for
a
short
time
until
the
TV. S. WHITE,
bors."
duties for another year. The next
».uncial Manager.
Each quilt carries with it some fire was extinguished. There are sev meeting will lie on Jan. 17, at the home down to hard pan. It takes 65 eggs
Rock and, Maine, Jan. 3. Itf24.
to
land
a
bag
of
corn
down
here;
and
story or anecdote. Mrs. Hooper, un eral of those old ovens In houses here. of Mrs. Thankful Harris.
it takes our 40 hens eight days to pro
conscious of dramatic ability, adapts The fireplace In connection has been
The installation of Ocean View
her explanations to lit the occasion. I bricked i»p for a stove or modern Grange will lie held Monday evening. duce 65 eggs. Not much profit for the
person who cares for them these
For Instance, with a cheerful tone shelra,‘8e- hut ,he avvn with its llttle lron
It will he for officers and members stormy days.
'
door
still
remains.
Not Medicine, Not Oiteopathy
flings the "Rainbow" quilt before your
• . , •
The warm weather we have had only. A baked bean supper will be
vision and tells you all about It. Then
served
at
the
close
of
the
ceremonies.
C.
M.
WHEELER, D.C. Ph. C.
ASSURE THE LIVELIEST, HAPPIEST
Mr. Morrill’s letted" follows:
her voice deepens Into pathos, as she started the biddies laying, and eggs
Miss Elizabeth Harris who is teach
“U. S. S. Ranger, fit. Thomas, V I.
have
taken
quite
a
downward
jump.
Chiropractor
relates that a certain quilt was given
BROOD OF CHICKS IMAGINABLE
They are now selling for 48 and 58 ing at Tenant’s Harbor, will board Dec. 23. 1923. Dear Mr. Godfrey;—I
403 MAIN STREET - - ROCKLAND
her to finish by an aged friend, who
there
during
the
term.
received your card a few d tys ago
cents per dozen.
Graduate Palmer School of Chiropraetle
once lived in a cottage by the shore.
The QUEEN Brooder works automatically.
G. N. Batchelder has recently sold and was glad to hear from you. You
Offlco Hours:
Then, with a voice of resentment,
one
of
his
cows.
Mondays.
Wednesdays, Friday*. 10*12, 2-5, 7-i
asked me to write you a little about
lHaskcll & Corthell’s Camden Big
Keeps an even temperature; no attention
Tuesdays. Thursdays. 10-12, 2-5
she may toss over a quilt that “Is just
Austin
Wentworth
and
Arthur
Free

this part of the country. To tell you the
Clearance Sale opens this Thursday
Saturdays 10 12
Tel. Rkd
like the one that was stolen—yes, ac
needed. Burns any kind of fuel. Made in
man are manufacturing wood for Mrs. truth I am not much on describing the
morning. Don't miss it.—adv.
tually stolen right out of my house.
Mary Gardner.
country hut will try and te'.l you a lit
DR. T. L McBEATH
600 and 1200 thick sizes.
How badly I felt to lose material, time
tle about Where we are stationed at
WARREls
Osteopathic Physician
and midnight oil, to say nothing of the
Haskell & Corthell's Camden Big present.
Ask ycur dealer for the Queen. Queen Bco'.detc—and
lost pattern.” "Well," she added, “I
Clearance Sale opens this Thursday
GY APPOINTMENT ONLY
The city ot St. Thomas used to be
our 180 Page Catalog mailed on request. Write today.
Telephono IJfl
An up to date lunch room will be morning. Don't miss it.—adv.
sat down and drew and fussed until I
called “Charlotte Amelia," but since
38 UNION STREET. ROCKLAND, MAINE
Would get weary, but would keep try opened next Monday by Mrs. Clara
To get chicks to raise—USE QUEEN INCUBATORS
the U. S. bought It It Is called St.
Graduate cf American School of
ing until I got the pattern to suit me. Lermond in the building at the eastern
Its percentage is all in ycur favor.
Thomas. It Is a very pretty town,
EAST APPLETON
Ostcoopathy
So I cut out the pieces and now have end of tlie village bridge, lately pur
looking at it from the harbor, but not
KENDALL & WHITNEY
Est. 1&5S
PORTLAND, MAINE
The old saying "when the days begin
a quilt Just like the one that was chased by Robert J. Andrews. Mrs
so pretty ashore, although they have
H. V. TWEED1E, M. D.
lengthen the cold begins to
stolen.
Lermond will also have a supply of to
some very pretty buildings. Both the
strengthen," has been true this winter,
' When Mrs. Hooper shows you her cakes and pastry fur sale.
Diseases uf the Eye;
islands of St. Thomas and St. John are
Mrs. George Haskell who has been The thermometer registered 15 degrees very hilly and there js not much land
quilt pattern of "Corn and Beans” it
below
one
morning
recently
and
the
likes
her
new
home
and
neighbors
Refractions, Etc.
will not do for you to question her'in ill health for some time went Friday
that is fit for farming. They raise a
40/ MAIN STRICT
With a bewildered drawl—'Corn and to Camden where she will be cared far cold winds have made the air colder few cattle and ignatg and a very few very much.
Hun. 9 to 12 A. M.; I to J P. M.
within doors as well as out.
We heard the ring of our neighbor's
Beans?"—for
she may impatiently by her daughter, Mrs. Alton Flench.
vegetables. To til) the truth I hardly
Hwiciiiif, 2i fniton Street. Tel. 35<*l
Charles Carleton and son Raymond
axe (W. E. Hail) yesterday, as lie
point out, "Why, yes. don’t you see
Messrs. A. O. Norwood and Albert
Office Telenbcne 49H-W
see hew the population gets a living.
that those small dark and light colored I’eabody have purchased radio outfits. have been sawing wood for Robert There is one large coaling station was cutting his year’s wood. Alito
Gushee
witli
their
gasoline
saw
this
half squares
represent corn and
Mrs. Frank Peabody has been con
owned by the West India Co. that Wellman has been helping while Mrs.
F. B.
D.
week.
beans?" You may rot perceive more n
fined'to her home by a severe cold.
couls lots of ships of evei • nation; al II. drove tlie mall team.
Ofllee
hours:
H
te
3
A.
M.
Charles
Griffin
is
hauling
lumber
to
Alanson Wentworth and sons are
resemblance to corn and beans than
Mrs. Pearl Hilton has been ill with
so a Naval 'Station where Shipping
* te 4 and 7 to 8 P. M. and
Davis mill for Robert Gushee.
you do to potatoes and pumpkins, but a cold for several days past.
Board ships and Navy ships get fuel very busy butchering hogs—they killed
by appointment
There was a church roll call and
that is due to being a novice in patch
a
nice
one
for
A.
I.
Perry
Wednesday.
National Week of Prayer is being
oil. This Is the only real good haitbor
400 Mala St. ROCKLAND. MAINE
J. D. Pease went to Roekland Tues
work lore and lack of imagination in 1 observed by the churches of Warren supper at the parsonage Friday night. on the south side of the island and as
Tetaphonft ICO
45 tf
patchwork craft.
I with two union services, one Wednes- Rev. Mr. Hamlin was a guest and gave it is most always rough on the north day to attend to his duties at Court.
With squares, half squares, oblongs, | day night at the Baptist church and an interesting talk. Supper was served side, owing to the northeast trades,
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
tllaskell & Corthell's Camden P.ig
diamond-shaped pieces, a very few ( the other Friday night at the Con- by the church circle.
what few harbors are there are used
George Ames was in South Hope on
circles, and still fewer curves cut out ' greg ltionaI church. There will be sp«Clearance
Sale
opens
this
Thursday
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
only by local boats.
business Friday.
from cloth. Mrs. Hooper ranks fore-’ciai speakers for these services,
'We have not been to St. John yet, morning. Don't miss it.—adv.
Telophons 323.
The young people are enjoying ski
most among the quilt makers of a J The Ladies Circle of the Congregaso don’t know much about that Island.
Wlde region. Who can heat her with tn nal church will serve their monthly ing.
J8 Summer Strct.
Rockland
St. Croix Is 40 miles to the south of
EAST
UNION
Edward Ames was home from Union
her patterns of ‘‘Bees and Honey,” 9Upper Thursday evening.
here, and we have not seen that either.
___ ____________ M-tf
“Flying Cloud,” “Basket,” “Wedding |
ijj«t Sunday the storm prevented Saturday and Sunday. Ho attends Wishing you and yours a Happy New
The officers of Pioneer Grange were
Ring,” "House” design, ‘‘Double Star, j the morning worship at the Congre- High School and boards with his Year, I am yours with best wishes.”
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
installed last Thursday evening by
**MIssls8ippi Valley,” or her original gatjOnal church. The Communion ser- uncle. Rev. E. S. Ufford.
C. D. S. G.
Past Master James L. Dornan in u
Floyd
Gushee
is
visiting
his
brother
“Aunt Kate Block, et cetera? She is • vice which was to have been held then.
OHIO.: VINAL BLOCK, THOMASTON
WALDOBORO, ME.
very efficient manner, with the assist
deeply absorbed In her craft. She has will be observed next Sunday. In spite Robert.
Oflloo Houn: I to 3 isd 7 to I P. M
ance of Mrs. Maud Wellman. Mrs.
Holiday cards were received from
GLENMERE
15 quilts already promised to make be of the inclement weather, an evening
101-Th-tf
Myrtle Gould presided at th<» piano.
ftuta.no* until a A. M. anU by A»a.i.taraat
fore summer comes. Some of the New service was held In the vestry. Mr. Mrs. Geneva Robbins from Haverhill,
Following are the officers for the ensu
York summer colony of Port Clyde Paul showed a series of pictures on Mass.
E. II. Smith and C. H. Wiley were
T.ltahofiu: Ruldano*. 41-4: OMu 14*
ing year: Master, .1. I*. Dornan; Over
have been good customers. Although the Coral Islands of t’ae Pacific.
In Roekland Saturday.
W. A. lUHNotOR, iltla. PHC.
seer, George Davis; Lecturer, Mrs. KNOX S3.—ROCKLAND MUNICIPAL COURT.
Iiaskell & Corthell's Camden Big
Mrs. Hooper puts her whole soul Into
Flinch parties are now in order. The
January Term. 1921. JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE
Laura
Gould;
Steward,
Louis
RoToinClearance
Sale
opens
this
Thursday
her quilt making, yet In response to
•Haskell & Corthell’s Camden Big
latest met with Mr. and Mrs. Byron
ANSTLN M. MOODY.
son; Assistant Steward, Merl llilt;
COMPLEE U.'tUQ ANO SUNDRY
some complimentary reference to her Clearance Sale opens this Thursday morning. Don't miss It.—adv.
Davis, Saturday cvtnlng.
V4.
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
Interesting family of children—'Willis, morning. Don’t miss it.—adv.
HARRY HALL
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Cook and lit Chaplain, Mrs. May Robbins; Treas
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS,
0Eurer,
Mrs.
Martha
Young:
Secretary,
And
now
on
etiggeatlon
to
the
Court
that
VELOPINti,
PRINTINU ANO EN
principal of the Port Clyde grammar
tle son Hazen of Thomaston are stop
Harry Hail, the Defendant, nt the time of
LARGING.
J.
W.
Kearly;
Gate
Keeper,
Clarence
school; Nathalie, with her family In
ping a few days with his father, Darius
of the writ, was not inhabitant of
30 years
Davis; Ceres, Mrs. Amelia Dornan; service
SOUTH WARREN
370 Main St., Rockland, Me.
Rockland; Winfleld, located In Port
this State, and had no tenant, agent, or nt
Cook.
Pomona,
Mrs.
Ixwis
Robinson;
Flora,
torney
within
tlio same, that his goods or
Clyde; Rose, wife of the Port Clyde
E’.llott Copeland and Ned Cutting
Mrs. Ann D. Cook died Dec. 31 and
doin’* iiood
estate h.ave been attached in thia action, that
postmaster; and Fred, associated with (have returned to the University of
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
was buried from her late home Jan. 2. Mrs. Alice Davis; L. A. S., Myra he has had no not'cc of said suit and at
his father In the grocery business—; Maine.
Rev. Perley Miller of Tenant’s Harbor Brown. At the close cf the installation tachment, It Is Ordered, that notice of tin
106 PLEASANT STREET
ceremony
members
and
invited
guests
with a mother’s pride she smiles, but | Mrs. Alma Spear and Miss Clara
pendency
of
this
suit
be
given
to
tlie
Mid
De

officiating. She was laid at rest In the
fendant. by poblshlng an attested < opy of tills
she does not allow anyone to forget Spear of Thomaston were callers at
family lot on the Ridge. Hers was a repaired to the banquet hall where Order, together with an abstract of the P ain PLUMBING
HEATING
the merits of her several grandchild- | John Spear's last week.
busy life. She will be missed not only supper was served. In spite of the in tin’s writ, three weeks suorewslvely in The
clement
weather
a
goodly
number
were
(’ourler-Cazette, a niv.;;i»apcr printed at Rock
ren, of whom she is Justly proud
TEL. 244-W.
Miss Mabel Simmons and Robert
by her family but by a host of friends
land. Maine. In the County of Knox, the last
As we pass out into the darkness Heaid of West Rockport called on Miss
117-tf
who were always glad to call on her. present.
publication to be not leas than seven days
from Mrs. Hooper's eraft shop, located Leila St. Clair recently.
She was twice married, her first hus
before the next, term of this Court, to In
Haskell & Corthell’s Camden Big hidden at Rockland, within and for the ( oiintj
Richard and Fred Bucklin ar? at
band being Alexander Harris who was
ARTHUR L. ORNE
Knox, on the llrst Tuesday of February.
tending school in Warren this winter.
lost at sea. Two children of this mar Clearance Sale opens this Thursday of
1924.
that
sold
Defimlant
may
then
aid
there
insurance
HAS
USED
ALLEN’S Miss Elizabeth Newbert of Thomas
riage survive, Mrs. Adella Wall of Ten morning. Don’t miss it.—adv.
apix-ar, and aiuwcr to said suit, if he whali
ton spent the past week with her sis
see caixie.
ant’s Harbor and Frank H. Harris of
Su&caMor
to A. J. Erakina A Ca,
Attest:
Glenmere. Edward died a few years
LUNG
HEALER
FOR ter, Mrs. Walter Bucklin.
SEARSMONT
WALTER II. BUTLER.
417
MAIN
ST.
- ■ ROCKLAND. Ml.
The buildings ut Ellis Hyler’s have
ago.
Her second husband, Darius
Recorder.
been wired for electric lights and the
Cook, survives her with one son, Ev
This Is an action of Assunifwit, with an ac
C. S. Adams with Mr. and Mrs. M. count
SIX YEARS
annexed, showing ba.ance due the
frank h ngraham
erett. She leaves six grandchildren F. Hunt very efficiently installed the
crew'is now working up the line,
In amount, $121.S:). Tlie pialntltT in
and four great-grand-c hildren to mourn officers of Victor Grange, Jan. 3, ns fol plalntltr
C. J. Copeland is hauling wood from
Attorney at Lav
the Writ Is Austin M. Moody of Rockland in
And found it an unfailing remedy for the Stahl place for Charles Woodcock A Bad Back Makes Life Miserable For her loss. A sister, Mrs. Loretta Har lows:
Master, Abbie Bryant; Over the County aforesaid, and tlie defendant is SPECIALTYi PROBATE PRACTICB
Harry
Ilail
of
Thomaston
in
said
County.
to
Creighton
’
s
in
Thomaston.
rington
of
Wiley
’
s
Corner,
also
sur

lung colds.
seer, Ernest Wing; Lecturer, Elizabeth Tlie Writ is dated November 5, 1923, upon
Many Rockland People.
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
vives.
If everybody would follow Mr. Mc11111s;
Steward, Charles
Bryant; which a real estate attachment was made tlie
dlaskell
&
Corthell's
Camden
Bi,
Talaohonaa—Offic. 463.
Houaa 603-W
same date.
,Kenzie’s example the mortality from
Chaplain,
Julia
Wentworth;
Secretary,
A had back Is a heavy burden.
A True (’opy of the Order of Court with Ab
Haskell & Corthell’s Camden Pig
pneumonia and consumption could be Clearance Sale opens this Thursday
Thelma
Wentworth;
Treasurer,
Charles
stract of the Writ.
A burden at night when bedtime Clearance Sale open3 this Thursday
morning. Don’t miss It.—adv.
L R. CAMPBELL
greatly reduced.
Cushman; A. Steward, J. W. LevcnAttest:
comes.
morning. Don’t miss It.—adv.
WALTER II. BUTLER.
saler;
Ceres,
Emma
Hills;
Pomona,
Just as bothersome in the morning.
HOPE
2-Th-R
Recorder.
Attorney at Law
Read His Letter
Mattle Wing; Flora, Dora Davis; Gate
Ever try Doan’s Pills for It?
Estate of Alice E. Simmons
There was a whist party in the hall
Keeper, George Davis; L. A. Steward,
NORTH
HOPE
Know they are for kidney backache
Spacial
Attention
to Probata Matter*
NOTICE
last Saturday evening which was fair
Alice Hunt. By Invitation Appleton
Tie subscriber hereby gives notice that on
—and for other kidney ills?
475
MAIN
ST,
ROCKLAND.
ME.
ly well attended, considering the
We3t Lynn, Aug. 22, 1919.
January
5,
1924,
he
was
duly
nppolnted
sdIf you don’t, some Rockland people
There is not much to write about, Grange visited and furnished the pro minbtrator of tlie estate of Alice E. Simmons,
Huvlng used Allen’s I.ur.g Healer weather conditions.
do.
neighbors and other readers gram, after which a fine supper was late of Rockland, in tlie County of Km.x. de
but
the
Mrs. Frank Bean spent Sunday in
EDWARD K. GOULD
for the past six years I can honestly
Read a case of it:
are beginning to wonder where I am. served.
ceased, and on tills dale was qualified to till
say It has proven an unfailing rem Appleton.
The Boys’ and Girls’ Club met at said trust by giving bond as tlie law directs.
M.
Oliver,
Rcckland
street.
Rockland
so
here
goes:
Just
a
cheery
good
F. F. Payson was operated upon re
All persons having demands against the
edy for a cold or cough on the lungs.
Attorney at Law
says: "I fell from a hay mow and morning, first to all you good folks the home of their leader, Mrs. Abbie estate, ure desired to present the same for
If I neglect a cold for a few days cently for a carbuncle on the back i f struck on my back. It affected my kid who send me words of appreciation Bryant, Friday. It was voted to keep settlement,
ami all indebted tiiere are re
his
neck
and
is
receiving
hospital
care
ft goes down into my lungs and I have I
COR. TILLSON AVE. .nd MAIM W»
neys and caused my back to ache ter for my small writing. We are just a the same officers with the exception of quired to make payment immedlafe-lv to
ELMER K. SIMMONS.
a bad cough. Then 1 get a bottle of in Rcckland.
ribly. This Interfered with my work small community, go we have not much the vice president, who is away. There
Rockland.
Maine.
Therb
was
a
day
session
of
11
pc
the Lung Healer and In a few days the
as every move I made sent painful local goings and comings; there would arc 35 members at present and all
January 5, 1924.
JanlO-17 24
cough is gone. It Is the only medicine! Gran&c
Saturday with the usual
-.v 1'igcs through my back and kidneys be more If each one would try and seem very interested in the club work.
Estate of Adial Linscott
I ever used that reaches my lungs and . attendance. Dinner was served at noon My kidneys didn't act regularly,
Mildred Packard and friend have re
NOTICE
send in their bit.
cures the cough so quickly. I am sure! CoIlls are Prevalent around town, alTlie subierlber hereby gives notice that on
r'-lative advised me to try Dean’s Pills
Here at “Willow Brook’ we are very turned to Kent’s HUI.
It has saved me from a great deal of.‘hMiBh no serious cases are reported
There will he an Extension Service December 28, 1923, he was duly appointed ad
so I got three boxes and used them much as usual—twelve head of cattle,
mlnlstrator of tlie estate or Adial Linscott,
Buffering and sickness and I heartily
t*lc eonvulescents are Mrs.
meeting held at Victor Grange hall
of Appleton, In the County of Knox.
STOREHOUSE at roar of Maaanla
recommend Its use to anyone suffering A<*e!la Godlng apd Mrs. George N. True, They rid me entirely of .the trouble two horses, three pigs, a good siz’d Jan. 18. to make plans for the enau late
dereaM'd, without bond as the law directs
and I uni only too pleased to endorse fioek of hens to tend each day keeps
Block, Rockland. Two floor* 100 ft.
with a lung epugh or cold.
Mr’ and Mrs- Harold Nash of Can.-Jon
and
on
tills
date
was
qualified
to
fill
said
Ing
year.
us quite busy beside the usual quo'a
trust.
were guests cf Hope Grange last Sat Doan’s."
long, 35 ft. wide Would prafar to
MALDO McKENZIE,
The
sledding
is
fine
in
this
vicinity
Price 60c, at all dealers.
Don’ or other farm chores.
Ail persons having demands against the
urday.
80 Mall Street.
let tha whole building to one party.
estate, are desired to present tlie same for
simply ask far a kidney remedy—get
Mrs. R. L. Coose of Lincolnville an 1 nnd everybody Is bisy wit their teams. settlement,
ami all Indebted thereto are re
Sold in Rockland by the Kittredge
dlaskell & Corthell’s Camden Big Doan’s Pills—the same that Mr. Oliver daughter Grace were home for the
PICTURE FRAMING—Furnil to re
rejialred,
Immediately to
TELEPHONE 407
Pharmacy; in Camden by Boynton's Clearance Sale opens this Thursday had. Foster-Milburn Co., Mfrs., Buf weekend, coming Saturday and return saws sharpened, all kinds of shop carpenter I quired to make payment
LORENZO A. LINSCOTT.
work
promptly
and
carefully
done.
EDWIN
H.
Pharmacy.
| morning. Don’t miss It.—adv.
Appleton, Maine.
falo, N. Y.
ing Monday afternoon.
Mrs. Coo.-te MAXCY, over Pajtsqb’s Wore, at the Brook.
04-tf
I December 28, 1823.
JauJ 1017

PATCHWORK QUILTS

Hi

FRED R. SPEAR

Jl

(HOUSE! PLANTS

Profession! Oussness Gards

WANTED

ANTIQUES

ADAMsTm.

Of All Kinds

Write or Phone 32-3
C. E. MATHEWS

.I

A HEAVY BURDEN

TO

LET

THOMASTON
Mrs. E. P. Starrett left this morning I
for Boston to visit her brother. Mr.
Roberts. Her daughter, Mrs. Horace
Shrader of Portland, is keeping house
during her absnee.
The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist
church will serve a public supper Mon
day at 6 o'clock. Baked beans, corned
beef, creamed potatoes, cabbage salad,
cake, doughnuts and coffee.
A Senior Class supper will be held
at the K. of P. ball Tuesday, between
5.30 and 7 o'clock. The menu will con
sist of baked beans, cold ham, salads,
cake, pie, doughnuts and coffee, at 50c
After the supper a social will be held.
The first championship basketball
game of the season will be held in
Watts hall. Wednesday evening. The
contestants are Rockland and Thomas
ton High Schools, both the boys’ and
girls' teams. The game will be called
at 7.45.
The ladies of the Congregational
Circle will meet in the church parlor
Tuesday. Supper will be served at 6
o’clock.
The Bible Class conducted Thursday
evenings by Rev. J. W. Strout in the
Congregational vestry are most inter
esting. The five minute papers next
Thursday will be given by Mrs. Charles
Creighton, Mrs. John E. Walker and
Miss Margaret Jordan.
Elston Luce left Saturday for Bos
ton where he is studying in the Hawley
Electrical School.
Mrs. Bertha Simmons of Union is
the guest of Dr. and Mrs. L E. Luce.
Tickets for the Chapman concert to
be given in Rockland Jan. 16. may be
obtained at McDonald's or at Whitney
& Brackett’s.
Frank Whitney who has been in
town several days has returned to
Pittsfield, Mass.
Robert Creighton left this morning
(or a week's visit in Boston.
Miss Alice Collamore entertained six
friends at dinner Tuesday night in
honor of the birthday of Miss Rebecca
Robertson.
Mrs John Upham and Miss Ethel
Uphatp are visiting in Augusta, guests
of Fred Logan.
A basketball game is scheduled for
this Thursday night in Watts hall at
7.45.
Thomaston Locals will play
Rockport Locals and Warren Locals
will play the Thomaston Army team.
Barge Ontelaunee is discharging egg,
nut and stove coal for Dunn & Elliot.
From Augusta comes t ie news of the
birth of a son to -Mr. and Mrs. Carle
ton Hammontl (Miss Marie Keller.)
Mrs. Ruth Rafter anel Miss Mabellc
Brown were dinner guests Wednesday
of Mrs. Ruth Brackett.
The annual business meeting of the
Wesley Forum will be held in the
Methodist vestry Monday evening, Jan.
14. Supper at 6 o’clock. All members
are requested to be present. Rev. H.
E. White of Roekland wall be^ the
speaker of the evening.

Every-Other-Day
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JOIN

THE

c
g CHRISTMAS CASH CLUB
AT THE

THOMASTON

SAVINGS BANK

THOMASTON, MAINE
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MAN WANTED

TheStorewhereYoucanSaveMoney
We carry a full line of
Fresh Fish at the Lowest
Prices.
Scallops, Ib............................ ............ 40c
............ 78c
Smoked Bloaters, 6 for ...... ............. 25c
............. 12c
............. 12c
............. 25c
15 Smoked Alewives for .... ............. 25c
Slack Salted Cod, Ib.......................... 15c
Slack Salted Cod, half dry, Ib......... 10c
Slack Salted Fish, half dry, a little
off color, Ib........................ .............. 7c
Slack Salted Pollock, dry, Ib......... 10c
Norwegian Sardines, in pure olive oil,
per can . .........15c; 3 cans _........ 40c
1 lb. Boxes Codfish ......................... 23c
Gorton's Cod Fish Cakes, can ...... 15c
Red Alaska Salmon, t^ll can ...... 23c
Pink Salmon, tall can ...................... 16c

To sell seeds in ouch county. A good
paying position for a man acquainted
with farming. Experience not neces
sary but honesty and industry are.
Steady work. Cobb Co., 1'ranklin, Mass.
2*Th5
Large size California Oranges, doz. 40c'5 lb. can Davis Baking Powder .... 90c
Malaga Grapes, lb......... . .................. 23c! 14 oa. can, regular 25c can, for ...... 20c
Grape Fruit, very nice, 6 for.......... 25c j Cream of Wheat, 2 pkge...................... 45c
Grape Fruit, large size, 4 for ....... 25c Shredded Wheat, pkg............................11c
Lemons, each ...... 3c; dozen ....... 30c Puffed Rice, pkg.......................................15c
n-------- 7----- ;-----------------7----- ;---------- 7
i Grape Nuts, pkg..................................... 17c
Advertisements in this oolumn not to exoeed
Hues Inserted onoe for 25 cents, ( times
Unceda Biscuits 6 pkgs. tori Fruit Nut Cereal, pkg........................ 15c three
for 60 cents Additional lines 6 cents each
for me time, 19 cents S times 8*z words make
25c. Nabisco, and all other
■ lint________________________________
Sugar Wafers 3 pkgs. for 23c. packages.......................................... 25c
Lost and Found
_ ..
..
... , ...
'Quaker Milk Macaroni or Spaghetti,
M^'Tn^ibr;;^, % >^T:::^!oxnk.aT.r”^............................... %

In Everybody’s Column

LOST—Fur rube in Thomaston about Dec 2S

Farmer:; Union ard'12 Wad worth
Unity Jumbles Iced, 'b- 22«; 3 lbs. 60c j sh
; ’B
..................... 5c >nd 10c between
St. Finder notify A. II. ROBINSON, 12 Wads
5 7
Co*XBC.?.%J>
3 lb.’.'
i Shopping Bags, strong black twin. 20c worth Si.
LOST—Si inlay, black and white hound. nnLorna Doons, lb........28c; 3 lbs. ....75c Aluminum Tea Kettles ................... $139 awer-i to name of “Sklh
RAYMOND RACKLIFFE, Spruce Head. Me.
r»*T
Fruit Ovals, lb............16c; 3 lbs...........42c DoubleBoilers, esch
JEWELER OPTOMETRIST
Crystal Top, lb........... 22c; 3 lbs.......... 60c 6 quart Kettles with covers ...........89c
LOST—-While woolen mitten between I’leaa
ant street and Christian Science church. MRS.
Raisin Crisp, lb......... 24c; 3 lbs.......... 65c 6 qifort Combination Cooker, set of
4-6
Full Moon, lb......... 18c; 3 lbs.......... 48c
4 pieces .............................
$139 J. W. STBVKNS. 210 Main street.
All the Latest in Glasses
LOST—December 25, mule fox hound. Dark
Moonbeams Assorted, lb. 25c; 3 lbs. 70c BLUE AND WHITE AGATE WAREtan. no name on collar. Answers to name of
Fluted Cocoanut, lb. 22c; 3 lbs. 60c
ss: MAIN 8T- ROCKLAND
12 quart Kettle with cover........... $1.50 Khaki. Finder will he rewarded. EDWARD
Saltina, lb............ 20c; 3 lbs.............55c
70tf
14 quart Dish Pans .........
95c LEONARD, Warren. R. F. D. 1. Box 27.
Premium Seda lb...... 16c; 3 lbs.......42c
FOUND—A Better Kemrene— lusterlltc. Yon
10
quart
Sauce
Pans
........................
50c
WESTERN STEER BEEF
Peanut Cake, lb...... 20c; 3 lbs....... 55c
Heavy tin milk pails, 10 quarts 45 can have It tleMvered In 5-gal. lota to your
home anvwltere in Itoeliland free. For service
Best Cut Top Round Steak, lb.........30c Extra Wine Biscuit, lb. 20c; 3 lbs. 60c
cents; 12 quarts, 48 cents; 14 quarts call MOODY’S. 455 M.
1-tf
N. B. C. Ginger Snaps, lb. 17c; 3 lbs. 45c
eight or ten times in a mile or more,” Best Cut Rump .......................... 35e, 40c
THE ROAD TO NORTH HOPE
50 cents.
Five
O
’
clock
Teas,
lb.
28c,
3
lbs.
75c
“Ail right, you needn't do it for me; Boreless Sirloin Steak, lb............... 35c Social Tea Sandwich, lb. 30c; 3 lbs. 80c 10 qt. Water Pails, galvanized iron 20c
Wanted
I didn’t make that road, but it's there. Best Cut Porterhouse Steak, lb..... 40c Arrowroot Biscuit, lb. 28c; 3 lbs. 75c
12 quart .....
23c
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
WANTED
—
Middle
aged housekeeper. Call at
Boneless Pot Roast, lb........ 18c and 20c
14 quart ............................................ 25c MRS. FRANCKS HALL'S,
During the fine weather of the past Just as I’ve told you”
14 Ocean St.. Fri
Fig Newtons, lb........22c; 3 lbs........ 60c
"1 beg pardon, my friend, but it Boneless Rump Pot Roast, lb......... 25c
16
quart
.........
30c
between
10
and
11
in forenoon.
5-It
day
Jersey Fig Newtons, 2 lbs............... 25c
autumn, a lone motorist, accosting an
sounds so remarkable. I suspected you Best Chuck Roast, lb.......... 12c and 15c
Medium size Galvanized Wash Tubs 60c
WANTED
—
Po.dtior.
for
a
young
man
of
good
Royal
Lunch,
lb
.......
16c;
5
lbs
.........
70c
old resident at a certain place in was trying to put something over on 5 Prime Ribs, lb.................................. 18c
With a wringer attachment ......... 70c address and habits. References furnished. Ad
Bost Cut 5 Ribs, lb............................ 25c N. B. C. Soda Crackers, 114 lb. pkg 15c Large size Galvanized Wash Tubs,
North Hope, asked: "Is this the right me."
dress BOX 347. Roekland, Maine.
5-7
.. ................ 22c Ginger Snaps, lb......12; 5 lbs............ 50c
I
“Oh. that ain’t half the strange Second Cut 5 Ribs, Ib.
with wringer attachment ........... 80c
road to South Hope?"
WANTED Good permanent position for girl
.... 30c and 35c Soda Crackers, lb............................ ......11c
>
......
Best
Loin
Roast,
lb
things
about
that
laiad.
You
will
pass
Without wringer attachment ....... 70e experienced in general office work and use of
"Yep.”
Per
box
about
8
lbs.,
per
lb
.........
10c
.................. 25c
typewriter. Stenography not essential. Addreds
lbs.
Hamburg
Steak,
2
eight
or
ten
old
cellars
whereon
once
Galvanized
Iron
Coal
Hods
...............
50c
"How far is it?"
Jonee Soda Bread, Pilot, Oyster,
J. B. C.. care Courier-Gazette.
5-1 f
stood prosperous farm houses, and al Lean Stew Beef, lb...... - .................... 15c
"Oh, four or five miles."
Common, 2 lbs. for..........................25c Copper Nickel Plated Tea Kettle,
WANTED—Safe. good size with combina.i »n
Corned
Beef,
newly
corned,
lb.
7c;
so
pass
the
site
of
the
‘
old
red
schoollarge
size,
full
woight,
for
.....
$1.75
"Straight road?”
lock. BRAI Bl’RY’S Cut Price Shoe Store, onp.
house—SO or 90 scholars used to attend Chuck, corned, lb. 12c; Shoulder Clods, 5 lb. Pails Preserves ......................... 85c Extra Good Brooms, each ............... 65c Hotel Ko.-kland.
“Yep, in some places."
5-7
“Will you give me directions, so 1 the winter term Not a schoolhouse corned, all lean meat, no waste, lb. 14c Strictly Fresh Eggs, dozen .............. 55c Clothes Lines . ................................... 25c
WANTED—At once, waitress. BEE HIVE
Corned
Flanks,
lb
...................
5c
and
6c
exists in that district now, and prob
Western Fresh Eggs, dozen ............ 43c Lamp Chimneys, each..............
12c CAFE, Llmerock street.
can't miss the way ?”
4-6
“Sure. See that old red two-story ably not five pupils. Besides the old Whole Brisket Corned, lb.................. 8c Full Cream Cheese, lb....................... 35c Cold Blast Lantern Globes................ 12c
WANTED—Position as housekeeper in small
Whole
Thick
Rib
Corned,
lb
............
10c
5 lbs................................................ $1.50 Dietz Hy-lo Standard Lanterns .... 49c family or care for Invalid. Address I*. O.
house, about half a mile yonder? cellars you pass, there are as many
3*5__
10 lbs............................................... $2 80 Gloves, pair ......................................... 15c BOX 67, Tenant’s Harbor, Me.
Well, when you get there, turn short to more on the few roads leading to the Boned Brisket Corned Beef, lb..... 15c
Tripe,
3
lbs
..........................................
25c
Creamery Butter, 1 lb bricks ....... 57c Blue wrist, extra heavy, large size,
your right; about an eighth of a mile old schoolhouse site. Why, sir, of the
WANTED—Housekeeper in family of three.
Dixie
Bacon,
lb
.........
79c;
5
lbs
.........
90c
.Creamery Tub Butter, lb.................. 52c
Gloves .............................................. 25c F. F. TRAFTON, 64 Crescent St., Rockland.
beyond, turn square to your left; then 30 houses that then were prosperous
3-5
straight road about half a mile; then homes, not more than six are standing. Swift's Premium Bacon, 1 lb. pkg. 42ciNut Marger;nCi |b...... 22c; 5 lbs...... $1.00
.Skinned
- ----- RLinn.H
Hama. Hams,
' Swift's Nut Butter, Ib................................... 25c
WANTED—t'rorlieters, experienced un Kon4turn square to your l ight; go about I and only four of them are inhabited, Swift’s Premium
COFFEE! COFFEE! I
ees. Infants’ Sarques, Infants’ Silk Honda.
whole .......... 25c: half, lb............. 26c Peanut Butter, 1 ib. can ..........
23c
an eighth of a mile anil turn short to Beat that if you can.”
F. S. P.
Excelsior Coffee, Ib............................ 33c Ladles’ Dressing Saciiucs and Ladles’ Shawls.
sliced to fry, lb................................ 35c
your left; then go a little less than a
Steady homework, pood pay. We pay parcelSunbright Cleanser, 2 cans .......... 5c 5 lbs. Excelsior Coffee ....._...... .... $1.60 poet charges both ways. Send us pieces show
New Smoked Shoulders, lb.....
quarter of a mile and turn sharp to
NOTICE
.... 13c Swifts’ Naphtha Soap, 7 bars ....... 25c White House Coffee, Ib................. 38c ing stitches. SIMON ASCIIKR 4c CO., 134th St.
Fat Salt Pork, lb........................
your right: go less than an eighth of a
The Annual Meeting of the Shareholders of
3 14
La Touraine Coffee, Ib....................... 45c & 3rd Ave., New York City.
mile this time, anu turn square to left; the Roekland Loan and Building Association Fat and Lean Salt Pork, 2! lbs. .. .... 25c Persian Pink Toilet Soap, sells every
WANTED—CHOPPERS—Camps furnished. T.
... 18c
Chase & Sanborn Seal Brand, Ib..... 45c
where for 10c a cake; will sell 3
now a half mile further, up Morey hill, will lie held at the office of the Corporation. Small Pig Pork Roast, lb......
No. 407 Main Street. Rockland. Maine, at 7.39
Far East Coffee, Ib................................39c .1. CARROLL, East Warren. Tel 263-21, Hock
... 21c
for 25c, and 3 free with every pur
and turn square to right; then straight o'clock, Monday evening, January II. 1924, Chops, lb...................................
land.
3-5
A 3-lb. can for............................... $1.10
....
28c
chase;
also
with
every
$1.00
pur

Little
Pig
Pork
Steak,
lb.
road to South Hope. You can’t miss for the foliowing purposes: First: To listen to
WANTED—Man to sell Rawlelgh quality
Salada
Red
Label
Tea,
’
/
i
Ib
.............
42c
Fresh
Pork,
lb
.............
.......................
15c
chase
cf
Soap
or
Powder
we
will
and
act
upon
the
Reports
of
the
Officers.
it!" "Say. my friend," said the motor
Products direct to consumers hi Knox County.
To choose a Board of Directors and Fre3h Shoulders, lb............................. 15c
'/« Ib..................................................... 22c Pleasant, permanent, profilalde business. Lit'le
give one 12c package of Wool
ist, “what are you giving us? Are you Second:
an Auditor. Third: To fix the dates for the
Good
nice
Formosa
Oolong
Tea,
Ib.
33c
capital
needed. Make practically every family
Fresh
Hams,
whole
or
half,
lb
.........
18c
Flakes
FREE.
trying to string me?”
issue of shares during the year 1923. Fourth :
steady satisfied Customer. Workers make
To transeast any other business that ma;, le Country Sausage, home made, lb. 23c Arrow Borax Soap, 4 bars ............ 25c Bungalow Chop Tea, just in, Ib..... 35c alarge
"What do you mean?’’
steady
income, (live age, occupation, ref
meeting.
Liver, 3 lbs........................................... 25c | Swift’s Pride Soap, 7 bars ............... 25c The very best finest quality Tea, For erences. W. T. RAWLEKIll CO., Dei«t. 1619,
"I mean your directions—you’ve told gally conic before the
H. O. GURDY, Secretary.
mosa
Oolong
or
Ceylon,
a
regular
PreeiHirt,
111.
Swifts
’
Pure
Lard
(none
better)
Ib.
17c
,
Lux,
large
packages
.........................
25c
me to turn square to the right, or left.
Rockland, Me., Jan. 3. 1924.
3 5
$1.00 tea, Ib........................................50c
5 Ib. Pail ....................................... $1.001 Rinso, large package ........................ 21c
WANTED 7,200 salespeople now make big
money selling Watkin’s nationally advertised
(Thia tea satisfies everybody)
10 Ib. Pail ....................z...........
$1.90 ( Small Rinso; 4 pkgs............................ 25c
household products. You can too. Branches
Waneta
Cocoa,
1
Ib.
box
...................
20c
20 ib. Tub........................................ $3.45 Ivory Soap—Special—cake ................. 5c
all over U. 8. ami Canada. Rare chance just
Swift’s Compound Lard, lb............. 16c Wool Soap, 4 bars............................... 25c Suffolk Cocoa, 2 Ib. pkg........................20c now for City Kales dca’ers, n»en or women,
Corned Beef, the large can ..............28c Chipso, two large pkgs........................ 45c Bulk Cocoa, 4 lbs..................................25c full or part time in the city of Rockland and
Write today f»»r our practical, sure
2 Ib. can Corned Beef Hash, each ...18c Small size (14 oz.) pkg.........................9c Mixed Candy, Ib....................................20c elsewhere.
money-making plan. J. R. WATKINS COM
6 Ib. can Roast Beef, each................. 60c Star and P. & G., bar ..........................6c Chocolate Candy or Assorted Kisses
PANY. Dept. 96. Boston. Mass.
3-6
CASH GROCERY
per Ib. -a........... -.............. —--------- 20c
17 bars ............................................ $1.00
All hats to be sold regardless of
WANTED—Roomers for furnished rooms.
41
OCEAN
STREET
New Seeded Raisins, pkg.................. 12c Ivory Soap, cake .................................. 7c New Citron, Ib...................................... 55c TELEPHONE 561 M.
152 tf
cost. Mrs. G. C. Payson, 143 Main St.,
Dates, Ib..................................... 12c i Lenox or Luna, 6bars .......................25c Evaporated Peaches, 2 lbs............... 25c WANTED- You to know that it will pay you
Thomaston.
7*8
MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED New
Fulled Figs, 2 lbs............. 25c; Ivory Soap Flakes
(for all fine launder- Evaporated Apricots, 2 lbs............... 25c to s’ore your Battery with us this winter.
Extra Fancy LayerFigs, Ib................ 30c | ing) 2 pkgs......................................._15c Big Chief Pop Corn, pkg. .................... 5c HOVsSE-SHERMAN INC., Exlde Service Sta
Haskell & Corthell’s Camden Big
Tel. 650 W. Next to Ford agency, Rock
Prunes, 4 lbs.......................................... 25c | Star Naphtha, 6 pkgs......................... 25c The Best Pop Corn, Ib....................... 6c tion.
Clearance Sale opens this Thursday
land.
1-tf
Extra Large New Meaty Prunes, Ib. 15c Large pkg. Star Naphtha, each ...... 23c Green Dried Peas, quart ...................20c
morning. Don’t miss it.—adv.
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
Medium Size New Prunes, 2 lbs..... 25c Lifebuoy Scap, 4 bars ........................25c Jiffy Jell, 6 pkgs........... -.................... 45c and
female. Highest prices paid. JOHN S.
11c RANLETT, Rockville, Me. Tel. 352-14.
10 lbs. Fine Granulated Sugar..........................................$1.00 Largo Can California Peaches ...... 20c Welcome Borax Soap, bar 6c; 33 bars Jell-o, package...................
1-tf
CAMDEN
Sun Kist Peaches, large can, the best
$2.00, and a pretty Doll, worth $1.50 Beets, 3 large cans....... . ......... -........25c
Best All Round Flour, bag .................................................... 85c fruit ever canned, in heavy syrup, FREE.
Maine
String
Beans,
2
cans
...........
25c
hor Sale
Bernice Hopkins and Alice Water
per can ..................................... 30c ( American Family Soap, 22 bars ....$1.00 Grated Pineapple in heavysyrup....25c
Peanut Butter, lb............. 20c
man gave a dancing party at Heal's Mince Meat, lb................ 20c.
FOR SALE—Driving horse. MILTON I’illL1
gallon
can
Peaches
...........................
85c
Granulated
Sugar,
10
Ib.
bag
......
9Sc
(
Van
Camp
Naphtha
Soap,
22
bars
$1.00
BROOK. Head-of-the-Bay. Tel. 58-6.
hall Saturday night to about 20 of their Tryphosa, a Gelatine Dessert, 2 packages .....................
5c
25 Ib. bag ...... $2.40; 100 lbs......... $9.50 j Swift's Washing Powder, 7 pkgs. 25c Boiled Dinner, large can, the best on
friends. Refreshments of fruit punch
FOR SALE—Gentleman's fur lined coat, mar
the
market,
2
cans
for
....................
25c
Confectioners Sugar, pkg............... 12c , Ammonia, 16 oz. bottle........................15c
mot fur. large size. MRS. G. C. PAYSON. P l
and cake were served.
22c
Bartlett
Pears,
large
can
...............
25c
Main
St., Thomaston.
2
packages
Cocoa
.........
is the highest grade of all round i 32 oz. bottle Sawyer's ..................... 25c
Rev. R. H. Hayden has recently been
Korn Krumbles Ideal
Flour, bag ...................................... 95c 32 oz. Bottle Good Ammonia, each 15c Splendid large can Mince Meat .......18c
FOR SALE—Double hone tied, single bone
elected a member of the board of Bulk Cocoa, 3 lbs.............
25c
White Rose All Round Flour, bag .-85c Tomato Soup, per can ___________ 10c Bulk Mince Meat, home-made, Ib. 20c sled, sleigh, Ayrshire Bull. Will sell at rea
5 lb. box 35c
trustees of the Camden Public Library
sonable price. A. BLOCK, Tel. 169-13, Thomas
28c
Prunes,
2
lb,
pkgs,
each
* ba»*’.... "7........ . ......................
3 cans......................................... ...... 25c 3 Crow Cream Tartar, Ib. pkg......... 35c ton.
to fill the vacancy caused by the res
__________________________ 5*7
Three
Crow
Soda,
5
one-lb.
pkgs.
28c
King
Arthur
Flour
bag
.........
....
$
.25
p
ure
Cider
Vj
||()n
............
35c
ignation of Rev. T. M. Griffiths.
FOR SALE—One sleigh in good condition.
Peerless
Al.
Round
Flour,
bag
$105
Purity
Sa|t
2
|b
b
as
a$
Three
Crow
Spices,
any
kind,
'/i
Ib.
Cream
Tartar
Compound,
per
pound
20c;
10
lb.
cans
$1.75
CHARLES
S.
SMALL, 420 Old County Road.
The Picnic Club meets today with
,
Sa|t> 3 boxes ...................... 25c
pkgs.................................................... 10c '[2 ::<L : __ __________ 5______________ fc!—
Mrs. A. V. Elmore at her home on Higli Rolled Oats, large packages, each . . .21c; 5 pkgs. . . .$1.00 New Walnuts, Castanas and M.xed
Nuts, Ib.......... 23c; 5 lbs......... $1.00
Fancy Hand picked California
FOR SALE—'Nice brass-mounted Iron crib,
street. Mrs. Elmore and Mrs. John
Maine Corn, 2 cans ........................... 25c' 2 Ib. box Salt ...................................... 5c
Pea Beans, quart ............................20e nearly new, cost $22. for sale cheap. A. K.
2'/
2
Ib.
Bag
Salt
...................................
7c
Coombs are hostesses.
LEONARD.
28 Front street.
4 6
Salt Mackerel and Tongues and Sounds, pound...............15c King PhiHp Corn, can ..................... 15c j 10 Ib. Bag Salt ................................... 24c Yellow Eye Beans, quart ............... 18c
Monday evening Canton Molyneaux,
Peck
..................................................
$1.40
.
FOR
SALE
—
One
cheap
Driving
or
Delivery
Golden
Bantam
Corn,
can
..............
I?
'Log
Cabin
Syrup,
medium
can
Patriarchs Militant. I. O . O. F., held Bloaters, each.............................. 5c; 6 for.................................25c
30c
Horse. FRED Bl'ZZELL, Camden, Simonton
Loganberries, can ............................. 23c
Log Cabin Syrup, large can __ ... 55c Pea Beans, quart ....15c; peck ....$1.10 Corner Road. Tel. 151-6.
their annual installation of officers. Dried Pollock, slack salted, pound ....................................... 10c
4-7
Evaporated Milk, can ...................... 11c
Fancy Whole Head Rice, 3 lbs.........25c Black & Gay’s Y. E. Beans, large
Major L. L. Anderson and staff per
FOR SALF—Hard Wood fitted or junks.
Caroline Evaporated Milk, can ..... 10c
cans
........................................
23c
Rice, partly broken, 5 lbs............... 25c
formed the ceremony of installation in
Telephone 172 6, Warr»n. Mu., or write JOHN
75c Large Spanish Onions, 4 lbs......... 25c New Granulated Meal, 6 lbs............. 25c Hatchet Beans, large can ................ 20c COGAN,
Thomaston K. F. D.
154*9
a most impressive manner. Following Snow Shovels, each.................. 65c. Lanterns
Small Onions, 10 lbs. .._.................... 25c
Golden
Rod
Beans,
large
can
.........
17c
are the officers: Captain, Jesse A. Galvanized Foot Tubs, each ................................
65c Large Onions, 5 lbs............................ 25c 5 Ib. bag Graham Flour ................ 25c Best Pickles, Ib......................................15c FOR SALE—Bargains in used Pianos, tuned
and regulated by factory expert. $196. $125,
Quaker or Armour Rolled Oats, large
Cross; Ensign, Samuel
Serinosia;
35c Cranberries, 2 quarts ...................... 25c package ........................ ..... ............ 25c Sweet Mixed Pickles, Ib..................... 30c $130. Easy terms. MAINE MUSIC CO.
Lieut., Ernest Fales; Clerk, John L. Galvanized Pails, each.............................................
____________________________________ 4 6_
Turnips, bushel ................................. 90c
Mothers’ Oats, large pkg., with
■Stahl; Accountant, J. V. Raynes.
With a $10 order, 10 lbs. Sugar for 75c.
FOR SALE—Alnint new, spring sleigh. Prison
Sauer Kraut, 3 lbs.............................. 25c
Log
Cabin
Syrup,
medium
size,
each
....................
*
............
55c
aluminum
prize
inside,
sells
for
Miss Georgia Mathews is the guest
Save this ad. for reference as we made. Good trade if sold at once. THOMAS
Cabbage, Ib..........3c; 100 lbs..........$2.00
33c;
this
week
only
....................
28c
TON,
149-2.
■______________3»5
of Miss Marian Weidman in Rockport Log Cabin Syrup, table size, each .. • .............................. 30c
Green Hubbard Squash, Ib................ 6c
will not have large advertisements only
Bulk Rolled Oats as good as any in
for two weeks.
FOR
SALE
—
Ohio
Improved
Chester shoats
Parsnips, 3 lbs...... _.....
25c
weigh log from 30 to 45 lbs.; also O. I. C.
packages, 6 lbs............................... 25c occasionally.
Miss Frances C. Grassow and George Pan Cake Flour, per package................................................... 15c Potatccs, bushel ............................. $1.15
Registered
Boar.
Reasonable
prices.
EDGAR
Kellogg's Corn Flakes, 2 pkgs......... 15c
H. Thomas were united in marriage
Peck ................................................ 30c
W. MOODY, Tel. 94. Union.
3-5
Tuesday at the Congregational par Seeded Raisins, pkg......................15c; 2 pkgs........................ 25c
No. 1 Baldwins, Eating Apples, pk. 35c Domino Syrup, mads of pure cane
FOR SALE—Wtir brush standing or landed
sonage by the pastor, Rev. Horace I. Prunes, 4 lbs........... 25c. Dates, lb............ 1 5c; 2 lbs............. 25c
Bananas, Ib.......................................... 14c
on the wharf. JOHN MORRLS, Spruce Head,
Sugar, 3 for ................................... 25c
Holt. They left immediately for a
Tel. 21-22.
3-5
Lowest Prices on Fruit Ever Known. Fancy Molasses, gallon .................. 80c
honeymoon trip which will include New Citron, per pound.............................................................. 58c
FOR SALE—Two barns of nice hay, handy
Good Size Florida Sweet Oranges,
A Jug to put the Molasses in .......... 10c
New York and Philadelphia A host Broken Candy, per pound............. 18c; 3 pounds............... 50c
to get. $12 a ton in the bam. TEL. 2S9-W,
f*0180 ................................................ 20c Matches, 5 large boxes for ................ 25c
186 Camden St., Rockland.
2-tf
of Camden friends extend congratula
Medium
Size
Florida
Sweet
Oranges,
I
Cooking
Chocolate,
'/
2
Ib.
pkg
.........
17e
Pop Corn, 4 pounds............ 25c. Castanas, pound.............. 20c
tions.
FOR SALE—Fait pockets—orders taken for
dozen
..... ........................ 23c ■ 5 lbs................................................ $1.55
< onALnyte«?qKoeERiFS
any size Vj to % In. mesh. 7 coots each. C. O.
At Camden Opera House Wednesday New Walnuts, per pound......................................................... 25c
Large Size Florida Sweet Oranges,
Royal Baking Powder, large can .... 43c
!>.. parcel post, ship ■‘anywhere. E. («. SIM
evening a joint installation of the offi
dozen ............................................... 40c
MONS, 149 Pleasant St.. Rockland, Tel. 424 5.
medium
can
...................................
23c
Phone 1C5. Residence Phone 946-M
35c
cers of Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge Marshmallows, per pound .
2*10
and Mt. Battie Lodge I. O. O. ,F. was
NEW AND SECOND HAND FURNITURE.
bought and sold al Braggs, Rankin Block.
. .8c Haskell & Corthell’s Camden Big
held. Refreshments and an entertain Smoked Shoulders, per lb............ 1 5c. Corned Beef, lb.
Shoes, Clothing, Crockery, Household Goods at
Miscellaneou*
ment followed the work and afterward
"io Let
Clfarance Hale optns this Thursday
Braggs.
'
2-4f
,
25c
Sauer
Kraut,
5
pounds
.........................................................
the guests danced to music by Mars
TO LET—Light hbusekeeplng rooms all fur
FOR SALE—Few tons of nice hay. W. A.
90 ACRtS NEAR VILLAGE. STOCK. CROPS.
25c morning. Don’t miss it.—adv.
ton. The officers of Mt. Battie Lodge Pocket Honey Comb Tripe, 3 pounds.........................
nished.
all
modern.
Apply
at
12
Elm
St.
5-7
RIPLEY, Tel. 594-W. Rockland.
155-tf
TOOLS; ONLY $1300—The right place for
were installed by D. D. G. M., Luke S.
small family; prosperous neighbors, good mar
TO LET—Cosy tenement of six rooms, with
18c
FOR SALE—Small place on Primrose Hill In
Corned Pork Ribs, pound..................................................
kets; loamy fields cut 30 tons hay, pasture, es electric lights at 136 Park Street. TEL. 438 .1 West Rockport. Inquire of C. E. FERNALD.
Davty of Roekland as follows: Noble
timated 400 cords hardwood; 50 apple trees,
, 15c
•
5-7
153*11
Grand, John L. Stahl; vice grand. Pure Lard, lb.................... 1 7c. Compound, lb................
pears, plums, cherries, grapes, berries: com
Ernest Fales;
secretary , John P. Butter, cut from tub, pound ............................................
FDR SALE—Lobster* fisherman traps on
TO LET—Tenement on Grace Street. S. B.
fortable 5-room house, 50-ft. barn, store house,
52c
etc. Owner unable to operate only $1300, horse, Haskell, Tel. 289-W, 186 Camden St.. Rock hand and made to order. FIELD & KEEP, 19
Leach; financial secretary, John John
McLoud St., near Haskell’s Store. Southend.
5-7
< r w. implements, tools, 50 bushels potatoes, 10 land.
35c
son; treasurer, E. M. Crosby; warden, Cheese, full cream, pound..................................................
151-tf
bushels beans, 20 bushels oats, 30 husltels corn,
TO LET—Six room tenement with lights and Tel. 758-3.
Leon Stinson;
conductor,
Milton Quaker Corn Flakes, 5 packages.......................................
29 tons hay, winter’s wood included to settle garden. $10 to right party. F. G. CLEVELAND,
. 25c
FOR SALE—New General Electric Mfttors
now. Part cash. Details and photo page 11 33 Pacific 8t.
Prescott; inside guardian. W. F. Bur
3-5-10 H. P. with starters and switches; 60
Ulus. Catalog Bargains—many states. Copy
.25c
kett; outside guardian, John Alley; R. Sliced Liver, pound.................. 10c; 3 pounds . .. .,
TO LET—Furnished apartment. 5 rooms and cycle, 220 watts, 3 phase. Apply D. SHAFTER,
free.
STROCT FARM AlGENCY, 284DG
15 Rockland St., Rockland, Me.
151-tf
bath.
LAURENCE
PERRY.
28
Warren
St.
S. N. G„ Oscar French; L. S. N. G„ Dixie Bacon, lb................. 18c. Sliced Bacon, lb. . ..
Water St., Augusta, Me.
5-lt
.28c
Tel. 170.
4-6
FOR SALE—New electric Singer Sewing
Luther Goodman; R. S. S., Leroy Al
The best investment
LADIES—Reliable slock of hair goods at
147-tf
TO LET—Modern apartment; fine location. Machine. CHISHOLM BROS.
ley; L. S. S„ Lawrence Carroll; chap Pure Cream Tartar, pound ...................................................... 35c
the Rockland Hair Store, 336 .Main St. Mail
Furnished or unfurnished. Apply to HENRY
orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
1-tf
FOR SALE—Burpee’s Furniture Polish. Used
I ever
lain, Rev. E. M. Holman; R, S. V, G.,
B. TlIRD, Rockland. Tel. 924 or 101-.M.
in Rockiand for sixty years. Large bottle 60c;
John M. Wadsworth; L. S. V. G„ 5 Packages Baking Soda.............................................................. 25c
RADIO SPECIAL—2 .200 ohm standard head
That’s what everyone says
153-tf
small bottle 30c. BURPEE FURNITURE COM
Sets $5.75. HOUSE-SHERMAN INC., 583 Main
George Heal. The officers in the Re
AN Y.
1-tf
TO
LET
—
Four
room
tenement,
corner
Front
who uses a Buckeye In
St., Rockland. Open evenings.
1-tf
and Aehorn Streets. Apply to H. DAVIS, cor
bekahs were installed by D. D. Presi California Pea Beans, quart.......... 18c; 3 quarts........... 50c
FOR SALE—1 Stultz & Co. Upright Plano
cubator.
The
big
hatches,
Main
and
Elm
Streets.
149-tf
GAS FITTING—Tel. 749-11. J. B. MOULAI
dent, Josephine Conary of Tenant’s
1 Columbia Cabinet Machine, 2 Second-hand
SON, 77 Broadway.
1*6
the fine husky, wonderful
TO LET—Two small tenements. ERNEST C, Music Cabinets. 2 Se<-ond-han<l Accordions.
Harbor and were as follows: Noble Yellow Eye Beans, quart........................................................... 19c
STUDLEY
S MUSIC STORE, Rockland. Tel.
DAVIS,
Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
149-tf
chicks, the absolute cer
Gjand, Ella Shibles; vice grand, Em Whole Green Peas, quart................ 15c; 2 quarts................ 25c
713.
1-tf
TO LET—Small, cosy room, suitable for man.
ma Joy; secretary, Bessie L. Bowers;
tainty of always getting a
FOR SALE—9-room house; hot water heat,
Short distance from business. TELEPHONE
treasurer, Annie Gould; warden, Jes Whole Rice, per pound................9c; 3 pounds................ 25c
good hatch, make it a
cement cellar; all modern improvements; largo
138
Big Bargains in 35 sets of Harness, nil 560-M.
spot. New grocery business well slocked.
sie Beverage; conductor, Edna Smith; Laundry Starch, pound................... 7c; 4 pounds.................. 25c
real investment, safe
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves, garden
kinds, single express harnesses, $10 to $15 a
G. GURNEY, 3 Park St., Camden, Me. Tel.
I. G„ Catherine Dow; O. G„ Fred T.
and musical instruments or anything that re M.
155-11.
1-tf
and profitable—instead of
set; heavy double work harnesses, $25 a se‘; quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable.
Gould; R. S. N. G., Inez Crosby; L. S. Corn Starch, 2 packages......................... .................................... 15c
single driving harnesses, $6 to $9 a set; J. R. FLYE, 221 Main St., Rockland.
1-tf
a gamble.
N. G., Hortense Bohndell; R. S. V. G„
Eggs and Chicks
double driving harnesses, $13 a set; and sin
Jessie Satterlee; L. S., V. G., Vivien Tanlac, Pinkham’s Compound, Dr. Miles’ Heart Treatment,
Buy a Buckeye—the in
gle
tip
cart
harnesses,
$10
«
set.
Also
aQuinn; chaplain. Hazel Wall.
Miles’ Tonic, Father John’s, Scott’s Emulsion, Hood's
Used Cars
cubator that is fully guar
gent’s nice English riding saddle and bridle,
Monday evening at the annual meet
price $10. All these harnesses are complete
anteed
by
the
world
’
s
Sarsaparilla,
Dr.
Pierce
’
s
Golden
Medical
Discovery,
Dr.
FOR
SALE
—
Dort 3-passcnger coupe, fully
ing of the Business Men’s Club the
and are in very good condition. Will ship
promptly on receipt of check or money order. equipped. Run only 4,300 miles. E. O. PHIL
largest manufacturer and
following officers were elected: Presi
Pierce’s Favorite Prescription, Wampole’s Cod Liver Oil.
BROOK
&
SON,
632-634 Main St., Rockland.
WM. F. McAuliffe & CO., 353 East Eighth
dent, A. H. Parsons; first vice presi
used by more than 700,000
154-159
St., Soutfti Bo.-ton, Mass.
3*6
Varnesis,
per
bottle
.......................................................
:
...........
90c
dent, J. A. Brewster; second vice pres
1923 FORD TOURING—About 3 months old.
prosperous poult ry raisers.
Had best of care and in prime condition. A.
ident, D. J. Dickens; secretary and 60c bottle True’s Elixir................................................................. 50c
Come in and see these
C. JONES, phone 376-R or FIREPROOF GA
trearurer, Arthur H. Nelson; social
RAGE. phone 889.
153-tf
wonderful
machines
—
65
committee, Z. ,M. Dwinal, A. V. El 40c bottle True’s Elixir................................................................... 35c
1921 OVERLAND TOURING, good condition
to 600-egg capacity.
more, P. II. Thomas and S. Hansen; Syrup of Figs, per bottle.............................................................. 49c
throughout. Low priced for qulclP sale. A.
Having entered other business I
BABY CHIX—Wyllie’s Single Comb Reds
examining committee, D. J,
: : Sold By : :
C. JONES, 5 Talbot Ave., phone 576 R or
Carl Hopkins, m. b. Long, j. p^Leaeh Crane’s Quinine and Tar Compound, for coughs and
bred for eggs, type and color. Order early 22c
wish to dispose of my
FIREPROOF GARAGE, phone 889.
149-tf
W. J. ROBERTSON
each posfpzld. F. H. WYLLIE, Thomaston, R.
and 11. J. Potter. The annual Ladies
—Deader In—
colds, 50c size...................... 39c; 25c size........................19c
F. D. Phone 171-42.
8*12
GENERAL STORE
Night will be held some time in Feb
BUILDING MATERIALS
Building and Stock, in
ruary. All arrangements to be left Johnsen’s Liniment, per bottle................................................. 20c
20 Gleason St.,
Thomaston
with social committee.
WARREN, ME.
Minard’s Liniment, per bottle.................................................... 29c
Rich Creamlike
HATCH EVERY HATCHAE
Business
of 50 years’ standing.
Haskell & Corthell’s Camden Big Sulphur, per pound.....................5c; 6 pounds..................... 25c
Delightful to take
Can be bought right. Addross—
Clearance Sale opens this Thursday
1
6
ounce
bottle
of
Peroxide,
each
............................................
25c
morning. Don’t miss it.—adv.

OREL E. DAVIES

FRANK O. HASKELL
TELEPHONE 316

CashPrices for FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY

AftfVS .
ASH AND
AR.RV7.
MARKET

made

Look!

Look!

A GOOD BARGAIN

Solve theServant
%
Problem
■:

The Davis Garment shop, corner of
Main and Elm streets, is now having a
final clean-up on furs, suits, coats,
d fesses and a few fur coats.—adv.

Brooms, each.............. 65c.

Mop Handles, each................10c

AT HASKELL’S

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette
tub.

P. O. Box 225, Warren
Or call at premises.
E. A. PELLEY

3-8

advebtisb nr otjb

tmrr.p WAMT COIATKir.

fS/

SCOTTS

EMULSION
Makes Children St urdq
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Every-Other-Day

MUSIC BY SAHARA

Io Social Circles
la addition to pereon&l notes recording de
partures and arrlrala, the department especially
deehvs Information of social happening!, pextlen musicals. etc.
Notes teal by mall ot
telephone will be gladly received.

M. R. LINSCOTT’S
SOUTHEND

m

FRIDAY,

Mrs. C F. Simmons was operated on
Monday at the Massachusetts Hom
oeopathlc Hospital in Boston by Dr.
Clifford Harvey, son of old Dr Harvey
ot Bangor. She is doing well.

ONLY THREE DAYS MORE

MARKET

RUBENSTEIN BROS.

TELEPHONE 856

71 CRESCENT STREET.

rEL£PHONE ................................ ..............

SATURDAY

AND

MONDAY

Third Anniversary Sale

10 lbs. Sugar . .$1.00. Best all round Flour . .85c
Best Molasses, gallon.............................................. 75c
Swift’s Pure Lard, lb. . . 17c. Compound, lb. . . 15c
Tall Cans Milk..................10c; 5 cans................... 48c
Rolled Oats, package.............10c; 3 for.............. 28c
Daisy Brand Coffee, lb. 35c. Far East Coffee, lb. 34c
Whole Hom, 18c; Half Ham 19c & 21c; Sliced 25c
Swift’s Fancy Sliced Bacon.....................................25c
Rump Steak, lb. . .35c, 40c. Top Round, lb. . .30c
Bottom Round, lb. 20c, 25c. Hamburg, 2 lbs. 25c
Native Pork Roast, lb. 18c. Native; Pork Chops 20c
Home-made Sausage ............................................ ’. 25c
Not a Seed Raisins, pkg............. 15c; 2 for............ 25c
Seeded Raisins, 2 packages for . ... ................. 25c
Macaroni, package............... 10c; 3 for................ 28c
Shredded Wheat, 2 packages for........................... 25c
Best Tub Butter, lb. 52c. Country Butter, lb. 58c
Brookfield Butter, lb. . . 60c. Nut Butter, lb. . . 23c
Waldoboro Sauer Kraut, 5 lbs. 25c. Lemons, doz 25c
Fresh Eggs, doz. 48c. Native Hennery Eggs, doz. 58c
25 bars American Family Soap........................ $1.00

Miss Celia Mitchell of Criehaven
has entered- school here and is stop
ping at the home of Mrs. B. P.
Browne.
•

A telegram was’received yesterday
announcing the arrival of Mr. and Mrs.
A. S. Littlefield In St. Petersburg, Fla.
Mr, and Mrs. W. O. Fuller were pas
sengehs by the morning train for Bos
ton, where they will be the guests of
friends for a short time.

Mrs. Ellen Mitchell of Criehaven, Is
the guest of her brother, Raymond
Anderson, Rankin street.
Miss Gladys Bowen, who has been
spending her vacation with her aunt
in this city, has returned to Cushing to
resume teaching.

Mrs. Alvah Staples of Wollaston.1
Mass., has been visiting her daughter,
Mrs. Avaughn Ames, Myrtle street
over the Christmas holidays. Her stay
was shortened by tire sudden Illness
of Mr. Staples which necessitated her
return to Wollaston.
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HEAR OF SOCIALISM

POSITIVELY THE LAST CHANCE TO BUY
STANDARD MERCHANDISE AT ROCK BOTTOM PRICES

HART SCHAFFNER &
MARX
SUITS & OVERCOATS

K

IDDIES’COLDS

yiCKS

45.00

50.00
Suits & Overcoats

Suits & Overcoats

NOW

NOW

36.50

38.50

All

Among the Musical Sounds

40.00

35.00

"It is hard to realize that an utterly
barren desert could be haunted by
queer sounds and peopled with abund
ant animal life. When one treads up
on the hard crust on the top of the
sand it breaks with a hollow, almost
bell-like sound, and it Is said that
there is a place on the top of a pla
teau near Kasr Dakhl which gives out
a musical note when struck.
"It supports, mysteriously, numbers
of birds, snakes, lizards, and some very
unusual varieties of moths and in
sects. Foxes and Jackals make their
ways out into the desert to a distance
of several days’ travel from the wafer
holes. Their presence might be ex
plained as they live on the snakes and
mice, but it is almost impossible to
explain how the mice live, as there is
practically no vegetation. The sim
plest thing to do under tho circumstan
ces Is Co fall back upon the old Bedouin
explanation that they ’live upon tho
stones.’
Biggest Blank Patch

Suits & Overcoats

NOW

NOW

28.56

32.50

All

All

The people of the United States have
begun voting on the proposal to have
their government adopt the program
selected by the American peace award
as “the best practicable plan by which
the United States may co-operate with
other nations to achieve and preserve
the peace of the world.” The program
is the one selected by the jury of award
from 22,163 plans submitted from 22
countries in the contest for the 3100,000 offered by Edward W. Bok.
The name of the author will not
be revealed until the people have fin
ished voting on it, in early February.
He already has received 330,000. half
the prize, and will receive the balance
if the program is approved.
The plan was numbered 1.469 and
was known only by such designation
to the jury, only one person a dele
gated member of the Jury, being cog
nizant of the winner’s name.
Through coupons printed in news
papers and magazines the public will
vote. Written criticisms of the plan
will be reviewed.
>Mr. Bok’s -award was followed by
action last week of Edward A. Filene,
Boston merchant, in offering 330,000
for a European competition for the
best plan for restoring prosperity to
the war-stricken continent. Mr. Fi
lene frankly credited his action to in
spiration received from the Bok award.
The full text of the winning plan
and the ballot appear in this issue.

25.00

30.00

Suits & Overcoats
NOW

Suits & Overcoats
NOW

23.50

Copyright 1923 Hart Schaffner & Man

RUBENSTEIN BROTHERS

19.50

404 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE

SALE CLOSES SATURDAY
BASKETBALL AGAIN

Three Big Games In the Ar
cade Tomorrow Night—
• Coach Jones Expects To
Win Championship.
Basketball has its official opening
in the Arcade tomorrow night in a
three game bout, featuring Coach Phil
Jones’ fast male quintet. The High
School hoys will face an ' allstar
alumni group. The Rockland girls’
team wlU take on the Stonington sex
tette which recently defeated South
west Harbor. In addition the It. H. S.
Sophomores will tackle Tenant’s Har
bor High. All these games should be
snappy and the evening's entertain
ment good.
Naturally interest renters in the boys’
game. There hag'befn a constantly

”Th% Libyan Desert, the most Inhos
pitable portion of the sequested Sa
hara, which an Egyptian prince plans
to cross to establish a route between
the Nile and the Western Sahara, is
the home of the ‘song of the sands,”'
according to a bulletin from the Wash
ington, D. C„ headquarters of the Na
tional Geographic Society.
“This is a distinctly musical but very
faint sound given out by the sands of
tlie deserts, which sometimes seems to
be composed of two distinct parts.
One desert traveler described the one
part as resembling the sighing of the
wind in telegraph wires, and the other
as a deep throbbing sound that strong
ly resembled the after-reverberation of
the chimes of a large clock. It took
place after a steady downpour on an
almost cold day followed by frequent
vivid summer lightning, and was ex
plained by him as probably being
caused by the sand's pouring over a
low scarp or declivity somewhere in
his vicinity.

All

Suits & Overcoats

BOK PEACE AWARD

Members of Lady Knox Chap People of United States Tak
ing Part In Referendum On
Winning Plan.

With an attendance of about 123,
and the usually attractive menu, the
ter Listen To Words of
circle supepr at the Congregational
Warning From Timely Ad
church last night was altogether a
most successful affair. The house
dress.
keepers were Mrs. Ralph W. Hanscom,
chairman; Mrs. Charles A. Rose, Jr..
A delightful meeting of the Daugh
Mrs. Robert A. Snow, Mrs. Milton M.
Griffin, Mrs. Harold L. Karl, Mrs. G. ters of. the Amercian Revolution was
M. Derry, Miss Charlotte Buffum. Mrs. held with Mrs. Harry A. Buffum, Grove
Ralph A. Smith, Mrs. Archie Bowley street, Monday. An animated business
and Mrs. Lloyd N. Lawrence.
discussion was followed by a reading,
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Dugan announce by Mrs, Maude Smith from an ad
the engagement of their daughter Alice dress by Miss Herniine Schwed, “A
to Joseph M. Keefe of Boston.
True American and Parents True
Miss Addie E. Snow left Tuesday for American Citizens” delivered at the 32d
Brookline. Mass., where she will spend Continental Congress, Washington. She
the rest of the winter with Rear Ad said: “There are so many misguided
miral and Mrs. A. S. Snow.
men and women who help socialism
•
----• along. I warned you last year of the
Miss Maude Hall is visiting in Port pacifist movement. Our drives are
land.
often to feed Soviet Russia. If Soviet
Russia would stop paying her agents
Mrs. H. G. Cole has returned from a to overturn our government and keep
weekend trip to Boston where she was her own money in Russia, they would
the guest of her sister, Mrs. C. W. Or not need our money. This is selfcutt. On her return she was accom presfervation for us. You need not go
panied l»y her mother, Mrs. Ther-sa to Russia to see socialism in action.
Creamer, who has been visiting Mrs. A certain Western State six years ago
Orcutt since October.
voted the Non-Partisan League into
power. They go under various names
The American Legion Auxiliary will but are all disguised Socialists. That
hold its regular meeting next Monday State soon voted them out of power,
evening at their hall on Llmerock but they still have good machinery in
street at 8 o'clock. All officers and 28 States of the Union—Socialism in
ether members are asked to be pres action here in our country in its first
ent as election of officers and other stage, which is State Socialism. These
business will be transacted.
make fun of religion, of morality, of
family life, of patriotism, of the Con
Capt. George A. Sprague of Boston, stitution of the United States,
who has been visiting relatives among
“Don't send your son or daughter to
the islands, has been spending a few any college that fails to do two things
days in this City, where he formerly re —teach the Constitution of the United
sided.
States and the fallacy of Socialism. I
used to think Socialism meant the
Mrs. Ruth Bird. Mrs. Alice Knight, riehless rich and the poorless poor;
Mrs. Frances Hanscom, Mrs. Madeline higher wages and shorter hours for the
Lawrence and Miss Martha Cobb will working people. But I know now it
be hostesses at the auction and tea means to confiscate all your property
given at the Country Club Friday af and destroy your government. Y'ou
ternoon for members and their guests. should know ‘The New Republic,’ ’the
Make reservations at the clubhouse or Nation,’ ’the Survey,' and ‘the Dial'
with one of the committee.
are what we call pink socialist maga
zines.
Leslie W. Clarke and daughter Net
“Be afraid of people who preach
tie of Damariscotta Mills were visitors complete disarmament, for they mean
in the city Tuesday.
'you must be disarmed, but the pro
letariat must be armed.’ Be afraid of
Mrs. Sarah Singleton is the guest people who ask you to feed the poor
of her brother. A. J. Bates, at Mrs. D. Soviets. Stand up for the good oldS. Weeks’ residence, Masonic street.
fashioned Constitution of the U. S. and
for the ‘old-fashioned virtues.’ They
News has been received here of the call us ‘reactionary.’ ‘capitalistic,’
death of M'iss Sarah Wallace, who ‘chauvinistic,’ but we should fear the
was spending the winter with her occultist, the fad movement, spiritism,
niece, Miss May Wlullace, in Mattapan, psycho-analysis, for these will eventu
Mass. The interment was at her for ally destroy Christianity.”
mer home in Bangor. The deceased
In view of the recent press reports
resided in this city several years.
of Secretary cf State Hughes’ revela
tions as to Russian propaganda here
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Orbeton of and of their fixed purpose to fly their
Lynn are in the city. They came to red flag of Sovietism over our White
attend the funeral of Mrs. Orbeton’s House at Washington, the D. A. R.
brother, John Brackett, who died in members felt the deep timeliness of
this reading. Selections of patriotic
Waldoboro last Saturday.
readings were conducted by the hostess
The regular monthly meeting of the and participated in 'by Dr. Ruth McMaine Women’s Club of New York was Beath, Ethel Hayden, Camden; Anna
held at the Waldorf on Saturday after J. Thorndike, Mary Perry Rich and
noon. In the absence of the president, Ella N. Buffum. Requests for a larger
Mrs. Bertrand L. Pettigrew, the first supply of the Manuals of American
vice president, Miss Elizabeth Reed, Citizenship came for the naturalization
was in the chair. Miss Joan Colcord work at the office of the Clerk of
gave a talk on 'Chanteys.” As Miss Courts Griffin, were granted and
Colcord was born on a ship and spent placed in charge of Hester H. Chase,
her earlier years on the sea. and has chairman of the Americanization com
made a study of the history and de mittee.
The delicious refreshments served by
velopment of those sea songs, she la an
able authority on the subject, and the the two hostesses of the afternoon,
topic was nvost interesting to the Club. Mrs. Buffum and Mrs. Lester Sherman,
Piano solos were given by Miss Mar when the guests repaired to the at
gery Mathis of Portland. Among the tractive dining room, were found tasty
guests were Capt. John B. Parse, Capt. and luscious. Mrs. Albert T. Thurston
Ralph Drisco and Dr. Jeremiah S. Fer and Miss Charlotte Buffum assisted.
The President General. Mrs. George
guson.
Maynard Minor, has said; “Those who
have no reverence for their ancestors
Mrs. A. H. Flood sends in from San will have nothing worthy to transmit
Francisco a pamphlet containing the to their descendants. We are a so
address on President Coolidge vs Sen ciety that looks backward, but not
ator Johnson delivered by Rev. James into a dead past, rather into a living
L. Gordon, D, D„ pastor of the First past. No past worth anything is reaily
Congregational cirurch of San Frafi dead. We look backward only that we
cisco. The address is an endorsement may go forward with greater hope and
of the World Court advocated by Presi courage. Blessed are the people who
dent Coolidge. "Mark my word’’ says reverence the great and good of the
the pastor, “a 'World Court Is coming. generations that are gone. Stand by
It may be a world court of diplomats
the Constitution and the flag, for many
If so, it will be a secret chamber. It
seek to mutilate and haul down the
may be a world court centered in the flag.'’
Vatican—If so, it will be a religious
Mary Perry Rich,
Influence. It may be a world court in
Chairman Press and Publicity Commit
the form of the present League of Na
tee of Lady Knox Chapter, D. A, R.
tions—If so, Its Influence will be very
largely European. It may be a world
court composed of bankers and finan
ciers—If so it will open the door for
the fulfillment of all the sad fears of
Henry Ford; the Children of Israel—
Children have very deli
the Jews—may be in control. Ahem !
cate digestions, easily
It may be a world court of newspapers
disturbed by too much
over which the beautiful spirit of our
“dosing.” Treat croup
beloved William Randolph Hearst will
preside. It is more probable thnt the
and all colds “externally”
inevitable World Court, with America
. by applying—
left out, will combine the influences of
all the foregoing. But it will be a
World Court—and America, in It or
out of It, will be very largely In
fluenced by this world association of
potentates, diplomats, statesmen, poli
ticians, financiers, and social schemOaarlTNiUioa Jan Und Ynrtg

All

All

There Are Lots of Strange
Things Connected With
Deserts, By the Way.

growing desire on the part of Rock flashing around the basketball field.
“The Libyan Desert may easily be
land's basketball fans for a champion/ Carl Freeman is an old Bangor llign
ship boys’ team and Coach Jones feels star, Don Kelsey, Ed. Chisholm and found on a map of Africa by looking
that his boys will fill the bill. Recall T. G. French will be guards of the for the largest blank space on the con
ing what he built from a shoestring Stonewall Jackson type and promises tinent. It Is bordered on the north by
squad in football last fall much may be that "It shall not l>e again,*’ referring a populated coastal strip running
expected, for liis basketball material to their recent unhappy basketball ex down to the Mediterranean, on the east
by a populated area in tho valley of
perience with the High School five.
is mostly seasoned.
the Nile, on the south by Darfur, and
Elmer Rising and Sidney Snow will
on the west by Tlbestl and the Great
probably start tomorrow night’s game
Sahara. It overlaps Into Egypt, the
at forward and they are a' fast, heady
Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, and Italian
pair of pill shooters. "Rich” Snow
Libya.
will do the jumping for the young
PLUMBING
"The Kufa OasiH, 400 miles south of
sters and won’t .he pushed around I
the nearest point on the Mt dlterranean
much either. Ludwig is a hard play SHEET METAL WORK, STOVE
coast, is an important stopping place
ing guard with a strong defense and
AND FURNACE REPAIRING
on the caravan routes from Darfur ahd
a good eye for tlie basket. Perry and
AUTO RADIATORS REPAIRED
the Lake Chad region.
Before tha
Thornton will he his side-Jticks.
PIPE and PIPELESS FURNACES,
World War camels groaned under tho
The names on the alumni lineup all
loads of feathers, ivory and hides ,
HOT WATER AND STEAM
have claims of glory. Arnold Rogers
which they brought into the settlement
has proved himself one of the best
HEATING
for barter and shipment to the coast.
hasketcers this city ever produced.
20 Franklin Street, • • Rockland
Brother Lin claims that he is getting
An Arab Traffic Slogan
Telephone 424-1
old and fat and has put on glasses,
•'Few attempts have ever been made
1S7-tf
hut no one would suspect it to sec him
to chart the rolling sand dunes or lo
cate definitely the fresh, bitter, or salt
water holes In various parts of th“
great expanse. The trains are fairly
well-known from the coast as far as
Aujila and Siwa Oases, but for the
long trek to Kufra guides are difficult
to obtain and often they lose their way
and the party is never heard of again.
One of the commonest forms of mark
ing the trail employed by the Bedouins
is to tie a string or strip of their gar
ments to the occasional hashes th't
dot the landscape, but even this is Im
possible south of Aujila as there is no
vegetation. The Arabs have a pecullaway of cautioning desert travelers—
’if one goes too far west or too far
east, one goes to hell.’
“Despite the tumhled-down walls of
its mud houses caused by a combina
tion of lack of funds und the Mohammedan antipathy toward keeping prop
erty in repair, Au Ola is one of the mast
picturesque of the Libyun Desert
towns. It has nine mosques whose
only roofs are the sky and the occa
sional shadow cast by a palm branch,
a ‘qiibba,’ or doomed tomb, of the
I’rophtt’s clerk, and u square watchtower. The gardens In this and other
southern oases of the desert are Irri
gated, and pumpkins, radishes and
onions grew in ncut orderly rows.

E. Howard Crockett

HASKELL I CORTHELL
CAMDEN

BIG Clearance SALE

Opens This THURSDAY MORNING
For 10 DAYS

Don91 Miss It

Hart Schaffner & Marx and other well known makes
of Suits and Overcoats are all marked down.
Men’s and Boys’ Sheepskin Coats, and Boys’ Suits
are all included in this big sale.
Underwear, Shirts, Hosiery, Hats and Caps, all at
clearance prices.

Men’s Ralston Shoes, and Women’s Queen Quality
Shoes are all marked down.

Copyright 1921 Hart Schaffner & Marx

EXTRA - SPECIAL - EXTRA
What we believe to be the largest single purchase of Women’s Shoes ever made in this vicinity we have
just made from a leading wholesaler their entire surplus stock of Women's Boots, Oxfords and Pumps, 94 doz.
(1128 pairs).
Some shoes in the lot are Black Kid and Brown Calf Boots, Black Kid and Brown Kid and
Calf Oxfords, and Black and Patent Leather Strap Pumps; every pair with military heels; every pair desir
able; all sizes in the lot. PLEASE NOTE—The lot is so large we have divided them in two lots, the Boots in
one large lot, the Pumps and Oxfords in another; and to make selections more easy, have arranged them on
tables in sizes so you almost wait on yourselves.
r

Choice of Boots.............................................. $1.65
worth $5.00 to $6.00
Plenty of sizes—3 to 8 widths—A to D

Choice of Oxfords and Pumps.................... $1.95

Not a pair in the lot worth less than $5.00

Sale Starts Thursday Morning, Jan. 10
FOR

TEN

DAYS.

Mail and Teel phone Orders Will Be Carefully Filled

DURING THE FIRST DAYS OF THE SALE WE WILL BE OPEN

EVENINGS

Women’s $2.50 to $3.00

Boston Bags
black and brown, full size
$1.98*nd $2.49

Women’s

HASKELL & CORTHELL

Good Quality Rubbers
.

Tel. 238-11

Camden

All Styles

75c

Mercury Does Daily Marathon

"One of the most startling features
of tlie Libyan Desert to the person un
familiar with desert travel Is the wide
range of temperature taking place dur
ing 24 hours. From 113 degrees Fah
renheit during the heat of the day the
thcimometer falls to a few degrees
above freezing point during the night,
and often strong cold winds blow out
of the south. Indeed, the Bedouins
may well be classed as to dislike of
cold weather with the ‘snow-dodgers’
of the United States who hit southern
trails as s.<on ns winter comes. Despito
the intense heat caravans make most
of their distances during the summeseason, starting two hours before sun
set and traveling through the night to
make their eamp two hours after dawn.
“South from Buttafal which lies Just
to the southeast of Aujila there Is a
seemingly endless waste of flat sand
the monotony of which Nature has noi
chosen to relieve with sticks, stones
or even a blade of grass. Few are the
individuals who can recognize a land
mark beyond an occasional camel
skeleton or a human skull. Parties
which become hopelessly lost some
times await a mirage, which br'nge
the country from 15 to 30 miles dis
tant into sight for a brief moment, to
reveal to them some irregularity in the
landscape they may identify. The
Arabs say ‘the country is turning up
side down.'
Ripples Molded in Clay

“One scientist who has made a spe
cial study of the sand dunes in the
Libyan Desert reported that ho ob
served in certain portions of the des
ert, clay ripples. So hard and compact
were they that a fairly strong wind did
not disturb their outward appearance,
and they gave the Impression that
they were formed at a very early data.
“'Beside the brilliant
electrical
storms that take place over the Li
byan Desert, other Interesting electrical
phenomena have been noted, A woolen
burnose or woolen blanket which was
teen left out during a sandstorm will
almost blaze with electrical sparks
when it is picked up and shaken, and
brush discharges of lightning six or
eight inches long have been noted on
the ears of camels during sandstorms "

A
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BUSY YEAR REVIEWED

Secretary MacDonald Tells What Chamber of Commerce
Has Done, Tried To Do Or Failed In Doing.
The Rockland Chamber of Commerce
held its annual meeting at Hotel
Rockland, Monday evening. President
Talbot at 6.30 tendered a farewell din
ner to the directors, as he relinquishes
his offlee as president of the associa
tion at the first meeting of the direc
tors, will h will he held Friday. Dur
ing the course of the dinner President
Talbot was presented by A. F. McAlary, in behalf of the directors with
a token, in the nature of a pair cf
solid gold cuff-links, in appreciation
of the time and service rendered dur
ing the past year.
Vice President
Daniels otiloiated as chairman at the
annual meeting during the absence of
President Talbot, who was called r.viv.
The new directors elected for the
coming, year are: Fred L. Linekin,
Charles A. Emery and A. W. Gregory.
A committee was appointed at this
meeting to make a report and to see
what can be done towards winter
sports. This committee comprised of
A. F, McAlary, W. C. Ladd and J. E.
Sullivan. Other matters which came
vp for discussion by tile membership
was the establishment of a Communi
ty Chest here in ltoekland this coming
spring, and the revision of the old. or
the adoption of a new constitution and
by-laws more adequate to the needs
The report of Se retar.v E. W. Mac
Donald telling of the work and ac omplishments of the Chamber of Com
merce for the past year follows:
• • • •
In the presentation of the annual re
port by your secretary, a very com
plete story Is given of the work and
accomplishments during the past year.
To many this will not seem very great,
but there are some outstanding feat
ures, which, when considered will ex
plain why more things could not be
done. Judged by those who know con
ditions, and have been affiliated with
us, we have had a most successful
year, although we have not realized
our fondest hopes.
Rockland has many pressing and
very definite needs, many of which we
have helped to accomplish, even
though we have rot accomplished them
alone. We don't claim sole and ex
clusive credit, yet we have had a share
in many of these splendid accomplish
ments. If we could report a program
actually completed, und state that we
have accomplished all that we have set
out to dq, during the year, we would
immediately give notice to the world
that we were not very ambitious, that
our city was void of progressive plan
ning, anti that we as citizens lacked a
true perspective of our city's possi
bilities or future.
In this report is mentioned some of
the actual accomplishments of our
Chamber, and of efforts made by our
Chamber to aid in worthy undertak
ings for the benefit of our city. Ours
has been the privilege the past year, of
cooperating with other organizations,
in working out city problems, in con
sidering many matters of great im
portance to our city, as those subjects
have been studied by thoroughly com
petent groups of citizens.
The outstanding effort of your office
staff this year, has been centered about
the words, "Service” and "Co-oper
ation.” Your office staff has always
sought to win the friendship of this
community, to demonstrate by our
willingness to extend service, to ad

vise, and work for various Rockland
undertakings.
An idea which prevailed in many
Chambers of Commerce in the very
early days, was that the Chamber must
put through big measures, spectacular
achievements, that would stand out
very prominently, and providing such
feature events could be mentioned, it
was considered that the Chamber had
made good.
Our office staff has, during the year
now ending, sought to justify the
Chamber's existence, and the time and
money that its members have given for
its support. With this thought in
mind, the Rocklanel Chamber of Com
merce has attempted to give service,
foster community interests, and assist
Ro.kland commerce and industry. We
have aimed to cooperate with all
agencies that were working for the
betterment of Rockland—in brief, we
have sought to popularize the Cham
ber, believing thoroughly there was no
reason why the Rockiand Chamber of
Commerce should not take a position
of leadership, and be recognized as
an organization always ready to co
operate and render valuable service to
the city cf our choice.
Much credit should be given our di
rectors, many of whom have attended
meetings of the Board, and accepted
committee assignments, when pressing
personal business called for their time.
We have had a busy year. We have
had a good year. Considering that we
have had to depend on busy men, we
have accomplished much. Our city is
a better city than it was a year ago.

Program of Work
At the time of my arrival in Rock
land, Nov. 6. 1322, your Chamber, al
though having $3,000 in the bank, had
done nothing towards procuring quart
ers for an office, and the first thing
that had to be done, was getting such
in office and procuring adequate help
for same, which practically took up the
balance of the month of November.
By the first of December, a question
naire was submitted to the member
ship, asking them to state what in
their opinion was most essential to the
benefit of our community. The report,
as compiled in this office, showed that
a bridge across the Kennebec should
be the first thing to be done. Second,
to encourage industries to come to
Rockland. Third, to devefbp co-op
eration and civic spirit. Fourth, to
develop our summer business.
Your directcrs took the report of the
secretary on this questionnaire, and
icting accordingly, a program of work
was prepared.
The Kennebec Bridge

One of the very active committees of
the Chamber, especially at the begin
ning of the year, was the Kennebec
River Bridge committee, which con
sisted of G. B. Wood, chairman; J. A.
Jameson, G. H. Blethen, H. P. Blodgett
and M. E. Wotton. This committee
held many meetings, and put through
the greatest demonstration which has
been put on in a great many years, to
wards getting a bridge across the Ken
nebec River. The advertising which
this demonstration gave to this project
was very valuable. Through this of
fice arrangements were made for a
special train to Augusta, which picked
up passengers between Rockland and
Bath, bringing to the hearing at Au
gusta upwards of 400 people. This in
itself, was quite an accomplishment, as
there was a vast amount of detail to be
looked after.
The work accomplished so far on
this proposition will have a great pow
er at the next session of the Legis
lature, when we go after the bridge.

What About This
Mechanical GearShift
People everywhere are talk
ing about the mechanical gear
shift on the Apperson. Those
who have actually driven the
car know it is the greatest inno
vation since the electric starter.
Nothing like it—shifting gears
mechanically without taking
hand from wheel or eyes from
♦he road, with all possibility of
“dashing” gears eliminated.
Operate this gear-shift your
self if for nothing more than
to be able to talk intelligently
about the most advanced engi
neering achievement today.

PRICES—Five Passenger Touring, $1685;
Sedan, $2400.
Completely equipped, delivered in Rockland.

If interested, ask for demonstration.

A. C. JONES
5 Talbot Avenue.

THE

Co-operation

During the past year, your Chamber
has shown its willingness to co-op
erate with the various projects which
have come up, in assisting them to
carry on. Among these various proj
ects in which we assisted, were the
procuring of automobiles for the vet
erans, Memorial Day, assisting the
Keeping the Harbor Open
promotion of our Community Food
Your secretary, seeing the condition Fair, and the observance of Educa
of Rockland harbor last winter, got in tional Week and of Fire Prevention
touch with every town from Portland Week.
to Bangor in connection with backing
Clean-Up Campaign
a proposition calling for a permanent
Your
Chamber
staged a Clean-Up
ice-breaker to be built and stationed
on the east coast of Maine, preferably and I’aint-Up Campaign last spring,
at Rockland. This necessitated a lot which was the means of not only help
of correspondence, and results sub ing to beautify your city, but making
mitted to our senators were very ef it a healthier place in which to live
fective in procuring a better ice patrol Highway Commissioner Ross stated
for our coast, although the petition for that he had removed more rubbish
a permanent ice breaker did not go during this week's campaign than dur
ing any other time since he had been
in office. This in itself speaks for the
success of this campaign

APPERSON

lanreartabprc-Mbca
•MB—depreu cluick to

through. It is our understanding that known as tho Advertising Folder com
$100,000 has been set aside towards mittee, did a great deal of very good
work last year towards procuring an
an ice breaker.
illustrated folder about Rockland, but
Legislativa Matters
the funds of the Chamber being at low
Y’our directors took a very active ebb, it was found at the last minute
part in the support of the Zoning bill, advisable to put this matter off for
which was presented at the last leg another year. A tentative layout has
islature. The Ship Subsidy bill which been made of an illustrated folder, and
came up before the last Congress, had many pictures have been procured for
the backing of your Chamber, and we ame. and this committee will positive
did our utmost to get other Boards of ly put through this folder by the mid
Trade and Commerce to endorse the dle of February of this year.
Ship Subsidy bill.
Navy Day Celebration
Highway Matter*
One of the most notable events of
Your Chamber was very active in the season was the observance of Navy
opposing the changing of the Atlantic Day here in Rockland. The Chamber
Trail and acted as leader for all the of Commerce office was the headquart
other towns along the coast at the ers of all the work connected with the
hearing, which was held at Augusta, celebration which started on Friday
end at which large delegations from night, Oct. 26, and ended up Saturday
Belfast, Camden, Rockland and Bath night, Oct. 27. All the detail connected
attended.
with this celebration was handled
Another piece of work which was here, which would not have been pos
done by this Chamber, was the organ sible had it not been for the splendid
izing of a delegation in this section to co-operation given by the officers from
attend the Edgeeomb road hearing, the Destroyer Putnam, which was sta
tioned in our harbor at that time. An
held at Wiscasset last spring.
other feature of this celebration was
Snow Removal
the fact that Rockland beat the whole
The snowplow committee, consisting State of Maine in procuring as speaker
of Fred Linekin, chairman; A. J. Bird, of the day. Senator Frederick Hale.
H. H. Stover, L. N. Littlehale, A. C. This was the one celebration this year,
McLoon and Mayor E. L. Brown, have, where the splendid co-operation of the
after a careful investigation, recom people of Rockland was show n.
mended to the city ihe buying of
Community Concerts
tractor snowplows for the removal of
snow In winter, the plan as embraced,
Through the efforts of your secre
being that if the city buy one tractor, tary a series of 13 concerts were staged
that another will be bought toy popular during the past summer. These con
certs were given at Postotfice Square
subscription.
,
The keeping of roads open in winter by the Rockland Band. The results of
will tend to ■crease business, and these concerts was the means of keep
build up the morale of the community, ing the Rockland Band organization
which is at a very low ebb during the together, and was also the mt a ns of
bringing into Rockland a great many
winter months.
people from out in the country. Full
Street Sign* *
appreciation of these concerts was
Y’our Chamber was the means of manifested by the large gatherings in
procuring street signs for all streets attendance.
leading off of Main street from the
Publicity
Gen. Berry engine house at the SouthThis office rendered valuable service
end, to Rockland street at the NorthIn the matter of publicity for many
end.
Knowing of the trouble which has projects which were put on in the city,
been experienced by tourists in locat your secretary acting on many com
ing towns, it was felt that Welcome mittees, and the office doing all the
signs placed at both entrances of the necessary publicity, in a great many
town, would be useful, not only in ac nstances your secretary was given full
quainting people with what they were power in writing up publicity for the
coming to, but also in advertising the various functions.
city. This was done, and much favor
Directors Meeting
able comment has been received from
Your
directors
have had an excep
the traveling public
A little four-page pamphlet was also tionally busy year, anei have not
got out, giving vital facts about Rock shirkeei their duly. Y'ou can realize
land.
These are available at the this, when you find that they have held
Chamber of Commerce office, and can 41 meetings during the past year, as
well as acting on committees. This
be had for the asking.
s an exceptional record ami your di
Island Traffic
rectors are entitleel to a vote of thanks
In order that people living on the is from the organization.
lands in Penobscot Bay might have
Open Forum Meetings
more time in which to do their shop
During
the past year eight open
ping in Rockland, a committee from
the board of directors waited on Mr. forum meetings were held. On five oc
White, and arranged a change in the casions we have had out of town
schedule of the island boats which speakers to address us, and at other
gave people more time here. This was times business immediate to your
very much appreciated, not only by Chamber of Commerce was discussed.
the island people, but also by the mer These meetings have proven very pop
ular, and with the exception of one
cantile interests of the city.
meeting excellent speakers have been
U. S. Chamber of Commerce
procured.
The approximate attend
During the past year this Chamber ance for the open forum meetings dur
aliliated itself with the United States ing thi' past year has been better than
Chamber of Commerce, so that we 60 members, which is approximately 50
might have a national councilor who per cent of the organization, and con
would be in close touch with national sidered a very high percentage.
At the suggestion of the directors,
affairs. This has been the means of
our keeping well informed on vital our secretary ran a series of noonday
subjects which are continually being luncheons last spring, which proved
taken up by the large interests quite popular, hilt had to be discon
throughout the country, and which af tinued for lack of speakers.
fect us, either directly or indirectly.
Traveling Carnival*

Rockland.

Tel. 576-R.

—and—
FIREPROOF GARAGE

Summer Business

The office of the Chamber of Com
merce was one of the busiest places in
Rockland during the summer months
Upwards of 300 inquiries from people
who desired to come down into this
section of Maine were handled, and not
only their questions answered, but
maps with routes laid out were also
furnished and In a great many cases
cottages were rented and reservations
made for them at hotels. This is a
distinct service which will go a long
'way towards procuring a greater sum' mer business for Rockland
Backing the City Charter

Y’our board of directors during the
past year took a decisive step in pro
moting the best interests of Rockland
by giving their whole hearted backing
to the new City Charter. This was
not done In any political sense, but
merely for the promotion of better
government for the city of Rockland.
When this came up before the people
for popular vote, the voters of Rock
land proved conclusively that they
wanted the new Charter.
New Industries

‘

During the year a number of in
quirks were received regarding loca
tions for new industries, but as yet we
have been unable to connect with a
real, legitimate proposition. As is oft
times the case, we have found that the
majority of institutions wishing to lo
cate in Rockland were such as would
demand more from Rockland than they
would ever give. Then again, our main
trouble here has been the procuring of
help for industries, especially female
help, but the New Industries commit
tee. consisting of H. P. Blodgett, chair
man; Israel Snow, G. B. Wood, P. P
Bicknell and A. L. Orne, have worked
very hard to try to right conditions so
that we may be able to get some in
dustry to come to Rockland. This
committee will continue to exert their
efforts, but in doing so will also be
careful to guard the best interests of
the taxpayers of the city.

Illustrated Folder
A committee consisting of Mayor E
L. Brown, E. H. Crle, John M. Richard
son, A. W. Gregory, Axel E. Brunberg
R. S. Sherman and Frank S, Rhodes

Realizing the injurious effects that
the majority of the traveling carnivals
had upon the community during the
past years, the directors voted that a
request lie made of the city fathers to
eflise licenses to traveling carnivals.
It was well that your directors had
acted as they did, as one carnival was
slated to come to Rockland during the
summer of 1323, but was sidetracked
before reaching here. It is not only
the damage which these carnivals
cause which makes them objectionable,
but lt Is the class of people who travel
with them, w'.io are invariably dis
eased. and are the means of spreading
Urease throughout the country.
Soliciting
During the past year our office has
had many requests from solicitors for
endorsements of their projects. In
some instances the cause was worthy,
but in a great many cases, the cause
was not worthy, and so permission to
solicit was refused. This is one serv
ice which the membership of the
Chamber of Commerce is entitled to,
and they should send all solicitors who
ipproach them, to the office for an en
dorsement of their project. Only by
the full co-operation of the members
of the Chamber can we do our part in
urbing unworthy solicitations.
The Rockland Chamber of Commerce
supplants no other organization. It oc
cupies a field otherwise neglected and
which no other type of organization
ould possibly serve. It brings to
gether into the working unit the
hitherto unrelated activities of busi
ness bodies, and has for its sole pur
pose to represent througli them, and
for them, the interests of the whole
city.
The Rockland Chamber of Commerce
stands ready to work with any organi
zation. or through any other organiza
tion, or to withdraw from any work
which is being done or can better be
done by any other organization. Its
purpose is to avoid duplication, have
the friendship of all, especially the
confidence of business men to whom it
looks for support. Its purpose is to
serve Rockland, not to serve itself. In
so doing it will serve all.

Keep Weil""
Avoid Sickness
TAKE

RRANDKTH
Lq. 1JS2
PILLS
Q Oft O Q at Bed Tiae

b will cleanse the system, purify
fi the blood and keep you well

»
For Constipation
2 Indigestion, Biliousness, «*e.
v
Entirely Vegetable.
iteB3SEHSEEEEI®HE3
FULL LINE OF

COLUMBIA RECORDS
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS, 313-315 Main Street
ROCKLAND. MAINE

zz

Gein*Nllt Margarine
Boys like it spread thick.
It costs little to use it plentifully.

rl

Swift &. Company, U. S. A

POLO IN GARDINER
Skinner, Shaughne3sey and
Wright Will Be in Lineup of
Kennebec Team.
The good old game of roller polo
will be ushered in at the Coliseum in
Gardiner on Thursday evening. This
will be the first time in years that
Gardiner has had the opportunity to
watch
a
professional polo game.
Gardiner in the old days at different
times has had some of the best polo
teams in the State, both when the
game was played at the old Holmes
factory, now a part of the R. 1’. Hazzaril Co., and in the old Coliseum on
Main avenue, which was destroyed by
fire. The team this year promises to
rival the old-time stars.
Manager Buker of the newly organ
ized Gardiner roller polo club has
gathered a cluster of stars that con
sist tf some of the best players in
New England. Skillins, the first rush,
is a well-known Portland boy, and
has led the City League for three
years in scoring goals. Skinner, the
second rush, is a player of many
years’ experience, and is a Rockland
boy, well known by most of the old
fans. Shaugbnessey, the center, is al
so a veteran, and has played in many
cities throughout the country, one of
tho noted leagues with which he
played being the New York State
League,
YVright, the half-back, is a rare per
former, and is considered one of the
best and cleanest defense players in
t'ue East. He played last year with
the Rockiand team, which won 22
straight games. Buker, the goal ten
der for the local team, has played for
Bath, Lewiston, Portland and New
Bedford. While with New Bedford he
played for the N<w England semi-pro
title.
So without a doubt Gardiner
will see some fast and classy games
If the fans support the team.
The first game is with Portland and
promises to be a hummer.

EMPIRE THEATRE

TWO FAR-APART JOSEPHS

STRAND THEATRE

Journey ef the Second One Vastly
A picture which is destined to have
Longer Than That of the First.
Enox county picture fans laughing as
they never laughed before, will be
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
shown at Strand Theatre the balance
1491 B. C.—Then there passed by of the week.
Midianites. merchantmen: and they
"Why Worry" is the story of an
drew and lifted Joseph out of the pit, American youth, accustomed to luxury,
and sold Joseph to the Ishmaelites for who has a flare of adventure in his
twenty pieces of silver; and they make-up. He goes to South America
brought Joseph into Egypt.
and ipromptly becomes enmeshed In a
1923 A D.—And behold Joseph did tierce, fiery and flaming revolution. It
leave the lighthouse at sunrise of a is a story of intrigue nnd romance
winter day, and did travel by train such as Richard Harding Davis would
and by merchantship. until finally it revel In. yet containing surprises and
brought Jostph into Florida.
twists such as O. Henry would give it,
Greetings, O brother, from the and is a decided departure from pre
friends in the north this New Y’ear vious Harold Lloyd stories. From the
time.
moment Lloyd is introduced being ta
Ground covered with snow, nice and ken aboard ship on a stretcher to the
slippery, wind nor'west and blowing a final fade-out, where he is tying up
gale. We fain would be with thee at traffic, “Why Worry" is one mirthful,
the home nest at Crescent Beach, An- hilarious situation after another, each
tlstacy Island, Florida.
situation inextricably bound up with
It was a mighty interesting letter the plot, thereby producing a staccato
you published from friend Joseph Jel- laugh effect throughout the entire delisjn late of Whitlock's Mills formerly velo]>ment of a story that intrigues
of Tenant’s Harbor. Some change the interest, while adding the glow of
from the frozen St. Croix River to the romance. Conspicuous among Lloyd's
waters of Florida. Here's hoping that aides in "Why YVorry" are Jobyna
as ills lines have been cast in such a Ralston and John Aasen. Jobyna is
quiet haven he may enjoy his well- young, pretty and spirited. Aasen Is
earned rest. I wonder if there does an 8 foot 9 inch giant and is such a
not come to him, as to one of The Cou hit we propheoy giants on the screen
rier-Gazette readers in California, this will be in demand hereafter. He takes
thought:
you back to the days when you be
"I wonder if at home tonight
lieved In Jack, the Giant Killer. "Why
The heaith-log burns with fllrk'rlr.g llsht
Worry” is a riot of fun, and the only
Upon (tie pane
thing for you to worry about is get
1 wonder If across the enow
The ai'ent shadows come and Ko:
ting into the Theatre during its run.
1 wonder if, fond memory.
There is also being shown today that
Before the hearth on Mother's Knee
fascinating mystery story written by
Wha s'alons still might come :o me
Way down In Maine.”
James Oliver Curwood. It is called
Boze.
’Gold Madness," but appeared in
magazine form as "The Man From
Ten Strike.’’ Guy Bates Post is the
PARK THEATRE
star. The greater portion of the story
deals with high life in San Francisco
Today will be your last opportunity —high finance and high society, tout
to see "The Tiger Rose," with Lenore the climax is reached In the great
Ultic, The story is one dealing with open spaces of the frozen Northland,
the adventurous life in the Hudson Bay Alaska, to lie specific, and it is here,
country, where the Harvard graduate in the very last few feet of the film,
on his homestead claim lives side by that the surprising and most unex
side with the renegade and fugitive pected denouement occurs.—adv.
from Justice. Into this life little Rose
Bocion, nicknamed “Tiger Rose,” is
born of an infidel father and a mother
who was a dance-hail girl. How she
lives and finds her goal in this environ
Th* Reliable and Satisfactory
ment is the theme of the story. There
will bo the usual added attractions.
The feature for Saturday will he
“The Man Passed By." The story re
lates
to a butterfly who bares her
Can Be Consulted Dally
soul to accomplish her sister’s release
From
10:00 A. M. to 3:00 P. M.
from a web of compromising circum
stances, This sacrifice she makes
i i at i i
without hope of reward, yet it is the
25 Park St., Rockland
means of winning for her the man she
loves. The action is dramatic through
Appointments by Phone
out. The cast Includes Hobart Bos
usms-tt
worth, Cullen Landis, Eva Novak and
Jane Novak. On the same bill there
, A. C. MOORE
will be a two reel comedy and Stageland Review.—adv.
Piano Tuner

PROF. LIBBY

Today will be the last showing of
Neal Hart in "South of the Northern
Ughts." It is a picture will, a punch
and you will enjoy it every minute.
"The Social Code" with Viola Dana
will be the feature attraction for Fri
day and Saturday and on the same
program William Duncan and Ethe!
Johnson in their newest serial "The
Steel Trail.” In “The Steel Trail,” a
chapter play produced by Universal
Duncan plays a railroad construction
engineer. The story is a big narrative
of railway building, with countless
thrills, landslides, daring escapes from
automobile wrecks, a speeding freight
car, and dynamite blasts—all bound
together in a logical plot tlwoiigh
which runs a pretty romance. It is
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.
These smali ads in The Courierstaged in a manner almost spectacular.
ENGRAVEO CARDS—Call at this offlee and
A large cast of standard pluyers ap Gazette are read by every body. That
Myles. If you already have a plate
pears with Duncan and Miss Johnson Is why they are so popular and examine
bring it in and let us print you cards in latest
effective.
in the new picture.
size. THE roUKIER-GAZKTTK.
“The Social Code” is an adaptation
of Rita Weiman's story, “To Whom It
May Concern,” which enjoyed wide
popularity in print but seems destined
to find even greater success as a mo
tion picture. The story is built around
to exchange naw furniture for your old. We must kssp our aoeond
the mystery of the murder of a notor
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
ious clubman and it holds spectators
furniture for your old; alto range* and musical instruments.
breathless with suspense.—ndv.

Psychic and Medium

WANTED

Keystone
Cigar*—Mild.
Sumatra
Wrapper, Long Filler. At all stores.—

li’M

V. F. STUDLEY
279-285 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

